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Radioactive xenon gas is a fission product released in the detonation of nuclear 
devices that can be detected in atmospheric samples far from the detonation site.  In order 
to improve the capabilities of radioxenon detection systems, this work produces β-γ 
coincidence spectra of individual isotopes of radioxenon.  Previous methods of 
radioxenon production consisted of the removal of mixed isotope samples of radioxenon 
gas released from fission of contained fissile materials such as 235U.  In order to produce 
individual samples of the gas, isotopically enriched stable xenon gas is irradiated with 
neutrons.  The detection of the individual isotopes is also modeled using Monte Carlo 
simulations to produce spectra.   
The experiment shows that samples of 131mXe, 133Xe, and 135Xe with a purity greater 
than 99% can be produced, and that a sample of 133mXe can be produced with a relatively 
low amount of 133Xe background.  These spectra are compared to models and used as 
essential library data for the Spectral Deconvolution Analysis Tool (SDAT) to analyze 
atmospheric samples of radioxenon for evidence of nuclear events. 
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND 
The testing of nuclear weapons began in 1945 at the Trinity Test Site in New 
Mexico and is still very much a part of global politics.  Throughout the latter half of the 
twentieth century several international treaties have been enacted to limit the testing and 
proliferation of nuclear weapons.  The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) 
of 1996 followed the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963 and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty of 1968 and bans the testing of nuclear weapons.  Though not all states have 
ratified the treaty, there is a mandate for global monitoring for nuclear weapons tests [1].   
The CTBT calls for monitoring of underground and underwater nuclear 
explosions through seismic, hydroacoustic, infrasound, and radionuclide testing.  Seismic 
testing monitors for vibrations in the earth that are not due to natural tectonic causes.  The 
most common way to distinguish between natural earthquakes and nuclear explosions is 
through the slight difference in the vibration over the duration of the signal.  The seismic 
signal from a natural earthquake is normally composed of a p-wave (Primary or 
compression wave) followed on the order of seconds by an s-wave (Secondary or shear 
wave).  The seismic signal produced by a nuclear weapon consists only of a p-wave 
because of the compression of the earth by the explosion.  The signal lacks a well defined 
s-wave because there is no shear of tectonic plates after an explosion [2].  The reason that 
seismic waves alone cannot be used to identify nuclear explosions is the large number of 
natural background signals.  An added uncertainty is the fact that a substantially large 
detonation of conventional explosives can produce a seismic signal similar to that of a 
small nuclear explosion. 
Hydroacoustic and infrasound techniques detect sound waves caused by nuclear 
explosions.  Hydroacoustic monitoring takes advantage of the fact that the density of 
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water promotes sound propagation over very long distances. This allows for underwater 
explosions to be monitored by a comparatively small number of detectors but this 
technique faces the same dilemma of the failure to tell the difference between 
conventional and nuclear explosions.  Infrasound monitoring detects long wavelength 
sound waves that are produced by the warping of the surface of the earth directly above 
the site of an underground explosion.  The warping of the ground acts as the world’s 
largest bass drum, compressing the air above the site and radiating ultra low frequency 
sound waves [1].  This technique also cannot distinguish between conventional and 
nuclear explosions. 
Radionuclide monitoring is the only technique that can reliably confirm that a 
detected explosion was nuclear.  The fission of heavy atoms produces scores of different 
radioactive isotopes of various elements of matter.  Most of these isotopes are short-lived 
with half-lives of seconds or less, but some isotopes that are either produced directly by 
fission, or those that are daughter products of the radioactive decay of those that are 
directly produced have half lives up to hundreds of years.  These isotopes that have half 
lives long enough for them to be detected hours or days after an event are of particular 
interest in nuclear explosion monitoring since their detection can confirm that an event 
was nuclear in nature.  Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show the distribution of fission yield  of each 
isotope plotted versus number of protons (Y-axis) and neutrons (X-axis).  Gray stands for 
zero or low probability and red represents high probability. 
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Figure 1.1. Distribution of 235U fission product yield by mass number. [3] 
 
Figure 1.2. 235U fission product yields for isotopes with half lives greater than 1 hour. [3] 
Radionuclide monitoring is divided into particulate and noble gas monitoring. The 
reason these are separated is the fact that attempts to contain the plume of fission 
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products can be either successful or not.  Figure 1.3 shows unsuccessful containment.  If 
the plume is released into the atmosphere all fission products are released and can be 
detected as the plume is spread by winds.  In this case detection of radionuclides would 
focus on the isotopes with the highest fission product yields that would be the most 
abundant.   
 
Figure 1.3. Non-containment of a nuclear plume. [4] 
Air sampling stations are used to collect the particles suspended in a volume of air 
by passing the air through a filtration system and catching the particles on a filter paper.  
The filter paper is then placed on a high purity germanium (HPGe) detector for isotope 
identification and quantification.  The HPGe detector system gives a gamma spectrum of 
the sample and the energy of each gamma peak corresponds to a certain radionuclide.  
Figure 1.4 shows an HPGe spectrum of fission products. 
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Figure 1.4. Sample HPGe spectrum of 235U fission products two days after fission. 
When the plume is contained, the only fission products likely to enter the 
atmosphere are noble gases because of their chemical stability.  The noble gases do not 
form covalent bonds because they have full outer electron shells.  Since the noble gases 
do not form covalent bonds, they are likely to diffuse through the soil above a nuclear 
explosion and reach the atmosphere.  Other elements that do form covalent bonds will 
likely become trapped in the soil as they diffuse to the surface and will therefore not 
reach the atmosphere in detectable concentrations.   
The noble gas with the highest fission yields for the two most likely sources, 235U 















with the highest probability of detection are shown in Table 1.1.  These four isotopes are 
the focus of noble gas monitoring due to their high fission yields and half lives on the 
order of days.  The length of the half lives is short enough that the isotopes reach the 
surface as xenon gas, and long enough that they are significantly radioactive and produce 
detectable levels of radiation.   






The radioxenon isotopes that result from the fission of heavy elements are both 
produced directly as fission fragments and indirectly as daughter products of some other 
fission fragments of higher masses.  The direct fission yield is the number of radioxenon 
atoms produced as a fission fragment per fission.  The cumulative fission yield is the 
direct fission yield plus the sum of all atoms of the isotope produced from the radioactive 
decay of other fission fragments per fission.  The fission yield also depends on the speed 
of the neutron that induces fission.  Table 1.1 shows the direct and cumulative yields of 
235U fission by both thermal and fast neutrons.  Thermal neutron induced fission is the 
type used by current commercial nuclear power plants and results from the use of a 
moderator such as water or graphite to slow the neutrons.  This is done in reactors 
because the fission cross section, or chance of a neutron causing a uranium atom to split, 
increases as the speed of the neutron decreases.  Fast neutron induced fission is seen in 
nuclear weapons because the explosion must take place in such a short time frame that 
Isotope Xe-131m Xe-133 Xe-133m Xe-135
Half-life 11.9 days 5.24 days 2.19 days 9.09 hours
235U Fission Yield
Direct (%) - Thermal 3.48x10-7 6.66x10-4 1.89x10-3 7.85x10-2
Direct (%) - Fast 2.41x10-7 1.46x10-3 4.23x10-3 1.20x10-1
Total (%) - Thermal 4.05x10-2 6.70 1.95x10-1 6.54
Total (%) - Fast 4.51x10-2 6.72 1.98x10-1 6.60
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neutron moderation is not possible.  This distinction allows for the differentiation of 
radioxenon signals from reactors and nuclear weapons and the ratio of one radioxenon 
isotope to another can be used to determine the source of the sample.  Figures 1.5 and 1.6 
show two such ratios as a function of time after the release of xenon from a thermal 
reactor and a nuclear device.   







Figure 1.6. 135Xe/133Xe ratio for BWR reactor and fast fission. 
A boiling water reactor (BWR) was used as the test case for a reactor and 
ORIGEN ARP was used to determine the quantity of each radioxenon isotope produced 
for varying operation lengths [6].  The ratios represent a release at the end of operation  
The four ratios shown for fast fission represent the expectations for a contained test 
(resulting in only the direct yield produces radioxenon) and a test where containment fails 
(resulting in the cumulative yield of xenon is released) for fission of both 235U and 239Pu.  
A spreadsheet created by Dr. Kendra Foltz Biegalski was adapted to produce this data.  
The reason the xenon produced from the decay of other fission products is not released is 
that the precursors are chemically bound before they decay to a noble gas.  When the 
nucleus decays, the gap in the electron shell that would normally now accept an electron 
and leave the atom chemically stable is already occupied through a covalent bond.  Thus 



























The figures show that the ratios can be used along with other data to determine 
the date and source of the radioxenon.  Of particular interest is the fact that the ratios 
produced by the BWR reactor approach those of the fast fission event as the operation 
time of the reactor is decreased.  Although normal operation times for commercial power 
reactors is on the order of 100 days or more, an attempt to produce false evidence of a 
nuclear test could be done by operating a reactor for a very short period of time and 
releasing the gases produced.  This further emphasizes the need to accurately and 
precisely determine radioxenon levels for nuclear explosion monitoring. 
Also highly advantageous of the four radioxenon isotopes is the fact that all have 
a high probability of decay with a coincident photon and electron.  The use of a detector 
system that requires a coincident detection of a photon and electron can significantly 
reduce the background radiation and increase the sensitivity to radioxenon.  The most 




Figure 1.7. Most probable decay schemes of the radioxenon isotopes of interest.[7] 
The Automated Radioxenon Sampler/Analyzer (ARSA) is a system designed at 
Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL) that collects and isolates xenon from the 
atmosphere and uses multiple radiation detectors to produce β-γ coincidence spectra.  
Figure 1.8 is a picture of the ARSA detector.  This and other systems designed for 
collecting and detection of radioxenon will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 1.8. ARSA detector system. [8] 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Most of the literature on β-γ coincidence spectrometry focuses on the 
development of the detectors.  The first generation of these detectors were similar in 
design to the ARSA in using NaI(Tl) detectors for γ detection.  One design required the 
condensation of xenon onto a surface barrier detector for β detection [9].  The detector 
system that grew into the ARSA used plastic scintillator cells for β detection.  This 
design was modified by incorporating a second NaI(Tl) detector to improve the counting 
geometry and a β-γ coincidence spectrum was produced [10].   Figure 2.1 is a schematic 
diagram of the ARSA detector. 
 
Figure 2.1. Conceptual design of the ARSA detector system [11] 
Using this design the ARSA detector system was built and tested, and shown to 
have a sensitivity of 0.120 mBq m-3 133Xe and 0.52 mBq m-3 135Xe [12, 13].  In order to test 
the ARSA system, a sample of radioxenon was created from the fission of a sealed 235U 
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sample in the research reactor at Washington State University.  A delayed coincidence 
technique allowed the ground state isotopes to be detected while the metastable isotopes 
were not.  Through subtraction of the ground state spectrum from a normal coincidence 
spectrum, the metastable spectrum can be determined [14].   
The Swedish Automatic Unit for Noble gas Acquisition (SAUNA) is a detector 
system similar to ARSA with a different counting geometry that has shown similar 
detection limits [15].   Figure 2.2 is a schematic diagram of the SAUNA detector. 
 
Figure 2.2. Conceptual drawing of the SAUNA detector system [15] 
Gain calibration of the NaI(Tl) detectors in these systems is accomplished by 
placing a 152Eu source in the sample position between the β detector and the NaI(Tl) 
detectors.  A similar method does not work for gain calibration of the β detectors for two 
reasons: the detectors are sealed, so a solid sample cannot be placed in the sample 
position, and the plastic covering required to make the β-γ detectors light tight also stop 
β-particles from entering the detector without losing considerable energy.   
In order to standardize the gain calibration of these systems, a method detecting 
the Compton scatter of 137Cs γ-rays in the plastic scintillator and subsequent detection in 
the NaI(Cs) scintillator was developed [11].  The detection of radioxenon and 137Cs was 
modeled in MCNP4C to provide the efficiency curve for each detector.  While these this 
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provides a reasonably good model of the β-γ coincidence detector systems, it does not 
take all the physics into account, such as summing of β energies in the plastic scintillators 
[16]. 
More recently, a new detector design developed at PNNL has allowed for the 
collection of the same double coincidence spectra as well as triple coincidence spectra of 
β-particles, conversion electrons, and photons.  This design uses a gas cell formed 
between two paddles of scintillating plastic separated by a mylar sheet for optical 
isolation.  The conversion electron is detected in one paddle and the β-particle is detected 
in the other.  The X-ray is detected in a NaI(Tl) detector that can be placed on either side 
of the scintillation paddles.  The logic unit can be set up so that triple coincidence counts 
are recorded only when both paddles detect an electron and the NaI(Tl) detector detects a 
photon [17].  Figure 2.3 is a picture of the SSXD with one of the NaI(Tl) detectors 
removed. 
 
Figure 2.3. SSXD triple coincidence detector [17] 
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Another recent design that has come from the original ARSA uses CsI(Na) well 
detectors with redesigned plastic scintillator cells so that only one photomultiplier tube is 
needed for each photon detector and each electron detector [18]. Figure 2.4 is an 
illustration of the CsI(Na) well detectors with modified plastic scintillator detectors in 
place. 
 
Figure 2.4. Conceptual drawing of an ARSA style detector using CsI(Na) as a γ detector. 
[18] 
Literature on the software designed to analyze β-γ coincidence spectra is limited 
due to the relative youth of the technology compared to γ-spectrometry.  The first toolkit 
to analyze β-γ coincidence spectra was CORIANT, a code that used region of interest 
(ROI) peak fitting to determine isotopic concentrations [19].  The CORIANT toolkit was 
added to the Radionuclide Monitoring System (RMS), a software suite that was first used 
to analyze the HPGe spectra for nuclear explosion monitoring [20].   
In order to take advantage of the entire β-γ coincidence spectrum, the Multiple 
Isotope Component Analysis (MICA) toolkit was designed to use spectra of each isotope 
to deconvolve a spectrum made up of multiple isotopes [21].  Following on the concept 
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of the RMS and using the methodology proven with MICA, the SDAT is under 
development to provide analysis of HPGe and β-γ coincidence spectra [22].  Figure 2.5 
shows how a mixed radioxenon sample includes overlapping spectra of each isotope. 
Figure 2.5. Deconvolution of a β-γ coincidence spectrum 
The research proposed in this paper is in support of the development of the 
SDAT.  The specific areas of interest are the development of models that provide 
accurate spectra of individual radioxenon isotopes and production of real spectra of the 
individual isotopes using a detector much like the one in the ARSA system. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The goal of the experiment is to produce β-γ coincidence spectra of gaseous 
samples of each radioxenon isotope of interest.  This experiment takes a new approach to 
creating radioxenon.   Through neutron irradiation of stable xenon gas, the radioxenon is 
produced by neutron absorption reactions.  Neutron absorption reactions describe the 
process that can happen when a neutron and atomic nucleus collide and only a photon is 
emitted.  This reaction is called an (n, γ) reaction and leaves the nucleus with the same 
number of protons, but with one more neutron than before the absorption.   
In order to produce the radioxenon isotopes of interest 130Xe must be activated to 
131mXe, 132Xe must be activated to both 133Xe and 133mXe, and 134Xe must be activated to 
135Xe.  The radioxenon gas is produced through the irradiation of three samples of stable 
xenon gas enriched in 130Xe, 132Xe, and 134Xe purchased from Isoflex USA, a company that 
specializes in producing stable isotope samples for science, medicine, and industry. 
The gas is then transferred to a detector system very similar to that in the ARSA 
for counting.  The β-γ coincidence spectra that are produced are analyzed for purity and 
the effectiveness of the procedure is determined. 
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Section 3.1. Gas Transfer System 
The gas transfer system is located in room 3.106 of the Nuclear Engineering 
Teaching Laboratory (NETL) at The University of Texas at Austin.  The experimental 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.1 below.  First, a low vacuum is applied to the gas 
transfer system with all valves open except those on the pressure regulator and xenon gas 
cylinder (Figure 3.1b).  This is done to reduce the amount of air in the sample tube and 
detector volume.  Then the valve on the vacuum port is closed, the valves on the xenon 
gas cylinder and the shutoff valve on the regulator are opened.  The pressure regulator 
valve is turned clockwise to increase the gas pressure in the sample tube to 1.1 bar 
(Figure 3.1c).  Next all valves are shut and the sample tube is detached from the system 
(Figure 3.1d).  The sample tube should be placed in two sealable plastic bags to prevent 
contamination of the sample tube in the irradiation area as well as to contain any 
radioxenon that might leak during irradiation. 
After irradiation, the sample tube is reconnected to the system and the vacuum is 
applied again to reduce the excess xenon and air that is acquired during reconnection of 
the sample tube (Figure 3.1e).  After shutting the valve to the vacuum system, the valves 
to the detector sample cell and sample tubes are opened to allow the radioxenon to 
diffuse into the detector (Figure 3.1f).  The valve to the detector is closed during counting 
to reduce the chance of losing the sample to leakage.  After counting the sample tube is 
disconnected and the valves opened to release the radioxenon from the sample tube and 
detector into a fume hood (Figure 3.1g).  The sample tube is reconnected and the process 




Figure 3.1. Gas transfer 
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Figure 3.2 is a picture of the assembled gas transfer system. By reducing the 
length of the tubing between the valves and joints, the amount of stable enriched gas can 
be conserved and the maximum amount of radioactive gas can be placed in the detector.   
 
 
Figure 3.2. Gas transfer setup 
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Section 3.2. Irradiation System 
The irradiation is done in Beam Port 2 of The University of Texas at Austin 1.1 
MW TRIGA reactor.  The beam port is tangential to the core and has a neutron 
collimator.  The thermal neutron equivalent flux emerging from the beam port is 1.24 
x108 n cm-2 s-1 when the reactor is operating at 950 kW [23].  The beam port creates a 3 
cm diameter beam.  Samples are placed in the beam line by inserting the sample tube into 
the collimator.  This method ensures repeatable sample positioning and thus neutron flux.   
The experiment is designed to use a beam of neutrons incident on the aluminum 
sample tube containing xenon gas to produce radioxenon through neutron capture.  
Neutrons are also captured in the aluminum, resulting in significant quantities of 28Al, a 
β-emitter with a short (2.7 minute) half-life.  This requires a decay time of up to thirty 
minutes to allow the aluminum to decay to reduce the dose received from handling the 
sample tube. 
The main project on Beam Port 2 is the Neutron Depth Profiling (NDP) system.  
This consists of a sample changer and detector system that sits in the beam line just off 
the reactor wall.  This requires that the sample must be placed in the neutron beam either 
in front of, or behind this system.  The position between the reactor wall and the NDP 
system was chosen because of the need to assure the placement of the sample tube in the 
beam.  The very low neutron attenuation resulting from the xenon sample tube allows the 
NDP system and xenon irradiation to run in parallel.  This setup is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.3. Beam port setup for xenon irradiation 
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The activity of the sample after irradiation can be found through simple activation 
and decay calculations.   
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Multiplying the equation above by 1λ gives the activity as a function of time.  The 
cross sections for the reactions that will determine the rate of production for the 
radioxenon isotopes of interest are shown in Table 3.1.  Although the neutron capture 
cross sections are greater in the desired radioxenon isotopes than the stable isotopes that 
are to be activated, an acceptable quantity of radioxenon is produced before equilibrium 
is reached.  Figure 3.4 shows the quantity of radioxenon isotopes versus irradiation time. 
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Table 3.1. Cross sections of significant reactions [24] 
Cross-Sections (barns)
σ(124Xe to 125Xem) 28
σ(124Xe to 125Xe) 165
σ(125Xe to 126Xe) 155
σ(125mXe to 126Xe) 155
σ(126Xe to 127Xem) 0.45
σ(126Xe to 127Xe) 3.5
σ(127Xe to 128Xe) 140
σ(127mXe to 128Xe) 140
σ(128Xe to 129Xem) 0.48
σ(128Xe to 129Xe) 8
σ(129Xe to 130Xe) 21
σ(129mXe to 130Xe) 21
σ(130Xe to 131Xem) 0.45
σ(130Xe to 131Xe) 26
σ(131Xe to 132Xe) 85
σ(131mXe to 132Xe) 85
σ(132Xe to 133Xem) 0.05
σ(132Xe to 133Xe) 0.45
σ(133Xe to 134Xe) 190
σ(133mXe to 134Xe) 190
σ(134Xe to 135Xem) 0.003
σ(134Xe to 135Xe) 0.265
σ(135Xe to 136Xe) 2.65E+06
σ(135mXe to 136Xe) 2.65E+06




Figure 3.4. Irradiation of enriched xenon samples to equilibrium 
Continuous operation of a university research reactor for multiple days may be 
possible, but is not practical due to the normal staffing or scheduling with other 
experiments.  Therefore, a run time of 8 hours was chosen to fit into a normal workday 
and produce a sufficient activity of each radioxenon isotope.  Figure 3.5 shows that 
samples of hundreds of Bq of 135Xe and multiple tens of Bq of 131mXe, 133Xe, and 133mXe can 



















Figure 3.5. Radioxenon activity versus irradiation time  
Solving Equation 1 at t=28,800 (for a normal 8 hour reactor run) gives the activity 
of isotope N1 at the end of an eight hour irradiation.  To solve for the activity at some 
time after irradiation we use the decay equation. 
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The initial tests used natural xenon gas to validate the experimental setup before 
more expensive enriched xenon gas is used to produce individual radioxenon isotopes.  
The equations above are used to determine the activity of each isotope of radioxenon at 
the end of an eight hour irradiation of one cm3 of natural xenon on Beam Port 2.  The 
results are shown in Figure 3.6.   
Figure 3.6. Expected xenon activity after an 8 hour irradiation of 1 cm3 natural Xe 
The most prevalent isotope is 125Xe which emits two major gamma rays at 188.4 
keV and 243.4 keV.  The reason for the high levels of 125Xe is the high absorption cross 
section of 124Xe and the comparitively low absorption cross section of 125Xe.  This is 



























Prior to setup of the β-γ coincidence detector, an HPGe detector was used to 
verify the production of 125Xe to confirm the activation of xenon gas.  Once the β-γ 
detector was online, the presence of 133Xe and 135Xe was confirmed.  After verification that 
natural xenon can be activated as expected, the experiment will proceeded with activation 
of enriched xenon. 
The same activation calculations can be done for the enriched xenon gases as 
were done for the natural xenon.  The isotopic makeup of each enriched gas sample is 
needed for the calculation and is shown in table 3.2.   
Table 3.2. Purity of enriched stable xenon gases. 
Enriched 130Xe Enriched 132Xe Enriched 134Xe
Isotope Content (%) Content (%) Content (%)
124Xe 0.003 0.003 0.003
126Xe 0.003 0.003 0.003
128Xe 0.003 0.003 0.003
129Xe 0.153 0.003 0.003
130Xe 99.563 0.003 0.003
131Xe 0.266 0.037 0.003
132Xe 0.003 99.903 0.291
134Xe 0.003 0.042 99.61
136Xe 0.003 0.003 0.081
Chemical Admixtures Content (%) Content (%) Content (%)
CH4 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
H2O <0.01 <0.004 <0.01
CO+N2 <0.006 <0.005 <0.004
O2 <0.008 <0.008 <0.007
Ar <0.005 <0.004 <0.004
CO2 <0.006 <0.01 <0.01
Kr <0.002 <0.002 <0.002
C7H8 <0.004 <0.004 <0.004
 
Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12 show the expected activities from irradiation of the 
enriched xenon gas.  The presence of 125Xe is acceptable because it decays by electron 
capture and the coincident photons and conversion electrons occur with probabilities low 
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enough that it can be considered a trace impurity.  The presence of 125mXe should be taken 
into account due to the fact that it decays by internal conversion and produces a 76.7 keV 
electron or a 106.8 keV electron in coincidence with a 30 keV X-ray.  The half life of 
125mXe is 59.8 s, so the associated activity will reach acceptable levels during the 30 
minute decay time required to allow the aluminum sample tube to reach safe handling 
levels.   
Figure 3.7. Decay scheme of 125Xe 






Figure 3.9. Decay scheme for 127Xe 
 





























Figure 3.11. Expected xenon activity after 8 hour irradiation of enriched 132Xe 
























































These figures show the method of irradiating enriched xenon gas provide very 
pure samples of the desired radioxenon isotopes.  Of the other radioxenon isotopes 
present, only 125mXe, 127mXe, 129mXe, and 135mXe decay with coincident electrons and photons, 
and the activities of each are acceptably low.  In the 131mXe sample the activity of 125mXe is 
expected to be less than 1% of the activity of 131mXe four hours after the end irradiation.  
In the 133Xe/133mXe sample, the activities of 125mXe and 135Xe are both expected to be less 
than 1% of the activity of 133mXe.  In the sample of 135Xe, it makes up over 99% of the 
sample for over 24 hours. 
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Section 3.3. Detector Assembly 
SECTION 3.3.1. OVERVIEW OF DETECTOR SETUP 
The following detector system was set up as part of the research.  The detector 
system consists of the same configuration of NaI(Tl) scintillator crystals and BC-404 
plastic β-scintillators as the ARSA system.  The plastic scintillator detectors fit into holes 
in the NaI(Tl) assembly.  Figure 3.13 shows the detectors outside the lead shield that is 
used to reduce counts from background sources. 
Figure 3.13. Detector setup 
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The data processing is done with Nuclear Instrumentation Methods (NIM) 
components that handle the signal conditioning and logic, and Computer Automated 
Measurement and Control (CAMAC) components that handle the analog-digital 
conversion and computer interface.  Figure 3.14 is a diagram of the data flow in the 
electronics and Figure 3.15 is a photo of the modules in their crates. 
Figure 3.14. Electronics diagram for data collection 
List of components: 
• Phillips Scientific Model 777 Octal Variable Gain Amplifier (Preamp) 
• ORTEC Model 855 Dual Spectroscopy Amp 
• ORTEC Model CF8000 Octal Constant Fraction Discriminator 
• ORTEC Model CO4020 Quad 4-Input Logic Unit 
• ORTEC Model 533 Dual Sum and Invert Amp 
• ORTEC Model AD413A CAMAC Quad 8k ADC 
• ORTEC Model CMC203 CAMAC Fast Encoding and Readout ADC (Analog to 

















Figure 3.15. Photo of electronics setup 
SECTION 3.3.2. CONNECTION OF THE NAI(TL) DETECTOR 
The high voltage power supply for the NaI(Tl) detectors is set at 1000 V, and the 
two outputs can each be split with a T-splitter to connect all four PMTs.  The signal 
output of PMTs that share a crystal are combined with a T-splitter.  The two resulting 
signal cables are connected to each input of the Ortec Model 855 Dual Spectroscopy 
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Amplifier.  The two bipolar out connections of the 855 connect to the input ORTEC 
Model 533 Dual Sum and Invert Amp.  The output of the 533 connects to an input of the 
ORTEC Model AD413A CAMAC Quad 8k ADC.  The two unipolar out connections of 
the 855 connects to the input of the Ortec Model CF8000 Octal Constant Fraction 
Discriminator.  The two corresponding output signals of the CF8000 connect to two of 
the inputs on the same logic panel of the ORTEC Model CO4020 Quad 4-Input Logic 
Unit.  That logic panel is set to provide a NIM logic signal when the two input signals are 
anti-coincident.  This is because a coincident count in both NaI(Tl) crystals is most likely 
a cosmic ray, and should not be counted.  The logic output of this panel is connected to a 
logic input of another panel on the CO4020. 
SECTION 3.3.3. CONNECTION OF THE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR 
The high voltage power supply for the plastic scintillators is set to 600 V and each 
PMT is connected to the output of the power supply.  The output signals of the plastic 
scintillator PMTs are connected to the input of the Phillips Scientific Model 777 Octal 
Variable Gain Amplifier.  One output from each panel of the 777 is connected to the 533.  
The corresponding output of the 533 is connected to an input of the AD413A.  The 
second output of each panel of the 777 is connected to the input of the CF8000.  The 
corresponding output of the CF8000 is connected to two inputs of the same panel of the 
CO4020.  The logic unit is set to send a NIM logic signal when the two inputs are in 
coincidence.  Because both PMTs are connected to the same scintillator, every pulse 
originating in the scintillator should be detected at both sides, and anti-coincident pulses 
are noise.  The output of this panel of the CO4020 is connected to an input of the same 
panel as the last step of Section 3.3.2.  This logic panel is set to send a NIM logic signal 
when the two inputs are in coincidence.  The output of this panel is connected to the G 
(gate) input of the ORTEC Model CMC203 CAMAC Fast Encoding and Readout ADC 
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(FERA) Driver, Memory, Histogrammer.  A 24-pin ribbon cable connects the output of 
the AD413A to the input of the CMC203.  A 16-pin ribbon cable connects the (+-)-N/C, 
WST, REQ, CLR, GATE, WAK, GND, and DAQ-N/C connections on both the CMC203 
and the AD413A.  Also, a 2-pin ribbon cable connects the REO pins on the CMC203 to 
the REN pins on the AD413A.   
A graphical user interface (GUI) is provided by Kmax software which includes 
two-way communication with the CAMAC components.  The Kmax application controls 
the acquisition start/stop, as well as the low voltage cutoff level for incoming signals.  
The incoming data is sorted into β, γ, and β-γ coincidence plots.  See appendix A for the 
Kmax code.  The plot for the β-γ coincidence spectrum must be set up using the 
Histogram Options.  Under the Type tab, should be a 2-D 257x257 histogram.  Under the 
Sorting tab, the x-axis should use the channel of the β-cell and the y-axis should use the 
channel of the NaI(Tl) detector.  The gain option should be 0.1 for the x-axis and selected 
so that channel 257 of the y-axis corresponds to about 680 keV. 
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Section 3.4. Gain Matching and Energy Calibration 
SECTION 3.4.1 GAIN MATCHING 
The energy calibration of a β-γ coincidence detector is a two step process.  The 
first step is calibrating the NaI(Tl) detectors.  Because there are two detectors that each 
have two photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and all four signals will be read as a single input, 
the PMTs must be gain matched.  This means that the output of each PMT should have 
the same voltage for the same pulse.  The best way to do this is to use a 137Cs source 
because its decay has a monoenergetic γ-ray. 
The first step in gain matching the PMTs is to connect each to a two-channel 
oscilloscope (disconnect the T-splitter).  Trigger off one PMT and adjust the preamps on 
the back of the each PMT until the pulses are as close to the same amplitude as possible.  
Then trigger off the other PMT and readjust the preamps again to match peak amplitudes.  
Repeat this step for the PMTs on the other crystal.  Now reconnect the PMTs as 
described in Section 3.3.2.   
Connect both unipolar outputs of the 855 to the oscilloscope and trigger off one 
channel.  Adjust the gain on both panels of the 855 until the amplitude of both peaks are 
even.  Again, trigger of the other channel and match the amplitudes.  When this is 
complete, connect both cables to the two open channels on the AD413A and connect the 
output of the first logic panel to the G input on the CMC203.  Switch this logic panel to 
OR operation.  Place the 152Eu source in the third β-cell from the top and run the Kmax 
software.  Two of the channels on the Kmax window will show the NaI(Tl) spectra of 
152Eu.  Readjust the gain on the 855 so that the peaks in both plots line up.  Record the 
channel numbers of each peak in the spectrum.  The NaI(Tl) detector is now gain 
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matched and energy calibrated.  Reattach all cables and return all logic switches as 
specified in Section 3.3.2.  
To gain match the plastic scintillators, use the 137Cs source.  Connect the output of 
the 777 to the oscilloscope and use a flathead screwdriver to adjust the gain on the 777 
until the amplitude of the peaks match.  Reconnect the cables as specified in Section 3.3.3 
and disconnect the high voltage to one of the PMTs.  Run the data acquisition software, 
save the β-γ coincidence spectrum, and record the X-value of the lower-right end of the 
diagonal line.  Repeat this step for the other PMT.  Adjust the 777 until the diagonal lines 
match.  Adjust the gain for the X-axis in the Histogram Options so that the lower-right 
end of the diagonal line is at or around channel 120.  Figure 3.16 shows the evolution of 
the gain matching of the β-PMTs.  The tailing at high β-energies evident in Figures 
3.16a-c shows the result of the high voltage being set too high.  Figure 3.16d shows the 
best gain matching. 
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Figure 3.16. β-γ spectra of 137Cs where a-d show improving gain matching where a is the 
worst and d is the best. 
SECTION 3.4.2 ENERGY CALIBRATION 
Energy calibration of the NaI(Tl) detectors is done with a 152Eu source that is 
placed in the detector in the space where plastic scintillators are positioned.  A γ–singles 
spectrum can be taken and the 152Eu peaks can be identified and used for energy 
calibration.  Figure 3.17 shows the γ–singles spectrum and Figure 3.18 shows the plot of 
energy versus channel for the NaI(Tl) detector. 
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Figure 3.17. γ-singles count of 152Eu on NaI over 8192 channels 
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Figure 3.18. γ-energy calibration 
After the gain matching and γ-calibration, the β-calibration can be done.  This is 
achieved by using the β-γ coincidence spectrum of a small sized sample of 137Cs placed 
between the plastic scintillator and the NaI(Tl) detector.  The best way to do this is to 






















Figure 3.19. Partitioned 137Cs spectrum used in β-calibration 
The top and bottom regions are not needed, and the remaining regions can be 
summed over all γ (y-axis) channels.  The result is 17 plots, each of which is the β-
spectrum coincident with the γ-rays of each range of values.  The γ channel range is 
shown in the first column of Table 3.3, the midpoint is shown in the second column, and 
the peak of the coincident β-spectrum is in the third column.  The fourth column is the 
conversion from γ channel to γ energy using the energy calibration in Figure 3.18.  The 
fifth column is the result of the conservation of energy in the Compton scatter of the 
661.7 keV γ-ray.  The difference between the initial energy (661.7 keV) and the energy 













Table 3.3. Application of 137Cs data to β calibration  
Gamma Energy Beta Energy
75-84 80 118 193.2 468.5
85-94 90 112 217.7 444.0
95-104 100 105 242.1 419.6
105-114 110 97 266.6 395.1
115-124 120 91 291.0 370.7
125-134 130 84 315.5 346.2
135-144 140 77 340.0 321.7
145-154 150 69 364.4 297.3
155-164 160 62 388.9 272.8
165-174 170 56 413.3 248.4
175-184 180 48 437.8 223.9
185-194 190 42 462.2 199.5
195-204 200 35 486.7 175.0
205-214 210 29 511.1 150.6
215-224 220 21 535.6 126.1
225-234 230 16 560.1 101.6













This relationship is used to get the β-calibration as shown in Figure 3.20.  The 
results show a non-linear energy calibration over the first 100 keV of the energy range, 
and a power series is used to determine the energy calibration for electrons with energy 
less than 100 keV.  At energies above 100 keV the energy calibration is linear. Figure 
3.21 shows the 137Cs spectrum with the derived energy bins. 
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Figure 3.20. Plot of β channel versus energy 
 
y = 0.0357x1.3194





















Figure 3.21. β-γ spectrum of 137Cs labelled in energy units 
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CHAPTER 4.  RESULTS OF XENON IRRADIATION 
Section 4.1. Results of Natural Xenon Irradiation  
Natural xenon gas was irradiated and counted on an HPGe detector as shown 
below in Figure 4.1.  As shown in the calculation of xenon activity after irradiation, the 
major component in terms of activity is 125Xe, which has major γ-rays at 188.4 keV and 
243.4 keV.  These two peaks are shown to exist in Figure 4.2 at 23.7σ and 11.6σ above 
background.   















Counts Background Subtracted Background
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Figure 4.2. HPGe spectrum showing evidence of 125Xe production 
Following the detection of 125Xe in the HPGe detector, a new sample of irradiated 
natural xenon gas was placed in the ARSA style β-γ coincidence detector.  Figure 4.3 
shows the initial β-γ coincidence spectrum with evidence of both 133Xe and 135Xe.  This β-
γ coincidence spectrum proves that detectable levels of radioxenon can be produced 
through neutron irradiation of stable xenon gas.  The next step in the experiment is to 



















8803±657 Counts above Compton background
23.7σ  above Compton background
243.4 keV
3569±540 Counts above Compton background
11.6σ  above Compton background
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Figure 4.3. Initial coincidence data for irradiation of natural xenon – 7 hour irradiation, 





Section 4.2. Results of 130Xe Irradiation 
The production of 131mXe through irradiation of enriched 130Xe is shown in Figure 
4.5.  The spectrum initially contained noticeable amounts of 133Xe and 135Xe.  After three 
days of decay, the activity of 131mXe has been reduced by less than half, but this 
constitutes more than seven half lives of 135Xe, effectively reducing it to background 
levels. 
Figure 4.5. Spectrum of a sample containing only 131mXe – 6.9 hour irradiation, 73.4 hour 
decay, 87.6 hour count 
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The calculation of the purity of the 131mXe sample is shown in Table 4.1.  The data 
in Figure 4.5 is analyzed and the average counts per second over the period of the count 
time is shown for 131mXe and 133Xe.  The initial ratio of 131mXe/133Xe by activity at the time 
the sample is placed in the detector is shown to be 316, or a sample that is 99.7% 131mXe 
by activity.  If greater purity is needed, the sample can be allowed to decay further to 
increase the ratio, but this will also increase the effect of background counts on the 
sample. 
 
Table 4.1. Calculation of initial 131mXe activity and sample purity 
131mXe σ 133Xe σ Units
Sample Placed in 
Detector 12/03/2007 18:09 300 12/03/2007 18:09 300 seconds
Count Start Time 12/06/2007 18:27 300 12/06/2007 18:27 300 seconds
Count Stop Time 12/10/2007 10:02 300 12/10/2007 10:02 300 seconds
Count Time 315300 424 315300 424 seconds
Counts in peak 112007 335 725 27 counts
Lower Background 
Counts 3293 57 540 23 counts
Upper Background 
Counts 501 22 516 23 counts
Net Counts in peak 110110 340 197 42 counts
Normalized Counts 




0.3563 0.0012 0.00164 0.00035 counts/sec
Decay Constant 
(lambda) 0.0582 0.1323 days
-1
Initial Counts/second 
in Sample 0.4714 0.0012 0.0031 0.0004 counts/sec
Detector Efficiency 19.51% 0.07% 40.32% 0.11%
Activity 2.42 0.0106 0.00766 0.00087 Bq
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Section 4.3. Results of 132Xe Irradiation 
The irradiation of 132Xe results in both 133Xe and 133mXe.  Because 133mXe has a 
shorter half life than 133Xe the optimum ratio of 133mXe to 133Xe occurs immediately after 
irradiation.  Figure 4.6 shows the spectrum produced when both 133mXe and 133Xe are 
present. 
Figure 4.6. Spectrum of a sample containing both 133Xe and 133mXe – 7.3 hour irradiation, 
1.5 hour decay, 209.6 hour count 
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Figure 4.7 is a surface plot of the same data as Figure 4.6 and more obviously 
depicts the 133mXe peak.  Due to the greater probability that a 132Xe nucleus will be 
activated to the ground state than the metastable state of 133Xe, 133mXe cannot be produced 
without simultaneously producing a greater activity of 133Xe using this method of 
radioxenon production. 
 
Figure 4.7. Alternate view of mixed sample spectrum – 7.3 hour irradiation, 1.5 hour 
decay, 209.6 hour count 
The procedure for this sample is to collect one mixed spectrum containing 133mXe 
and 133Xe and one spectrum of the remaining 133Xe after the 133mXe has decayed to 
background levels.  A spectrum of 133Xe normalized to match the counts of 133Xe in the 
mixed spectrum can be subtracted from the mixed spectrum to yield a spectrum 




Figure 4.8 shows the spectrum of 133Xe after the 133mXe has decayed away.  The 
count that produced this spectrum was started 9 days after the sample was produced.  
Since the expected initial activity of 133mXe is around 25% of the expected initial activity 
of 133Xe, the activity of 133mXe should be only a few percent that of 133Xe after 4 half lives.  
Also, the percentage of 133mXe in the sample will decrease as the count is taken.  Figure 
4.9 shows a surface plot of the spectrum of 133Xe where the 133mXe peak is visibly absent. 
Figure 4.8. Spectrum of a sample containing high purity 133Xe – 7.3 hour irradiation, 





Figure 4.9. Alternate view of 133Xe spectrum – 7.3 hour irradiation, 211.1 hour decay, 
330.2 hour count 
The spectrum of 133Xe is normalized so that the 81 keV γ-peak has the same 
magnitude as the same peak in the mixed spectrum.  Then the 133Xe spectrum is 
subtracted from the mixed spectrum, resulting in a sample consisting solely of 133mXe.  
The result is shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. 
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Figure 4.10. Sample of 133mXe resulting from subtraction of 133Xe from the mixed sample – 
7.3 hour irradiation, 1.5 hour decay, 209.6 hour count 
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Figure 4.11. Alternate view of 133mXe spectrum – 7.3 hour irradiation, 1.5 hour decay, 
209.6 hour count 
The calculation of the purity of the 133mXe sample is shown in Table 4.2.  The data 
in Figure 4.7 is analyzed and the average counts per second over the period of the count 
time is shown for 133mXe and 133Xe.  The 81 keV peak data is used to determine the activity 




Table 4.2. Calculation of initial 133Xe and 133mXe activity and sample purity 
 
Of particular interest in evaluating the method of neutron irradiation of stable 
xenon gas is the ratio of 133mXe to 133Xe that can be produced through this method.  The 
ratio found using an eight hour irradiation is 0.31 by activity.  This corresponds to a 
sample consisting of 23.6% 133mXe and 76.4% 133Xe by activity.   
 
133Xe σ 133mXe σ Units
Sample Placed in 
Detector 02/22/2008 18:07 300 02/22/2008 18:07 300 seconds
Count Start Time 02/22/2008 18:07 300 02/22/2008 18:07 300 seconds
Count Stop Time 03/03/2008 14:55 300 03/02/2008 11:43 300 seconds
Count Time 852480 424 754560 424 seconds
Counts in peak 439717 663 78480 280 counts
Lower Background 
Counts 51088 226 0 0 counts
Upper Background 
Counts 3787 62 0 0 counts
Net Counts in peak 412279.5 703 78480 280 counts
Normalized Counts for 
Branching Ratio 1084946 1851 87200 311 counts
Average Counts/second 
During Count 1.2727 0.0023 0.1156 0.00042 counts/sec
Decay Constant (lambda) 0.1323 0.3165 days-1
Initial Counts/second in 
Sample 2.2790 0.0023 0.3409 0.0004 counts/sec
Detector Efficiency 40.32% 0.11% 19.52% 0.07%
Activity 5.65 0.016 1.75 0.0066 Bq
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Section 4.4. Results of 134Xe Irradiation 
The most significant results of the enriched xenon irradiation are the spectra of 
isolated 135Xe.  Because 135Xe has the shortest half life of the four radioxenon isotopes of 
interest, the spectra of 135Xe produced through the fission of uranium have an impurity of 
the other radioxenon isotopes.  The spectrum produced through the irradiation of 
enriched 134Xe is shown in Figure 4.12.   
Figure 4.12. Experimental 135Xe spectrum with trace amounts of 133mXe and 133Xe – 6.9 
hour irradiation, 0.6 hour decay, 18.6 hour count 
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The data from Figure 4.12 is analyzed along with a longer count taken to provide 
more 
133Xe counts.  The 250 keV peak and 81 keV peak data were used to determine the 
activity of 135Xe and 133Xe, respectively.  Table 4.3 shows that the initial sample yields 
9.7372 counts per second, with an impurity of 0.0739 counts per second from 133Xe.  This 
gives an initial ratio of 135Xe to 133Xe of 131.8 by activity. 
 
Table 4.3. Calculation of initial 135Xe counts per second and sample purity 
 
The same calculation can be done for the ratio of 135Xe to (133Xe+133mXe) as was 
done for the ratio of 133mXe to 133Xe.  Because trace levels of 132Xe exist in the enriched 
134Xe, both 133Xe and 133mXe will be produced in the irradiation of the enriched 134Xe.  Since 
we know the ratio of 133mXe to 133Xe produced in the irradiation of enriched 132Xe, we can 
determine the activity of 133mXe produced if we know the  activity of the 133Xe in the 
135Xe σ 133Xe σ Units
Sample Placed in 
Detector 04/09/2008 16:44 300 04/09/2008 16:44 300 seconds
Count Start Time 04/09/2008 16:46 300 04/09/2008 16:46 300 seconds
Count Stop Time 04/10/2008 11:25 300 04/24/2008 16:10 300 seconds
Count Time 67129 424 1293840 424 seconds
Counts in peak 327677 572 23866 154 counts
Lower Background 
Counts 25014 158 7958 89 counts
Upper Background 
Counts 4247 65 8149 90 counts
Net Counts in peak 313046.5 597 15812.5 200 counts
Normalized Counts for 
Branching Ratio 347829 664 41612 526 counts
Average Counts/second 
During Count 5.1815 0.0342 0.0322 0.00041 counts/sec
Decay Constant 
(lambda) 1.8301E+00 0.1323 days
-1
Initial Counts/second in 
Sample 9.7372 0.0739 counts/sec
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sample.  Table 4.3 solves for the counts per second detected of both 135Xe and 133Xe, and 
Table 4.4 uses that data to find the activity of 135Xe, 133Xe, and 133mXe.  The sample of 
irradiated enriched 134Xe is shown to be 99.1% 135Xe by activity when the sample is placed 
in the detector. 
 
Table 4.4. Calculation of the 135Xe/133Xe activity ratio 
Counts/sec σCounts/sec Efficiency σEfficiency Activity (Bq) σActivity
135Xe 9.7372 0.0342 38.29% 0.12% 25.43 0.1178
133Xe 0.0739 0.0004 40.32% 0.11% 0.18 0.0011
133mXe unknown n/a n/a n/a 0.06 0.0004
135Xe/(133Xe+133mXe) Ratio = 105.88 1.0452
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CHAPTER 5. MODELING IN MCNPX 
Section 5.1. Summary of MCNPX 
The Monte Carlo method was named in 1947 by researchers at Los Alamos 
National Lab because of the way the method uses random number generators to simulate 
physical interactions that cannot be easily explained through classical mechanics.  The 
Monte Carlo method relies on the ability to simulate large numbers of such interactions to 
reveal the likely outcome of the same interaction in a lab. 
Monte Carlo N-Particle eXtended (MCNPX) is a computer code written in 
Fortran 90 that uses the Monte Carlo method to provide deterministic solutions to physics 
problems.  MCNPX is a recent version in the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) family of 
codes developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory.  MCNP was initially written to 
simulate criticality situations in fissile materials and thus concentrated on the transport of 
neutrons, electrons, and photons [25].  The MCNPX deck written for this experiment is 
included in Appendix C, and the following sections provide an explanation of the theory 
used to develop it. 
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Section 5.2. Theory for Modeling Radioxenon Detection in MCNPX 
SECTION 5.2.1. MCNPX GEOMETRY DEFINITION 
The first step is to model the geometry of the ARSA detector in MCNPX.  The 
dimensions of the detector are taken from the specifications sheet supplied by St. Gobain 
Crystals found in Appendix B.  The individual parts of the detector are defined using the 
MCNP geometry system where the volume defined by a set of surfaces is given a 
material and density.  The detector consists of two NaI(Tl) crystals that are optically 
isolated by a silicone material and surrounded by an aluminum case.  There are also four 
detectors made of BC-404 scintillating plastic which act as sample tubes and β detectors.  
These detectors fit into holes in the NaI(Tl) detector setup.  Figure 5.1 shows the 
geometry as modeled in MCNPX. 
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Figure 5.1. MCNPX detector geometry. 
SECTION 5.2.2. MCNPX SOURCE DEFINITION 
The source definition is straightforward in that each major photon and each major 
electron that are in coincidence in at least 3% of all decays are individually modeled.  A 
complication arises when modeling the triple coincidence that is sometimes measured in 
the decay of 133Xe and 135Xe.  When the nucleus of these two isotopes undergoes the β-
decay the resulting nucleus is an excited cesium nucleus.  This excited cesium nucleus 
decays by either γ emission or internal conversion.  The initial β-decay is followed by an 
internal conversion (IC) reaction producing a coincident conversion election (CE) and a 
cesium X-ray.   
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The half life of the excited cesium nucleus is 6.4 ns for 133Xe and 0.3 ns for 135Xe, 
so the radiation produced can be observed as a triple coincidence.  The energy of the 
conversion electron from 133Xe is 45 keV and that of 135Xe is 214 keV.  The energy of the 
cesium X-ray is 31 keV.  The result of this decay chain on the detection of radioxenon is 
the β energy and conversion electron energy are summed in the β cell.  Because MCNPX 
does not offer a coincidence tally for electron tallies, a modification of the electron 
source energy was needed to simulate the summing of electron energy. 
The solution is to model the conversion electron to get a detector response of the 
45 keV electron and add that response to the β-spectrum used as the source term for the 
coincidence of the β-particle and conversion electron with the X-ray.  For each energy 
bin in the spectrum of the 45 keV electron, the addition is done by shifting the β-
spectrum in energy by the value of the energy bin and multiplying that spectrum by 
probability of scoring the electron in that bin per initial particle.  Summing all of the 
spectra produced gives a new incident particle spectrum that represents the summing of 
the 45 keV conversion electron and the β-particle.  This can be repeated for 135Xe. 
SECTION 5.2.3. MCNPX SCORING 
The ARSA’s β-γ coincidence detection ability is modeled by measuring the pulse 
heights of photon and electron interactions in the NaI(Tl) and β cells individually.  The 
F8, or pulse height light tally, is used in MCNPX so that both electron and photon 
interactions in each detector are counted.  Each isotope is modeled individually to get a 
set of calibration data for deconvolution of the real data that contains all of the isotopes. 
SECTION 5.2.4. MCNPX RADIOXENON POST PROCESSING 
The output of the MCNPX code includes an (m x 1) array representing the tally in 
the NaI(Tl) detector from each photon decay modeled and a (1 x n) array representing the 
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tally in the β-cell for each electron decay modeled.  The values of m and n are defined by 
the number of energy bins used for each detector.  The post processing for the metastable 
nuclei involves simply multiplying the appropriate photon tally by its corresponding 
electron tally.  This is shown graphically in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2. Post processing for 131mXe and 133mXe MCNPX results 
The post processing for the ground state radioxenon nuclei is more complicated 
because of the two different decay routes.  For one decay option, the 81 keV γ-ray from 
the decay of 133Xe is modeled in MCNPX, and the (m x 1) array representing the tally in 
the NaI(Tl) detector is multiplied by the (1 x n) array produced in the modeling of the β-
particle with an endpoint energy of 346 keV.  For the second decay option a tally of a 31 
keV X-ray and a tally of a shifted β-spectrum (summing in the β-cell of the 346 keV 
endpoint β-particle and the 45 keV conversion electron) from 133Xe including the proper 
weighting factors for particle abundance to produce a β-γ coincidence spectra of 133Xe.  




Figure 5.3. Post processing for 133Xe MCNPX results 




Section 5.3. MCNPX Results 
The post processing of the MCNPX data gives the spectra shown in Figures 5.5-
5.8.  The plots of the metastable isotopes show the simple result of the multiplication of 
two vectors representing β- and γ-spectra.  The spectra of 133Xe and 135Xe include the shift 
in the β-energy coincident with the X-rays at 31 keV.  Comparison with the experimental 
spectra produced will show the effectiveness of this approach to modeling the β-γ 
coincidence spectra of radioxenon. 
131mXe
 




Figure 5.6. Results of 133Xe modeling in MCNPX with post-processing 
Note that there is an artifact of β-transport efficiency in the 81 keV γ-region in the 
first few β-channels.  This abrupt line at the low β-energy is not seen in the experimental 





Figure 5.7. Results of 133mXe modeling in MCNPX with post-processing 
135Xe
 
Figure 5.8. Results of 135Xe modeling in MCNPX with post-processing 
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Section 5.4. Modeling 137Cs Calibration in MCNPX 
The calibration of the β cell is done using the Compton scattering of the 661.7 
keV γ-ray from 137Cs.  The Compton scatter of a γ-ray in the scintillator produces a 
Compton electron that is tallied in coincidence with the resulting lower energy γ-ray.  
According to the definition of Compton scattering, the resulting electron energy plus the 
resulting γ-energy should sum to 661.7 keV, leading to a diagonal curve in the β-γ 
coincidence tally. 
In order to efficiently reproduce this reaction, we assume that full energy 
deposition of the Compton electrons occurs in the β cell (Reeder et al., 2004).  This 
assumption allows us to model the counts in the β cell using a point source of 661.7 keV 
and the counts in the NaI(Tl) detector using a surface source of varying energy at the 
interface of the β-cell and the NaI(Tl) detector.  Here, the γ-counts were recorded for 
source energies from 190-660 keV at 10 keV intervals because the minimum energy for a 
γ-ray in this experiment is 184 keV and corresponds to a scattering angle of 180°.  
Following with conservation of energy for the scattering event, the maximum energy for 
the Compton electron is ~478 keV. 
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Figure 5.9. Post processing for 137Cs MCNPX results 
This data is used to build a β-γ coincidence array where the initial values are zero 
except on the rows corresponding to the γ-source energies in 10 keV intervals.  Those 
rows are filled with the tally from the corresponding γ-source energy multiplied by the 
tally from the β-cell using the 661.7 keV point source (Figure 5.10).  The rest of the 
values in the array are filled using linear interpolation across the array and the result is 





Figure 5.10. Initial 137Xe data before linear interpolation 
 
Figure 5.11. Results of 137Cs modeling after linear interpolation 
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This method of modeling the β-γ coincidence spectrum of 137Cs provides a good 
representation of reality, but does not include the effects of the detection of the 
backscatter of the photon after the Compton scattering.  This is evident by the lack of the 
horizontal line that occurs at the same γ-energy as the endpoint of the diagonal line.  This 
can be seen in the experimental data in Figure 3.17. 
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Section 5.5 Using MCNPX Results to Model Detector Efficiency 
The MCNPX models produced above provide the opportunity to estimate the 
counting efficiency of the ARSA detector.  MCNPX tallies output a histogram showing 
the probability of scoring a hit in each energy bin per source particle, which is the 
counting efficiency of a detector.  For a coincidence detector, the product of the 
efficiencies of each detector is the efficiency of the coincidence unit.  The detector 
efficiency in each region of interest can be used to determine the activity of each isotope 
so the coincidence efficiency is found for the regions described in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1. Regions of interest for modeling of counting efficiency 
Isotope γ-Region β-Region
131mXe 30 keV All
133Xe 81 keV All
133mXe 30 keV All
135Xe 250 keV All
 
 
To achieve this, the sum of the probabilities in the γ-region are taken from the γ-
tally of one of the NaI(Tl) crystals and multiplied by two to account for both crystals.  
The sum of all probabilities in the β-tally are taken as the efficiency of the β-detector.  
This is shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12. Region of interest used for modeling the detector efficiency for 135Xe 
These numbers represent the efficiencies for 135Xe for each detector.  The product 
of the two efficiencies gives the efficiency for the coincidence system.  Note that this 
assumes that the logic electronics are configured so that all coincident detections are 
recorded.  Table 5.2 shows the results of the efficiency calculations for all four 
radioxenon isotopes.  The efficiency for 131mXe is determined by multiplying the 
efficiency for the 30 keV X-ray by the efficiency for the 129 keV conversion electron.  
The efficiency for 133Xe is determined by multiplying the efficiency for the 81 keV γ-ray 
by the efficiency for the 346 keV maximum energy β-particle.  The efficiency for 133mXe 
is determined by multiplying the efficiency for the 30 keV X-ray by the effiency for the 






























Table 5.2. Calculation of detector efficiency for each radioxenon isotope 
γ-Energy 30 keV 81 keV 250 keV
γ-Efficiency 39.94% 89.87% 76.04%
σγ-Efficiency 0.12% 0.15% 0.17%
β-Energy 129 keV CE 198 keV CE 346 keV Max β 905 keV Max β
β-Efficiency 48.84% 48.87% 44.86% 50.36%
σβ-Efficiency 0.10% 0.09% 0.10% 0.10%
Isotope 131mXe 133Xe 133mXe 135Xe
Coincidence Efficiency 19.51% 40.32% 19.52% 38.29%





CHAPTER 6: MODELING IN GEANT4 
Section 6.1. Summary of Geant4 
Geant4 is an object oriented toolkit for modeling radiation. The code was created 
to take advantage of ever increasing computer power by creating a code that tracks all 
interactions of matter.  Geant4 can model even large detector systems with Monte Carlo 
methods due to the speed of today's computers.  This makes the code applicable to 
nuclear physics, particle physics, radiation physics, nuclear medicine, and space science. 
Development of the code itself began in 1993 by scientists at the European Organization 
for Nuclear Research (CERN) and Japan’s High Energy Accelerator Research 
Organization (KEK).  The final product was a joint effort of a collaboration of over 100 
scientists from around the world.  The collaboration decided that the code should be 
written in C++ language and in a way that allowed maximum flexibility in application to 
varying experiments.  Geant4 was first released in 1999, and has been under continuous 
development since then.[26] 
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Section 6.2. Theory of Modeling Radioxenon Detection in Geant4 
The goal to make the code as flexible as possible means that all aspects of 
modeling must be defined by the user.  According to the authors of the code: 
"all aspects of the simulation process have been included: the geometry of the 
system, the materials involved, the fundamental particles of interest, the 
generation of primary particles of events, the tracking of particles through 
materials and external electromagnetic fields, the physics processes governing 
particle interactions, the response of sensitive detector components, the generation 
of event data, the storage of events and tracks, the visualisation of the detector and 
particle trajectories, and the capture for subsequent analysis of simulation data at 
different levels of detail and refinement."[25] 
Figure 6.1 shows the top level category diagram that maps the interaction of each aspect 
of the simulation.  The categories handle the following aspects of simulation: 
• Global – units, constants, and random number generation 
• Materials – predefined materials as well as the ability to construct custom 
materials 
• Particles – characteristics of all known fundamental particles 
• Geometry – simple as well as complex shapes for construction of a simulation 
environment 
• Intercoms – communication between the user and Geant4, as well as between 
different modules of the code 
• Track – progression of particles through the environment 
• Processes –physics models and data used to predict the results of interactions 
• Event – collection of tracks of each initial particle 
• Run – collection of events from the same source of particles 
• Readout – manages pileup of information 
• Visualization, Persistency, and Interface – provide output 
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Figure 6.1. Top level category diagram of the Geant4 toolkit. 
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Because of the complexity of the Geant4 toolkit many examples have been 
designed to introduce users to the methods of the code.  The example “exRDM” models 
the decay and detection of radioactive isotopes, so it was used as a starting point in 
modeling the detection of radioxenon using β-γ coincidence counting.  The modification 
of the exRDM code is shown in the next few sections. 
 
SECTION 6.2.1. GEANT4 GEOMETRY DEFINITION 
Geometry definition in Geant4 consists of defining a logical volume that is a 
surface defined using some number of general shapes such as cylinders, cubes, and 
spheres.  Then a material is defined, and the specification of the shape, material, and 
placement in the virtual world is called the physical volume. 
The initial geometry of the exRDM example is a cylinder of CsI with a radius of 
0.5 cm and a length of 1 cm surrounded by a germanium tube with a thickness of 2 cm 
and a length of 5 cm.  These are surrounded by air.  In order to model the ARSA style 
detector, the following modifications to the geometry definition were used. 
To define the material 135Xe, matXe135, first the isotope must be defined, then the 
element, and finally the material.  A similar code is used to define the other radioxenon 
gases. 
 
G4Isotope* isoXe135 = new G4Isotope("Xe135", 54, 135, 135*g/mole); 
G4Element* elXe135 = new G4Element("Xe135", "Xe", 1); 
elXe135->AddIsotope(isoXe135, 100.*perCent); 
G4Material* matXe135 = new G4Material("Xe135", 0.00588*g/cm3, 1, 
kStateGas); 
matXe135->AddElement( elXe135, 100.*perCent); 
 
The definition of the cylinder of gas inside the plastic scintillator is done by 
defining a logical volume, xenon, formed by a G4Tubs (cylinder) with an inner radius of 
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0, an outer radius of 0.63119 cm, a length of 5.08 cm (2.54 cm in both the positive and 
negative axial direction), and an agular distribution of 2π.   
 
G4VSolid*xenon=new G4Tubs("Xenon", 0., 0.63119*cm, 2.54*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
 
The placement and material designation creates the physical volumes xenon1-4.  
The three-vector is the placement in the virtual space in cm from the origen. 
 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -5.715*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon1", world_log, false, 
0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -1.905*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon2_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 1.905*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon3_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 5.715*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon4_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
 
This was repeated for each piece of the detector setup to produce the simulated 
ARSA detector system as shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2. ARSA geometry modeled in Geant4 
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SECTION 6.2.2. GEANT4 SOURCE DEFINITION 
The source definition that follows is embedded in the code where the physics to 
be used are defined.  The code below tells Geant4 to look for radioactive materials and if 
any are found, that information is sent to the SteppingAction, the part of the code that 
controls the run. 
 
  const G4IonTable *theIonTable = G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable()-
>GetIonTable(); 
 
  G4RadioactiveDecay*  theRadioactiveDecay = new G4RadioactiveDecay(); 
  for (G4int i=0; i<theIonTable->Entries(); i++) 
    { 
      G4String particleName = theIonTable->GetParticle(i)-
>GetParticleName(); 
      if (particleName == "GenericIon") 
 { 
   G4ProcessManager* pmanager = theIonTable->GetParticle(i)-
>GetProcessManager(); 
   pmanager->SetVerboseLevel(0); 
   pmanager ->AddProcess(theRadioactiveDecay); 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theRadioactiveDecay, idxPostStep); 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theRadioactiveDecay, idxAtRest); 
 } 
    }  
 
The SteppingAction then simulates a radioactive decay of the nucleus that was 
found to be radioactive. 
 
void exrdmSteppingAction::UserSteppingAction(const G4Step* fStep)  
{ 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE 
  G4Track* fTrack = fStep->GetTrack(); 
  G4int StepNo = fTrack->GetCurrentStepNumber(); 
  if(StepNo >= 10000) fTrack->SetTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
  if (StepNo == 1) { 
    if ( (fTrack->GetDefinition()->GetParticleType() == "nucleus") &&  
  !( fTrack->GetDefinition()->GetPDGStable()) &&  
  fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetPhysicalVolume()->GetName() == 
"Xenon3_phy" ) { 
      G4String particleName = fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetParticleName(); 
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      //G4double particleName = G4double(fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetPDGEncoding()); 
      G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetGlobalTime() ; 
 // - fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetLocalTime(); // do we have to 
take out the local time? 
      G4double weight =  fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetWeight() ; 
      // get the analysis manager 
      exrdmAnalysisManager* analysis = 
exrdmAnalysisManager::getInstance(); 
      //      G4cout << particleName << " " << weight << " " << time/s 
<< G4endl; 
      analysis->AddIsotope(particleName, weight, time); 
    } 
    if (fTrack->GetTrackID() != 1 ){ 
      if (fTrack->GetCreatorProcess()->GetProcessName() == 
"RadioactiveDecay") { 
 // emitted particles 
 if (fTrack->GetDefinition()->GetParticleType() != "nucleus") { 
   G4String particleName = fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetParticleName(); 
   //G4double particleName = G4double (fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetPDGEncoding()); 
   G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetGlobalTime() ;  
   //- fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetLocalTime(); 
   G4double weight = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetWeight() ;    
   G4double energy = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetKineticEnergy(); 
   // 
   exrdmAnalysisManager::getInstance()->AddParticle(particleName, 
energy, weight, time); 
 } 
      } 
    } 
} 
 
The generation of the particles and daughter nucleus of the decay are determined 
by the data files that provide probabilities for each type of decay as well as resulting 





SECTION 6.2.3. GEANT4 SCORING 
The SteppingAction then tracks daughter particles and records energy deposition 
according to the physics that have been defined.  In this case electromagnetic, low-energy 
electromagnetic, and hadron physics are used.  The code that tells the program to track 
the particles and store the histories is below. 
 
  if (fTrack->GetTrackID() != 1 ) { 
    if (fTrack->GetCreatorProcess()->GetProcessName() == 
"RadioactiveDecay") {  
      if (fStep->GetTotalEnergyDeposit() ) { 
 G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetGlobalTime() ; 
 G4double edep = fStep->GetTotalEnergyDeposit(); 
 G4double weight = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetWeight() ;  
 if (fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetPhysicalVolume()->GetName() == 
"Detector") edep = -edep; 
 exrdmAnalysisManager::getInstance()->AddEnergy(edep,weight,time); 
      } 
    } 
 
The rest of the code is included in Appendix E since it is quite lengthy, but this is 
the general approach taken to model the production and detection of radioxenon.  The 
code is a general program for simulating the decay and detection of radioactive isotopes.  
An input file determines the number of decays to simulate, whether or not to turn certain 
physics on or off, and how to output the results. 
Research is ongoing to produce β-γ coincidence spectra using Geant4. 
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CHAPTER 7.  CONCLUSIONS 
Section 7.1 Comparison of Experimental and Model Data 
One important result of having experimental spectra of individual radioxenon 
isotopes is the ability to determine the accuracy of the models that are used to simulate 
the detectors.  Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show a comparison of the 131mXe spectra produced 
using MCNPX and experimentally.  Figure 7.1 shows the two spectra summed over all β 
channels, resulting in a comparison of the modeling of the NaI(Tl) detector.  Figure 7.2 
shows the two spectra summed over all γ channels, resulting in a comparison of the 
experimental results and the modeling of the β detector.   

























Figure 7.2. Comparison of 131mXe spectra from model and experiment summed over all γ 
channels 
The comparison of experiment and model for 133Xe is shown in Figures 7.3, 7.4, 




















































Figure 7.4. Comparison of 133Xe spectra from model and experiment summed over the 81 
keV peak γ channels 
Figure 7.4 shows the β spectrum coincident with the 81 keV γ-ray for both the 
model and experiment.  Figure 7.5 shows the β spectrum coincident with the 30 keV X-
ray.  Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show that the efficiency at low β-energies must be lower in the 
detector setup than in the model.  This can indicate a dead layer on the inside of the 
plastic scintillator or a problem with light collection, or a low-level discriminator that is 
























Figure 7.5. Comparison of 133Xe spectra from model and experiment summed over the 31 

























Figures 7.6  and 7.7 show the comparison of the spectra produced for 133mXe.  The 
sum over all  β channels shows that the X-ray is modeled well  



























Figure 7.7 shows the 133mXe β spectra coincident with the 31 keV X-ray.  The 
counting statistics for the experimental data are low due to the short time allowed for 
counting before the 133mXe died away.  The graph still shows that the shape of the peak in 
the model is consistent with that in the experiment. 
Figure 7.7. Comparison of 133mXe spectra from model and experiment summed over the 31 





























Figure 7.8 shows the 135Xe spectra summed over all β channels.  This graph shows 
that the peaks are modeled well, and that the Compton scattering of the 250 keV γ-ray is 
modeled as well.  This graph also shows that the model somewhat overestimates the 
energy resolution at higher γ energies.  Also important in the modeling of 135Xe is the 
presence of the Compton edge in the γ-spectrum 



























Figure 7.9 shows the β-spectra coincident with the 250 keV γ-ray.  Figure 7.10 
shows the β-spectra coincident with the 30 keV X-ray.  These graphs show that the model 
can still be improved to more correctly reproduce the experimental data.   
 
Figure 7.9. Comparison of 135Xe spectra from model and experiment summed over the 
250 keV peak γ channels 
Figure 7.10 shows that the model needs particular attention when simulating the 
detection of double and triple coincidence counts.  The experimental data shows that the 
spectrum of 135Xe in the X-ray region consists of a combination of double coincidence 
counts where the X-ray is coincident with either the 214 keV conversion electron or the 
905 keV maximum β-particle.  There is also a component where the X-ray is coincident 





























The double coincidence of the X-ray and the 214 keV conversion electron is 
evident by the peak at 214 keV.  The double coincidence of the X-ray and the 905 keV b-
particle is evident by the counts between 0 and 214 keV.  And the triple coincidence is 
evident due to the fact that the high energy tail of the spectrum is shifted up in β-energy 
compared to the spectrum in Figure 7.9 due to light summing when both the conversion 
electron and β-particle are detected at the same time by the plastic scintillator.  
Figure 7.10. Comparison of 135Xe spectra from model and experiment summed over the 





























Section 7.2. Analysis of the Experimental Method in Context 
The purpose for conducting these experiments was to produce spectra of the 
radioxenon isotopes that are of greater isotopic purity than those that have been produced 
in the past.  In order to compare this method to others, we must find the activity of each 
isotope in each sample.  Using the efficiency calculations from the modeling chapters and 
the counts per second data from the experiment section we can determine the activity of 
the samples produced.   
The sample of isolated 131mXe is not as significant as the samples of the other 
isotopes due to the ability to wait for any sample of mixed radioxenon gas to decay until 
only 131mXe remains.  This sample does prove, however, that the neutron irradiation of 
stable 130Xe can be used to produce samples of 131mXe. 
In order to compare this method to radioxenon production through the fission of 
235U, we can derive the ratios of samples that can be extracted from the fission gases.  The 
direct fission yields of 235U show that isotopic ratios greater than those achieved through 
stable gas irradiation are possible with this method, but the build-in of 133Xe occurs 
quickly through the decay of 133I.   
The production of radioxenon through the fission of 235U is modeled in ORIGEN 
ARP to determine isotopic ratios from various reactor operation times.  The results for 
the ratio of 133mXe to 133Xe produced through fast separation of fission products are shown 
in Table 7.1 with the results from the stable gas irradiation experiment.  Because 
separation is not a factor in the irradiation of stable gas, the ratio as a function of 
separation time is constant. 
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Table 7.1. Ratio of 133mXe to other radioxenon isotopes using various methods of 
production  
133mXe/133Xe Ratio
Separation Time (hours) 60 15 5 1
0.5 0.115 0.164 0.186 0.196
1 0.096 0.108 0.113 0.114
3 0.078 0.080 0.080 0.080
5 0.074 0.075 0.075 0.075
10 0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071




The table above shows that even with a very short irradiation time, the ratio is not 
as high for the 235U method as for the xenon irradiation method.  This calculation is also 
done to determine the  ratio of 135Xe to the other radioxenon isotopes.  This is shown in 
Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2. Initial ratio of 135Xe to other radioxenon isotopes using various methods of 
production 
135Xe/(133Xe+133mXe+131mXe) Ratio
Separation Time (hours) 60 15 5 1
0.5 85 127 140 143
1 67 84 88 89
3 42 46 46 46
5 33 34 35 35
10 21 22 22 22
106
Xe Irradiation Method
Irradiation time (minutes) Ratio given by
 
The two tables above show that fast separation of the radioxenon isotopes may 
provide a method for achieving a higher initial ratio of the activity of 135Xe to the 
activities of the other radioxenon isotopes, but its application to the production of pure 
133mXe may be limited.  The figures also show that the isotopic ratios produced using the 
irradiation of enriched stable xenon gas are significantly better than those produced by 
systems that take many hours to separate the radioxenon from other fission products. 
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Section 7.3.  Use of the Data in the SDAT 
Here we determine the initial applicability of the SDAT program using the data 
produced through the irradiation of stable xenon gas as library data.  First, we will show 
the results of using a standard region of interest approach to determine the quantity of 
131mXe in a sample with a background of 133Xe.  First a spectrum of pure 133Xe is analyzed 
to find the total number of counts in the 133Xe ROI that is not coincident with either the 
131mXe or 133mXe.  Let us call this AL.  Then the counts in the 
131mXe and 133mXe ROI’s are 
summed and called BL and CL.  These numbers are used as a baseline.  The same steps are 
applied to the sample with a 131mXe spike with the count totals defined as AS, BS, and CS.  














BABXe131        (3) 
 
Several samples with varying counts of 131mXe are analyzed and the results are 
plotted in Figure 7.11.  The X-axis is the actual number of 131mXe counts, and the Y-axis is 
the number determined by the analysis of the sample.  The red data points represent 
samples with high levels of 133Xe and the blue data point represents a sample with a low 
level of 133Xe.  As expected, the results show that as the number of 131mXe counts 
increases, the accuracy of the method increases and the uncertainty is reduced. 
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Figure 7.11. Results of applying ROI method to determine quantity of 131mXe on a 
background of 133Xe 
Next, the same set of data is analyzed with the SDAT program.  The steps in the 
deconvolution are described briefly here.  First, the detector response and sample 
histograms are vectorized, i.e., the matrices are converted into column vectors.  This is 
done by appending each histogram row onto one another, and then transposing the 
resulting row matrix.  The separate vectorized detector response histograms are then 
assembled into a [Response] matrix by placing the vertical response vectors next to one 
another. This results in a two-dimensional matrix with m rows and n columns, where m is 
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spectrum and n is the number of response files.  The [Response] matrix is related to the 
vectorized sample histogram by the following equation: 
[ ] [ ] [ ] 11Re mxnxmxn SampletCoefficiensponse =     (4) 
The [Coefficient] matrix holds the multipliers needed for multiplying the activities 
associated with each of the detector responses to obtain the activities for each isotope in 
the sample. This is a classic over-determined system of equations.  The non-negative 
least squares solution was chosen to solve for the coefficient matrix in this problem.  This 
method was chosen over the standard least squares solution because all the components 
of the coefficient matrix should be greater than or equal to zero.  For more detailed 
information on SDAT, the manual is included in Appendix E.  The results of the 
application of the SDAT algorithm on the same samples that were analyzed by the ROI 
method are shown in Figure 7.12.   
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Figure 7.12. Results of applying SDAT method to determine quantity of 131mXe on a 
background of 133Xe 
The SDAT algorithm can also work on spectra that have been compressed to 
reduce the number of channels, and can utilize weighting to zero regions where counts 
are known to be background noise.  The results of these methods are shown along with 
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Figure 7.13. Percentage error in analyzing content of 131mXe on a 133Xe background with 
different methods 
The error shown in Figure 7.13 is the difference in the number found for the 
counts of 131mXe and the actual number of counts in the spectrum.  This is not the 
uncertainty, it is an analysis of the accuracy of the different tools.  The figure shows that 
the SDAT is at the very least comparable in effectiveness to the ROI method.  More 
testing is required to determine the full extent of the capabilities of the SDAT 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The experiment to produce β-γ coincidence spectra of individual radioxenon 
isotopes through the neutron irradiation of enriched stable xenon gas has succeeded.  Two 
of the four isotopes (131mXe and 135Xe) have been detected with greater than 99% purity.  
The production of an isolated sample of 133mXe is not possible using these techniques, but 
a spectrum of the isotope has been produced through the subtraction of 133Xe.  And a 
spectrum of 133Xe has been collected with trace amounts of 133mXe and 131mXe. 
The models of the spectra of the radioxenon isotopes have been shown to be good 
representations of the experiments.  The response of the triple coincidence of the X-ray, 
β-particle, and conversion electron emitted by the decay of 135Xe needs further work, but 
the data provided by the experiment should further the understanding of the interactions 
involved.   
The Geant4 model is incomplete at this time and work will continue to produce 
results from this toolkit.  These results  will be compared to those of the experiment and 
MCNPX models.   
The data produced in this work will be used to further the field of underground 
nuclear explosion monitoring through the SDAT program.  The application of this 
technique will allow the benchmarking of future detectors with samples of individual 
radioxenon isotopes as opposed to a mixture of all four.  These benchmarks along with 
improved data analysis programs such as the SDAT will improve the sensitivity of global 
monitoring systems. 
The original contributions to science of this research are a new method of 
radioxenon production, a new model of the β−γ coincidence spectra of radioxenon, and a 
set of experimentally produced spectra of the individual radioxenon isotopes.  The 
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research proves that neutron irradiation of enriched stable xenon gas can produce samples 
of radioxenon gas.  The models produced in the research include the triple coincidence 
detection in the X-ray region of the radioxenon spectra, the Compton edge of the 135Xe γ-
ray, and the ability to model the 137Cs calibration source.  The experimentally produced 
radioxenon spectra produced will be used as a test data set in the SDAT code and allow 
for further understanding of the β−γ coincidence detection of radioxenon.
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Appendix A: Kmax Code 




Contents of Editor Panel 
/**  
 The toolsheet supports one or more AD413s in a FERA- 
 buffered system.  The FERA driver and memory functions are 
 provided by an CMC_203 FDMH. 
  
 =============   System configuration   ================ 
 The AD413s must occupy successive slots starting in slot 2&3. 
  
 To configure this instrument for your hardware configuration 
 you may need to change the values of some of the constants: 
 
      num413s - the number of ADC CAMAC modules 
      drvSlot - the slot where the cmc203 resides       
  






import javax.swing.Timer;   //for Timer 
import java.awt.event.*;   //for ActionListener 
import java.sql.Time;    //for Time 
 
import java.io.*;     //for File 
 
 
public class Runtime implements KmaxRuntime { 
 KmaxToolsheet tlsh; // Store a reference to the toolsheet environment 
 KmaxDevice dev; 
 
 KmaxWidget updateSecs; 
 KmaxWidget elapseSecs; 
 KmaxWidget presetSecs; 
 KmaxWidget valueSlider; 
 KmaxWidget paramSlider; 
 
  
 // - Change these two lines to match your hardware configuration 
 static final int num413s = 1; //The number of ADC CAMAC modules 
 static final int drvSlot = 8; //The slot where the CMC 203 resides 
  
 // - Do not modify these dependent constants 
 static final int numParams = 4 * num413s; 
  
 int totalParams = 0; 
  
 boolean isRunning = false; 
 Timer stopTimer = null, updateTimer = null, sortTimer = null; 
 ActionListener stopAL, updateAL, sortAL; 
  
 KmaxWidget doStartStop; 
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 KmaxWidget doUpdate; 
 KmaxWidget report; 
 KmaxWidget regValues; 
 KmaxWidget lldValues; 
  
 int[] tempData = new int[1]; // a temp array for the reads. 
  
 long lastStartTicks = 0; 
 long lastStopTicks = 0; 
 
 /** 
 * The 'init' method is executed at compile time. 
 */ 
 public void init(KmaxToolsheet toolsheet) { 
  tlsh = toolsheet; // Save this reference for use in the toolsheet 
  dev = toolsheet.getKmaxDevice("DEV1");   
  doStartStop = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("START_STOP"); 
  doUpdate = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("SET_UPDATE"); 
  report = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("REPORT"); 
  regValues =   tlsh.getKmaxWidget("REGVALUES"); 
  lldValues =   tlsh.getKmaxWidget("LLDVALUES"); 
  updateSecs = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("UPDATE_SECS"); 
  elapseSecs = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("ELAPSE_SECS"); 
  presetSecs = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("PRESET_SECS"); 
  valueSlider = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("VALUE_SLIDER"); 
  paramSlider = tlsh.getKmaxWidget("PARAM_SLIDER"); 
   
  stopAL = new ActionListener() { 
   public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
    START_STOP(doStartStop); 
   } 
  }; 
 
  updateAL = new ActionListener() { 
   public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
    SET_UPDATE(doUpdate); 
   } 
  };  
   
  sortAL = new ActionListener() { 
   public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
    SORT_EVENTS(); 
   } 
  }; 
   
 } // init 
 
 /** 
 * The 'GO' method is executed when the GO button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void GO(KmaxToolsheet toolsheet) { 
  isRunning = false;   
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  // The strategy is to create timers in the GO method 
  // And destroy them int he halt method 
  stopTimer  = new Timer(0, stopAL); 
  if (stopTimer != null) { 
   stopTimer.setRepeats(false); 
   stopTimer.setInitialDelay(0); 
  } 
   
  updateTimer = new Timer(0, updateAL); 
  if (updateTimer != null) { 
   updateTimer.setRepeats(false); 
   updateTimer.setInitialDelay(0); 
  } 
   
  setMode(2); //Q-stop 
   
 } // Go 
  
 /*Reads the state of the checkbox specified in the name*/ 
 public boolean getInputState(String widName) { 
  
  int data; 
  KmaxWidget wid = tlsh.getKmaxWidget(widName); 
  if (wid == null) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "No such widget as " + widName ); 
   return false; 
  } 
  String str = wid.getProperty("VALUE"); 
  if (str.compareTo("1") == 0) { 
   return true; 
  }  
  return false; 
 } 
  
 /*Reads the value of the popup specified in the name*/ 
 public int getInputValue(String widName) { 
  
  int data; 
  KmaxWidget wid = tlsh.getKmaxWidget(widName); 
  if (wid == null) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "No such widget as " + widName ); 
   return 0; 
  } 
  String str = wid.getProperty("VALUE"); 
   
  try { 
   data = Integer.parseInt(str); 
   //tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "data = " + data); 
  } 
  catch ( NumberFormatException e) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "NumberFormatException while reading 
" + widName ); 
   return 0; 
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  }  
  return data; 
 } 
  
 /*Reads in an integer from the text field specified in the name*/ 
 public int getInputData(String widName) { 
  
  int data; 
  KmaxWidget wid = tlsh.getKmaxWidget(widName); 
  if (wid == null) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "No such widget as " + widName ); 
   return 0; 
  } 
  String str = wid.getProperty("TEXT"); 
  try { 
   data = Integer.parseInt(str); 
   //tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "data = " + data); 
  } 
  catch ( NumberFormatException e) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "NumberFormatException while reading 
" + widName ); 
   return 0; 
  } 
   




 * The 'CAMAC_INIT' method is executed when the corresponding button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void CAMAC_INIT(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  
  int[] dataAry = {0}; 
   
  // Stop and reset the delays 
  if (stopTimer != null) { 
   stopTimer.stop(); 
   stopTimer.setInitialDelay(0); 
  }   
  if (updateTimer != null) { 
   updateTimer.stop(); 
   updateTimer.setInitialDelay(0); 
  }      
   
  doStartStop.setProperty("LABEL", "Start DAC"); 
   
  // Initialize the controller 
  dev.writeInt(28, 8, 26, null, 0, 0);  // SCM 301: CAMAC Initialize. 
  dev.writeInt(28, 9, 26, null, 0, 0);  // SCM 301: CAMAC Clear. 
  dev.writeInt(30, 9, 26, null, 0, 0);  // SCM 301: Set CAMAC Inhibit. 
  dev.writeInt(30, 10, 24, null, 0, 0);  // SCM 301: Disable BD Output. 
   
  // Write the LAM mask in the controller 
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  dataAry[0] = 1 << (drvSlot - 1); // construct the bit pattern 
  dev.writeInt(30, 0, 16, dataAry, 0, 1); // SCM 301: Load LAM Mask.  
 
  // Set up the CMC203 to act as a 1 M-Word DRV/MEM combo 
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 4, 9, null, 0, 0);    //clear all 
registers 
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 0, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   //dac 
   
  //Read in the data for the CMC203 
  dataAry[0] = getInputValue("CSR_BASE"); 
   
  if (getInputState("CSR_8")) dataAry[0] += 8;   
  if (getInputState("CSR_16")) dataAry[0] += 16; 
  if (getInputState("CSR_128")) dataAry[0] += 128; 
  if (getInputState("CSR_256")) dataAry[0] += 256; 
  if (getInputState("CSR_512")) dataAry[0] += 512; 
  if (getInputState("CSR_1024")) dataAry[0] += 1024; 
  if (getInputState("CSR_2048")) dataAry[0] += 2048; 
//tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "CSR data = " + CSR_data ); 
 
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 1, 16, dataAry, 0, 1); // write CSR 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("RD_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 2, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);  // request delay 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("TGW_REG");     
    
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 3, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);  // gate width 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("FCW_REG");     
    
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 4, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // FERA, clear 
width [25]      
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("HRBS_REG");     
    
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 5, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // histogram 
block size 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("MH_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 6, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // multi hist 
register 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("GT_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 7, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // gate timeout-
500 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("BED_REG");      
   




  dataAry[0] = getInputData("VSN_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 9, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // vsn 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("PP_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 11, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // pingpong rate 
register 
  //dataAry[0] = 16*256 + 17; //LED assignments 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("LEDS_REG");     
    
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 12, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);  // LED register 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("EOS_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 13, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // ext out 
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("ET_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 14, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // event timeout 
  
 
  dataAry[0] = getInputData("EI_REG");      
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 15, 16, dataAry, 0, 1);   // ext inputs 
 
  if (getInputState("EN_L")) { 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 0, 26, null, 0, 0);   // enable LAM 
       
  } 
  if (getInputState("EN_0")) { 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 1, 26, null, 0, 0);   // enable0 
       
  } 
  if (getInputState("EN_0")) { 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 2, 26, null, 0, 0);   // enable1 
       
  } 
 
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 1, 9, null, 0, 0);   // resets fifo pointers  
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 10, 0, tempData, 0, 1); // Read firmware version 
 
  String str = Integer.toHexString(tempData[0]); 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "On init CMC 203 firmware version = 0x" + str + 
"\n"); 
   
  // Initialize the ADCs 
  for (int index = 0; index < num413s; index++) { 
   int slot = index*2 +3; 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 0, 9, null, 0, 0);   // Clear module. 
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   tempData[0] = 33025; 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 0, 16, tempData, 0, 1);  // Write Control Register 
1. 
   tempData[0] = 15; 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 1, 16, tempData, 0, 1);  // Disable Local Gates 
(Reg 2) 
   tempData[0] = 10; 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 0, 17, tempData, 0, 1);  // Write Channel LLD1 
value. 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 1, 17, tempData, 0, 1);  // Write Channel LLD2 
value. 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 2, 17, tempData, 0, 1);  // Write Channel LLD3 
value. 
   dev.writeInt(slot, 3, 17, tempData, 0, 1);  // Write Channel LLD4 
value. 
  } 
   
  //CALL MAKE_ADD 
  //CALL READ_LLD 
  //DATA = {"K_CUR_LLD"}.VALUE   
   




 * The 'GET_203' method is executed when the corresponding button is clicked. 
 * Use this method to print the output of the 203 to the text wieget. 
 */ 
 public void GET_203(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  String str = ""; 
  regValues.setProperty("TEXT", "**** CMC 203 Register values ****\n\n"); // Clear 
the report 
   
  for (int index = 0; index < regNameF0.length; index ++) { 
   dev.readInt(drvSlot, index, 0, tempData, 0, 1); 
   str = Integer.toHexString(tempData[0]); 
   regValues.setProperty("INSERT",  regNameF0[index] + " = " 
            
    + tempData[0] + " [0x" + str + "]\n"); 
  }  
 } 
  
 String[] regNameF0 = { 
  "12-bit DAC",  // 0 
  "Control Register", // 1 
  "Request Relay Register", // 2 
  "Test Gate Width Register", // 3 
  "FERA Clear Width Register", // 4he 
  "Histogram Readout Block Size Register", // 5 
  "Multi Histogram Address Register", // 6 
  "Gate Time Out", // 7 
  "Busy end Delay", // 8 
  "8 bit VSN for Special Headers and Footers", // 9 
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  "FPGA Firmware version number", // 10 
  "Ping-Pong Register", // 11 
  "LED Selection Register", // 12 
  "External Output Selection Register", // 13 
  "Event Timeout Register", // 14 




 * The 'SRQ' method is executed when a device requests service. 
 */ 
 public void SRQ(KmaxDevice device) { 
 
  int status = 0; 
   
  //In principle we should not need to set inhibit with the CMC203 
  dev.writeInt(30, 9, 26, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Set CAMAC Inhibit. 
   
  //printCounters(); //This is just a diagnostic 
     
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 1, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads FIFO Count. 
  int numEvents = (int)Math.floor(tempData[0] / numParams); 
   
  tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "In SRQ, numEvents : " + numEvents); 
 
  int dataWords = numEvents*numParams; 
  int [] blockData = new int[dataWords]; 
   
  if (numEvents != 0) { 
   status = dev.readInt(drvSlot, 0, 2, blockData, 0, dataWords); // 
Reads hardware buffer. 
   if (status != 0) return; 
   status = tlsh.addEventBlock(tlsh.PRIMARY_BUFFER, 5, numParams, 
numEvents, blockData); 
   if (status == KmaxToolsheet.BUFFER_FULL) { 
    tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "In SRQ, the buffer is too 
small."); 
    return; 
   } 
    
   totalParams += dataWords; 
   status = tlsh.saveEventBuffer(tlsh.PRIMARY_BUFFER); 
   status = tlsh.sortEventBuffer(tlsh.PRIMARY_BUFFER); 
   status = tlsh.clearEventBuffer(tlsh.PRIMARY_BUFFER); 
    
   updateHistograms();        
  } 
  else { 
   report.setProperty("INSERT", "***In SRQ, the FIFO buffer has no 
events.***\n");    
  } 
   
  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 0, 10, null, 0, 0); // Clear LAM. 
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  dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 0, 26, null, 0, 0); // Enable LAM. 
   
  if (isRunning) { 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 3, 9, null, 0, 0); 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 1, 9, null, 0, 0); 
   dev.writeInt(30, 9, 24, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Remove CAMAC Inhibit. 




 * The 'updateHistograms' method is executed when the HALT button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void updateHistograms() { 
  for (int index = 0; index < numParams; index++) { 
   String name = "CHAN" + index; 
   tlsh.getKmaxHist(name).update(); 
  }  




 * The 'CLEAR_ELAPSE' method is executed when the CLEAR_ELAPSE button is 
clicked. 
 */ 
 public void CLEAR_ELAPSE(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  lastStartTicks = System.currentTimeMillis(); 





 * The 'CLEAR_ALL' method is executed when the CLEAR_ALL button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void CLEAR_ALL(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  for (int index = 0; index < numParams; index++) { 
   String name = "CHAN" + index; 
   tlsh.getKmaxHist(name).clear(); 
   tlsh.getKmaxHist(name).update(); 
  } 
  tlsh.getKmaxHist("HIST2D").clear(); 
  tlsh.getKmaxHist("HIST2D").update(); 
  tlsh.getKmaxHist("HIST2D500").clear(); 




 * The 'HALT' method is executed when the HALT button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void HALT(KmaxToolsheet toolsheet) { 
  //Kill any timers that we made so they don't continue to run while the 
  //toolsheet is halted 
 
  if (stopTimer != null) stopTimer.stop(); 
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  stopTimer = null; 
  if (updateTimer != null) updateTimer.stop(); 
  updateTimer = null;   
  if (sortTimer != null) sortTimer.stop(); 
  sortTimer = null; 
    
  if (isRunning) { 
   START_STOP(doStartStop);   
  } 




 * The 'SET_UPDATE' method is executed when the cooresponding button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void SET_UPDATE(KmaxWidget widget) { 
 
//report.setProperty("INSERT", "FreeMem = " + Runtime.getRuntime().freeMemory() + \n"); 
 
  if (isRunning) { 
   doUpdate(); 
   return; 
  } 
   
  // The toolsheet is stopped 
  String str = updateSecs.getProperty("LABEL"); 
  try { 
   int data = Integer.parseInt(str); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) { 
   // Probably just the Off label 
   str = "0"; 
  } 
   
  String result = tlsh.showPrompt("Enter Update Interval (secs):", str); 
  try { 
   int data = Integer.parseInt(result); 
  } 
  catch(Exception e) { 
   // Probably just the Off label 
   result = null; 
  } 
 
 
  if ((result == null) || (result.equals("0"))) { 
   updateSecs.setProperty("LABEL", "Update Interval OFF"); 
  } 
  else { 
   updateSecs.setProperty("LABEL", result);   
  } 
   




 /* The 'SET_UPDATE' method is executed when the cooresponding button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void doUpdate() { 
  if (isRunning) { 
   //tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "The Instrument is Running..."); 
   int data = 0; 
   try { 
    data = Integer.parseInt(updateSecs.getProperty("LABEL")); 
    if (updateTimer != null) { 
     updateTimer.setInitialDelay(data*1000); 
     updateTimer.start(); 
    }   
   } 
   catch (NumberFormatException e) {}  
    
   SRQ(null); 
    
   long ticks = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
   elapseSecs.setProperty("Label", String.valueOf(ticks - lastStartTicks)); 
   
  } 




 * The 'START_STOP' method is executed when the cooresponding button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void START_STOP(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  if (isRunning) { 
   if (stopTimer != null) stopTimer.stop(); 
   if (updateTimer != null) updateTimer.stop(); 
    
   doStartStop.setProperty("LABEL", "Start DAC"); 
      
   SRQ(null); 
    
   dev.writeInt(30, 9, 26, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Set CAMAC Inhibit. 
      
   lastStopTicks = System.currentTimeMillis();  
   Time theTime = new Time(lastStopTicks); 
   report.setProperty("INSERT", "The DAC was halted at " + 
theTime.toString() + "\n"); 
    
   elapseSecs.setProperty("LABEL", "" + (lastStopTicks - lastStartTicks)); 
    
   report.setProperty("INSERT", "Total Events = " + 
totalParams/numParams + "\n"); 
   report.setProperty("INSERT", "Events/sec = " + 
1000*(totalParams/numParams)/(lastStopTicks - lastStartTicks) + "\n"); 
 
   isRunning = false; 
  } 
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  else { 
   totalParams = 0; 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 0, 9, null, 0, 0); // FERA clear 
   dev.writeInt(drvSlot, 1, 9, null, 0, 0); // resets fifo pointers 
    
   doStartStop.setProperty("LABEL", "Stop DAC"); 
   isRunning = true; 
 
   try { 
    int data = Integer.parseInt(updateSecs.getProperty("LABEL")); 
    if ((updateTimer != null) && (data > 0)) { 
     updateTimer.setInitialDelay(data*1000); 
     updateTimer.start(); 
    }    
   } 
   catch (NumberFormatException e) { 
    
   }  
  
   try { 
    int data = Integer.parseInt(presetSecs.getProperty("LABEL")); 
    if ((stopTimer != null) && (data > 0)) { 
     stopTimer.setInitialDelay(data*1000); 
     stopTimer.start(); 
    }    
   } 
   catch (NumberFormatException e) { 
    
    
   }  
    
   lastStartTicks = System.currentTimeMillis(); 
   Time theTime = new Time(lastStopTicks); 
   report.setProperty("INSERT", "The DAC was started at " + 
theTime.toString() + "\n"); 
   dev.writeInt(30, 9, 24, null, 0, 0); // Remove CAMAC Inhibit. 
  }   




 * The 'printCounters' method  
 */ 
 public void printCounters() { 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 1, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads FIFO Count 
  int count = tempData[0]; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "FIFO count = " + tempData[0] + "\n"); // The fifo 
count 
  
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 1, 0, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads CSR. 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "CSR = " + tempData[0] + "\n");    
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  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 2, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads Gate Count. 
  int loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 3, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads Gate Count. 
  int hiData = tempData[0];   
  int data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "Gates = " + data + "\n"); // The Gate count 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 4, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads Freq Count. 
  loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 5, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads Freq Count. 
  hiData = tempData[0]; 
  data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "FERA Request Count = " + data + "\n"); // The 
Freq count 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 6, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads clr Count. 
  loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 7, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads clr Count. 
  hiData = tempData[0]; 
  data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "FERA Clear Count = " + data + "\n"); // The cir 
count 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 8, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads header Count. 
  loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 9, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads header Count. 
  hiData = tempData[0]; 
  data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "Headers = " + data + "\n"); // The header count 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 10, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads hist Count. 
  loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 11, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads hist Count. 
  hiData = tempData[0]; 
  data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "Hist count = " + data + "\n"); // The hist count 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 12, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads eto Count. 
  loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 13, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads eto Count. 
  hiData = tempData[0]; 
  data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 
  report.setProperty("INSERT", "Event Time Outs = " + data + "\n"); // The eto 
count 
 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 14, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads gto Count. 
  loData = tempData[0]; 
  dev.readInt(drvSlot, 15, 2, tempData, 0, 1); // Reads gto Count. 
  hiData = tempData[0]; 
  data = (hiData << 24) + loData; 









 * The 'getSubadd' method converts a param num to a subadd. 
 */ 
 public int getSubadd(int parm) { 
  int f = (int)(Math.floor(parm/4)); 
   return parm - f*4; 
 } 
 /** 
 * The 'getSlot' method converts a param num to a slot. 
 */ 
 public int getSlot(int parm) { 




 * The 'writeLLD' method writes the LLD corresponding  
 * to the specified parameter number. 
 */ 
 public int writeLLD(int parm, int value) { 
  dev.writeInt(30, 9, 26, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Set CAMAC Inhibit. 
   
  int slot = getSlot(parm); 
  int subAdd = getSubadd(parm); 
   
  if (value > 255) { 
   lldValues.setProperty("INSERT", "Value out of range in writeLLD : " + 
value + " \n"); 
   return -99; 
  } 
  //report.setProperty("INSERT", "Writing " + value + "to ADC \n"); 
   
  tempData[0] = value; 
  int status = dev.writeInt(slot, subAdd, 17, tempData, 0, 1); // Write the LLD 
value. 
   
  if (status != 0) { 
   lldValues.setProperty("INSERT", "Bad status in writeLLD : " + status + " 
\n"); 
   return status; 
  } 
  if (isRunning) dev.writeInt(30, 9, 24, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Remove CAMAC 
Inhibit. 
  return (0); 
 }// writeLLD  
  
 /** 
 * The 'readLLD' method reads the LLD corresponding  
 * to the specified parameter number. 
 */ 
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 public int readLLD(int parm) { 
  dev.writeInt(30, 9, 26, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Set CAMAC Inhibit. 
   
  int slot = getSlot(parm); 
  int subAdd = getSubadd(parm); 
   
  //report.setProperty("INSERT", "parm->subAdd : " + parm + " -> " +subAdd + " 
\n"); 
 
  int status = dev.readInt(slot, subAdd, 1, tempData, 0, 1); // SCM 301: Set 
CAMAC Inhibit. 
   
  //report.setProperty("INSERT", "Raw read: 0x" + 
Integer.toHexString(tempData[0]) + " \n"); 
     
  if (status != 0) { 
   lldValues.setProperty("INSERT", "Bad status in readLLD : " + status + " 
\n"); 
   lldValues.setProperty("INSERT", "slot : " + slot + " \n"); 
   lldValues.setProperty("INSERT", "subAdd : " + subAdd + " \n"); 
   return status; 
  } 
  if (isRunning) dev.writeInt(30, 9, 24, null, 0, 0); // SCM 301: Remove CAMAC 
Inhibit. 
  return (tempData[0] & 0xFF ); 
 
 }// readLLD 
  
 /** 
 * The 'GET_LLDS' method copies the LLDs from hardware 
 * to the report window. 
 */ 
 public void GET_LLDS(KmaxWidget widget) {  
  for (int index = 0 ; index < numParams; index++) { 
   int data = readLLD(index); 
   lldValues.setProperty("INSERT", "" + data + "\n"); // The gto count 
  } 
 }// GET_LLDS 
 
 /** 
 * The 'PUT_LLDS' method copies the LLDs from report window 
 * to the ADCs. 
 */ 
 public void PUT_LLDS(KmaxWidget widget) {  
  String str = lldValues.getProperty("FIRSTLINE"); 
  for (int index = 0 ; index < numParams; index++) { 
   int value = Integer.parseInt(str); 
   int status = writeLLD(index, value); 
   str = lldValues.getProperty("NEXTLINE"); 
  } 
   
  PARAM_SLIDER(paramSlider); 
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 }// GET_LLDS 
  
 /** 
 * The 'CUR_PARM' method reads and displays the LLD of  
 * the selected param. 
 */ 
 public void PARAM_SLIDER(KmaxWidget widget) {  
  int param = Integer.parseInt(widget.getProperty("VALUE"));   
  int value = readLLD(param);   
  valueSlider.setProperty("VALUE", String.valueOf(value)); 
 }// CUR_PARM 
  
 /** 
 * The 'VALUE_SLIDER' method sets the LLD of  
 * the selected param. 
 */ 
 public void VALUE_SLIDER(KmaxWidget widget) {  
  int param = Integer.parseInt(paramSlider.getProperty("VALUE")); 
  int value = Integer.parseInt(widget.getProperty("VALUE"));   
  int status = writeLLD(param, value);   
 }// VALUE_SLIDER 
  
 /** 
 * The 'PROJECT' method executes when the PROJECT button is clicked. 
 * The button label is checked to determine the projection mode.   
 */ 
 public void PROJECT(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  int mode = 0; 
   
  tlsh.getKmaxHist("PROJ_HIST").clear(); 
   
  if (widget.getProperty("LABEL").equals("Project To X")) { 
   mode = KmaxHist.ALONG_Y; 
  } 
  else if (widget.getProperty("LABEL").equals("Project To Y")) { 
   mode = KmaxHist.ALONG_X; 
  } 
  
  KmaxHist hist2D = tlsh.getKmaxHist("HIST2D"); 
  int result =  hist2D.projectRegion ("REGION", "PROJ_HIST", mode); 
  if (result != 0) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "error:" + result); 
   return; 
  } 
  tlsh.getKmaxHist("PROJ_HIST").update(); 
 }// XPROJ 
  
 /** 
 * The 'DO_SORT' method is executed when the button is clicked. 
 */ 
 public void DO_SORT(KmaxWidget widget) { 
  if (sortTimer == null) 
   sortTimer = new Timer(0, sortAL); 
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  if (sortTimer != null) { 
   sortTimer.setRepeats(false); 
   sortTimer.setInitialDelay(1000); 
   sortTimer.start(); 
  }  
 } 
   
 /**  
 * The 'SORT_EVENTS' method loops to load the events from the event file.  
 */ 
 public void SORT_EVENTS() { 
   
  if (sortTimer == null) { 
   printStr("Error - Timer not initialized." + "\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  File evFile = tlsh.getEventFile(tlsh.EV_READ_FILE); 
  if ( evFile == null) { 
   printStr("Error no Event File available." + "\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
   
  int[] blkInfo = new int[3]; 
  // blockInfo[0] = eventType; blockInfo[1] = eventSize; blockInfo[2] = blockcount 
  int result = tlsh.readNextBlockHeader(blkInfo);   
  if (result == tlsh.EVENT_FILE_BUSY) { 
   sortTimer.setInitialDelay(5000); 
   sortTimer.start(); 
   printStr("Waiting for a busy file." + "\n"); 
   return; // wait for the file  
  } 
 
  if (result != tlsh.NO_ERROR) { 
   printStr("Error in readNextBlockHeader, result = " + result); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  result = tlsh.loadEventBuffer(KmaxToolsheet.PRIMARY_BUFFER); 
     
  if (result != tlsh.NO_ERROR) { 
   printStr("Error in loadEventBuffer, result = " + result + "\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  printStr("--Event Block loaded by loadEventBuffer.\n"); 
 
  result = tlsh.sortEventBuffer(tlsh.PRIMARY_BUFFER); 
  if (result != tlsh.NO_ERROR) { 
   printStr("Error in sortEventBuffer, result = " + result + "\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
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  updateHistograms(); 
 
  result = tlsh.clearEventBuffer(tlsh.PRIMARY_BUFFER);   
  if (result != tlsh.NO_ERROR) { 
   printStr("Error in clearEventBuffer, result = " + result + "\n"); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  sortTimer.setInitialDelay(1000); 
  sortTimer.start(); 
 } //SORT_EVENTS 
  
 /** Utility to print to the REPORT widget. */ 
 public void printStr(String str) { 




 * The getStatus method is used to get the last status returned. 
 * Status is implemented in the driver as a pseudo register 
 * setMode(2) for Q-Stop (normal transfers) 
 * setMode(3) for Q-repeat 
 */ 
 public void setMode( int mode) { 
  int[] modeArray = new int[1]; 
  modeArray[0] = mode; 
  int error = dev.writeInt( 0, 0, 2, modeArray, 0, 1); // read the status register  
  if (error != 0) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "In setMode:: readInt, error :: "  
            
     + dev.getErrorMessage(error)); 
  } 
 }  
  
   
 /** 
 * The getStatus method is used to get the last status returned. 
 * Status is implemented in the driver as a pseudo register 
 */ 
 public int getStatus() { 
  int[] status = new int[1]; 
  int error = dev.readInt( 0, 0, 1, status, 0, 1); // read the status register  
  if (error != 0) { 
   tlsh.setProperty("STATUSSTR", "In getStatus:: readInt, error :: "  
            
     + dev.getErrorMessage(error)); 
   return -1; 
  } 
  return status[0]; 




} // End of the runtime object 
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Appendix B: Schematics of NaI(Tl) and Plastic Scintillator Detectors 
 
 






Appendix C: MCNPX Decks 
MCNPX deck to model the beta detector: 
 
ARSA detector 
c   Beta Detectors 
1   1 -0.0014 -1       $ Xe tube 
2   2 -1.2    -2 +1    $ beta detector 
3   3 -1.2    -3 +2    $ housing 
4   4 -0.012  -4 +3    $ air 
11  1 -0.0014 -11      $ Xe tube 
12  2 -1.2    -12 +11  $ beta detector 
13  3 -1.2    -13 +12  $ housing 
14  4 -0.012  -14 +13  $ air 
21  1 -0.0014 -21      $ Xe tube 
22  2 -1.2    -22 +21  $ beta detector 
23  3 -1.2    -23 +22  $ housing 
24  4 -0.012  -24 +23  $ air 
31  1 -0.0014 -31      $ Xe tube 
32  2 -1.2    -32 +31  $ beta detector 
33  3 -1.2    -33 +32  $ housing 
34  4 -0.012  -34 +33  $ air 
40  7 -1.02   -40 4 14 24 34     $ NaI gap 
41  5 -3.85   -41 4 14 24 34 40  $ right NaI 
               vol=548.763  
42  5 -3.85   -42 4 14 24 34 40  $ left  NaI 
               vol=548.763  
43  6 -2      -43                $ right glass 
44  6 -2      -44                $ left  glass 
45  3 -1.2    -45                $ right lucite 
46  3 -1.2    -46                $ left  lucite 
47  7 -1.02   -47                $ top    reflector 
48  7 -1.02   -48                $ bottom reflector 
49 13 -2.73   -49 +50            $ aluminum top 
50  3 -1.2    -50                $ lucite   top 
51 13 -2.73   -51 +52            $ aluminum bottom 
52  3 -1.2    -52                $ lucite   bottom 
53 13 -2.73   -53 +5 +15 +25 +35 $ aluminum front 
54 13 -2.73   -54 +6 +16 +26 +36 $ aluminum back 
55  4 -0.012  -5:-15:-25:-35     $ air 
56  4 -0.012  -6:-16:-26:-36     $ air 
89  4 -0.012  -90 +55 
90  0         +90 
 
c      x    y       z      hx  hy   hz     r 
1  rcc 0 -2.54    5.4456    0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 1 ID 
2  rcc 0 -2.6924  5.4456    0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 1 OD 
3  rcc 0 -2.6924  5.4456    0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 1 Holder 
4  rcc 0 -2.6924  5.4456    0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 1 Hole 
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5  rcc 0  5.08    5.4456    0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 1 front pmt 
ext 
6  rcc 0 -6.35    5.4456    0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 1 rear  pmt 
ext 
11 rcc 0 -2.54    9.26084   0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 2 ID 
12 rcc 0 -2.6924  9.26084   0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 2 OD 
13 rcc 0 -2.6924  9.26084   0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 2 Holder 
14 rcc 0 -2.6924  9.26084   0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 2 Hole 
15 rcc 0  5.08    9.26084   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 2 front pmt 
ext 
16 rcc 0 -6.35    9.26084   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 2 rear  pmt 
ext 
21 rcc 0 -2.54   13.07592   0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 3 ID 
22 rcc 0 -2.6924 13.07592   0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 3 OD 
23 rcc 0 -2.6924 13.07592   0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 3 Holder 
24 rcc 0 -2.6924 13.07592   0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 3 Hole 
25 rcc 0  5.08   13.07592   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 3 front pmt 
ext 
26 rcc 0 -6.35   13.07592   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 3 rear  pmt 
ext 
31 rcc 0 -2.54   16.891     0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 4 ID 
32 rcc 0 -2.6924 16.891     0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 4 OD 
33 rcc 0 -2.6924 16.891     0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 4 Holder 
34 rcc 0 -2.6924 16.891     0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 4 Hole 
35 rcc 0  5.08   16.891     0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 4 front pmt 
ext 
36 rcc 0 -6.35   16.891     0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 4 rear  pmt 
ext  
c        xmin    xmax    ymin  ymax   zmin     zmax 
40 rpp -0.15875 0.15875 -5.08  5.08   1.9304  19.6596 $ NaI gap 
41 rpp  0.15875 3.9116  -5.08  5.08   1.9304  19.6596 $ right side NaI 
42 rpp -3.9116 -0.15875 -5.08  5.08   1.9304  19.6596 $ left  side NaI 
43 rpp  3.9116  4.8641  -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ right side glass 
44 rpp -4.8641 -3.9116  -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ left  side glass 
45 rpp  4.8641  6.35    -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ right side 
lucite 
46 rpp -6.35   -4.8641  -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ left  side 
lucite 
47 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -5.08  5.08  19.6596  19.812  $ top    reflector 
48 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -5.08  5.08   1.778    1.9304 $ bottom reflector 
49 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35  6.35  19.812   21.59   $ aluminum top 
50 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -6.35  6.35  20.1295  21.59   $ lucite   top 
51 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35  6.35   0        1.778  $ aluminum bottom 
52 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -6.35  6.35   0        1.4605 $ lucite   bottom 
53 rpp -6.35    6.35     5.08  6.35   1.778   19.812  $ aluminum front 
54 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35 -5.08   1.778   19.812  $ aluminum back 
55 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35  6.35   0       21.59   $ physical volume 
90 rpp -9.0     9.0     -9.0   9.0   -3.0     25.0    $ universe 
 
mode p e 
phys:p 100 0 0 0 0 $ turns doppler broadening on 
m1    54000 1.0     $ Xe 
m2     8000  .133   $ lucite 
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       6000  .334 
       1000  .533 
m3    14000  .1     $ boot material 
       8000  .1 
       6000  .2 
       1000  .6 
m4     7000  .7     $ air 
       8000  .3 
m5    11000  .5     $ NaI 
      53000  .5 
m6    14000  .5     $ glass 
       5000  .5 
m7    14000  .1     $ silicone 
       8000  .1 
       6000  .2 
       1000  .6 
m13   13000 1.0     $ aluminum 
imp:p,e 1 33r 0 
sdef erg=d3   $ energy is particle dependent 
     pos=0 0 5.4456 $ particles are emitted in cell 1 
     axs 0 1 0      $ tube is parallel to y-axis 
     rad d4 ext d5  $ source is distributed throughout cell 
     par=e         $ particle is chosen according to dist 
si3 H     0      0.0035 0.007  0.0105 0.014       $ beta energy bins 
      0.0175 0.021  0.0245 0.028  0.0315 
      0.035  0.0385 0.042  0.0455 0.049 
      0.0525 0.056  0.0595 0.063  0.0665 
      0.07   0.0735 0.077  0.0805 0.084 
      0.0875 0.091  0.0945 0.098  0.1015 
      0.105  0.1085 0.112  0.1155 0.119 
      0.1225 0.126  0.1295 0.133  0.1365 
      0.14   0.1435 0.147  0.1505 0.154 
      0.1575 0.161  0.1645 0.168  0.1715 
      0.175  0.1785 0.182  0.1855 0.189 
      0.1925 0.196  0.1995 0.203  0.2065 
      0.21   0.2135 0.217  0.2205 0.224 
      0.2275 0.231  0.2345 0.238  0.2415 
      0.245  0.2485 0.252  0.2555 0.259 
      0.2625 0.266  0.2695 0.273  0.2765 
      0.28   0.2835 0.287  0.2905 0.294 
      0.2975 0.301  0.3045 0.308  0.3115 
      0.315  0.3185 0.322  0.3255 0.329 
      0.3325 0.336  0.3395 0.343  0.3465 .5 
sp3 D 0          2.31073    2.27957    2.25021    2.22917     2.20765  $ 
beta bin prob. 
      2.18568    2.16328    2.14046    2.11728     2.09375 
      2.06989    2.04573    2.02128    1.99656     1.97155 
      1.94625    1.92067    1.89482    1.86871     1.84233 
      1.81569    1.7888     1.76167    1.7343      1.70669 
      1.67886    1.65081    1.62255    1.59409     1.56544 
      1.53661    1.5076     1.47844    1.44912     1.41967 
      1.39009    1.36039    1.33059    1.30071     1.27074 
      1.24072    1.21064    1.18054    1.15041     1.12028 
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      1.09016    1.06007    1.03003    1.00004     0.970122 
      0.940301   0.910589   0.881004   0.851563    0.822284 
      0.793185   0.764284   0.7356     0.707152    0.678958 
      0.651038   0.623411   0.596097   0.569116    0.542489 
      0.516234   0.490373   0.464927   0.439917    0.415364 
      0.391289   0.367714   0.344661   0.322152    0.300209 
      0.278855   0.258112   0.237998   0.218525    0.199716 
      0.181595   0.164184   0.147508   0.13159     0.116454 
      0.102123   0.0886224  0.0759763  0.0642092   0.0533458 
      0.0434114  0.034431   0.0264299  0.0194337   0.013468 
      0.00855894 0.00473244 0.0020148  0.000432456 0 
si4   0 0.63119    $ radius description 
sp4   -21 1       
si5   -2.54 2.54   $ height description 
sp5   -21 0 
nps  500000 
f8:p  41 42 
e8    0 0254i 0.750 
ft8   geb 0  0.036 7.91  
f18:e 2 
e18   0 248i 0.962 
ft18  geb 0 7.5e-2 5.0 
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MCNPX deck to model the gamma detector: 
 
ARSA detector 
c   Beta Detectors 
1   1 -0.0014 -1       $ Xe tube 
2   2 -1.2    -2 +1    $ beta detector 
3   3 -1.2    -3 +2    $ housing 
4   4 -0.012  -4 +3    $ air 
11  1 -0.0014 -11      $ Xe tube 
12  2 -1.2    -12 +11  $ beta detector 
13  3 -1.2    -13 +12  $ housing 
14  4 -0.012  -14 +13  $ air 
21  1 -0.0014 -21      $ Xe tube 
22  2 -1.2    -22 +21  $ beta detector 
23  3 -1.2    -23 +22  $ housing 
24  4 -0.012  -24 +23  $ air 
31  1 -0.0014 -31      $ Xe tube 
32  2 -1.2    -32 +31  $ beta detector 
33  3 -1.2    -33 +32  $ housing 
34  4 -0.012  -34 +33  $ air 
40  7 -1.02   -40 4 14 24 34     $ NaI gap 
41  5 -3.85   -41 4 14 24 34 40  $ right NaI 
               vol=548.763  
42  5 -3.85   -42 4 14 24 34 40  $ left  NaI 
               vol=548.763  
43  6 -2      -43                $ right glass 
44  6 -2      -44                $ left  glass 
45  3 -1.2    -45                $ right lucite 
46  3 -1.2    -46                $ left  lucite 
47  7 -1.02   -47                $ top    reflector 
48  7 -1.02   -48                $ bottom reflector 
49 13 -2.73   -49 +50            $ aluminum top 
50  3 -1.2    -50                $ lucite   top 
51 13 -2.73   -51 +52            $ aluminum bottom 
52  3 -1.2    -52                $ lucite   bottom 
53 13 -2.73   -53 +5 +15 +25 +35 $ aluminum front 
54 13 -2.73   -54 +6 +16 +26 +36 $ aluminum back 
55  4 -0.012  -5:-15:-25:-35     $ air 
56  4 -0.012  -6:-16:-26:-36     $ air 
89  4 -0.012  -90 +55 
90  0         +90 
 
c      x    y       z      hx  hy   hz     r 
1  rcc 0 -2.54    5.4456    0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 1 ID 
2  rcc 0 -2.6924  5.4456    0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 1 OD 
3  rcc 0 -2.6924  5.4456    0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 1 Holder 
4  rcc 0 -2.6924  5.4456    0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 1 Hole 
5  rcc 0  5.08    5.4456    0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 1 front pmt 
ext 
6  rcc 0 -6.35    5.4456    0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 1 rear  pmt 
ext 
11 rcc 0 -2.54    9.26084   0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 2 ID 
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12 rcc 0 -2.6924  9.26084   0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 2 OD 
13 rcc 0 -2.6924  9.26084   0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 2 Holder 
14 rcc 0 -2.6924  9.26084   0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 2 Hole 
15 rcc 0  5.08    9.26084   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 2 front pmt 
ext 
16 rcc 0 -6.35    9.26084   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 2 rear  pmt 
ext 
21 rcc 0 -2.54   13.07592   0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 3 ID 
22 rcc 0 -2.6924 13.07592   0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 3 OD 
23 rcc 0 -2.6924 13.07592   0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 3 Holder 
24 rcc 0 -2.6924 13.07592   0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 3 Hole 
25 rcc 0  5.08   13.07592   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 3 front pmt 
ext 
26 rcc 0 -6.35   13.07592   0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 3 rear  pmt 
ext 
31 rcc 0 -2.54   16.891     0 5.08   0  0.63119  $ beta cell 4 ID 
32 rcc 0 -2.6924 16.891     0 5.3848 0  0.75692  $ beta cell 4 OD 
33 rcc 0 -2.6924 16.891     0 5.3848 0  1.016    $ beta cell 4 Holder 
34 rcc 0 -2.6924 16.891     0 5.3848 0  1.651    $ beta cell 4 Hole 
35 rcc 0  5.08   16.891     0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 4 front pmt 
ext 
36 rcc 0 -6.35   16.891     0 1.27   0  1.651    $ beta cell 4 rear  pmt 
ext  
c        xmin    xmax    ymin  ymax   zmin     zmax 
40 rpp -0.15875 0.15875 -5.08  5.08   1.9304  19.6596 $ NaI gap 
41 rpp  0.15875 3.9116  -5.08  5.08   1.9304  19.6596 $ right side NaI 
42 rpp -3.9116 -0.15875 -5.08  5.08   1.9304  19.6596 $ left  side NaI 
43 rpp  3.9116  4.8641  -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ right side glass 
44 rpp -4.8641 -3.9116  -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ left  side glass 
45 rpp  4.8641  6.35    -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ right side 
lucite 
46 rpp -6.35   -4.8641  -5.08  5.08   1.778   19.812  $ left  side 
lucite 
47 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -5.08  5.08  19.6596  19.812  $ top    reflector 
48 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -5.08  5.08   1.778    1.9304 $ bottom reflector 
49 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35  6.35  19.812   21.59   $ aluminum top 
50 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -6.35  6.35  20.1295  21.59   $ lucite   top 
51 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35  6.35   0        1.778  $ aluminum bottom 
52 rpp -3.9116  3.9116  -6.35  6.35   0        1.4605 $ lucite   bottom 
53 rpp -6.35    6.35     5.08  6.35   1.778   19.812  $ aluminum front 
54 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35 -5.08   1.778   19.812  $ aluminum back 
55 rpp -6.35    6.35    -6.35  6.35   0       21.59   $ physical volume 
90 rpp -9.0     9.0     -9.0   9.0   -3.0     25.0    $ universe 
 
mode p e 
phys:p 100 0 0 0 0 $ turns doppler broadening on 
m1    54000 1.0     $ Xe 
m2     8000  .133   $ lucite 
       6000  .334 
       1000  .533 
m3    14000  .1     $ boot material 
       8000  .1 
       6000  .2 
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       1000  .6 
m4     7000  .7     $ air 
       8000  .3 
m5    11000  .5     $ NaI 
      53000  .5 
m6    14000  .5     $ glass 
       5000  .5 
m7    14000  .1     $ silicone 
       8000  .1 
       6000  .2 
       1000  .6 
m13   13000 1.0     $ aluminum 
imp:p,e 1 33r 0 
sdef erg=.081   $ energy is particle dependent 
     pos=0 0 5.4456 $ particles are emitted in cell 1 
     axs 0 1 0      $ tube is parallel to y-axis 
     rad d4 ext d5  $ source is distributed throughout cell 
     par=p         $ particle is chosen according to dist 
si4   0 0.63119    $ radius description 
sp4   -21 1       
si5   -2.54 2.54   $ height description 
sp5   -21 0 
c ctme 30 
nps  500000 
f8:p  41 42 
e8    0 0254i 0.750 
ft8   geb 0  0.036 7.91  
f18:e 2 
e18   0 248i 0.962 
ft18  geb 0 7.5e-2 5.0 
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Appendix D: Geant4 Code 
//  
// ******************************************************************** 
// * License and Disclaimer                                           * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * The  Geant4 software  is  copyright of the Copyright Holders  of * 
// * the Geant4 Collaboration.  It is provided  under  the terms  and * 
// * conditions of the Geant4 Software License,  included in the file * 
// * LICENSE and available at  http://cern.ch/geant4/license .  These * 
// * include a list of copyright holders.                             * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * Neither the authors of this software system, nor their employing * 
// * institutes,nor the agencies providing financial support for this * 
// * work  make  any representation or  warranty, express or implied, * 
// * regarding  this  software system or assume any liability for its * 
// * use.  Please see the license in the file  LICENSE  and URL above * 
// * for the full disclaimer and the limitation of liability.         * 
// *                                                                  * 
// * This  code  implementation is the result of  the  scientific and * 
// * technical work of the GEANT4 collaboration.                      * 
// * By using,  copying,  modifying or  distributing the software (or * 
// * any work based  on the software)  you  agree  to acknowledge its * 
// * use  in  resulting  scientific  publications,  and indicate your * 
























  if(!fManager) { 
    fManager = new xenonAnalysisManager(); 
  } 
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  verbose = 0; 
  nEvt1   = -1; 
  nEvt2   = -1; 
  targetThresE = 10*keV; 
  detectorThresE = 10*keV; 
  pulseWidth = 1.*microsecond; 
  histo   = new xenonHisto(); 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE 

















  histEMax = 15.0*MeV; 
  histEMin = .0*MeV; 
  histNBin = 100; 
 
  histo->add1D("10", 
    "Energy deposit (MeV) in the 
traget",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  histo->add1D("11", 
    "Energy deposit (MeV) in the 
detector",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  histo->add1D("12", 
    "Total energy spectrum (MeV) of the traget and 
detector",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  histo->add1D("13", 
    "Coincidence spectrum (MeV) between the traget and 
detector",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  histo->add1D("14", 
    "Anti-coincidence spectrum (MeV) in the 
traget",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  histo->add1D("15", 
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    "Anti-coincidence spectrum (MeV) in the 
detector",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  histo->add1D("16", 
        "Decay emission spectrum 
(MeV)",histNBin,histEMin,histEMax,MeV); 
  // in aida these histos are indiced from 0-6 
  // 
  histo->addTuple( "100", "Emitted Particles","string Name, float 
Energy, Time, Weight" ); 
  histo->addTuple( "200", "RadioIsotopes","string Name, float Time, 
Weight" ); 
  histo->addTuple( "300", "Energy Depositions","float Energy, Time, 
Weight" ); 
 
  // at the moment anaphe can only handle float ntuple 
  //histo->addTuple( "100", "Emitted Particles"," float Name, Energy, 
Time, Weight" ); 
  //histo->addTuple( "200", "RadioIsotopes"," float Name, Energy, Time, 
Weight" ); 
  //histo->addTuple( "300", "Energy Depositions"," float Energy, Time, 
Weight" ); 









  histo->book(); 
#endif 
  if(verbose > 0) { 
    G4cout << "xenonAnalysisManager: Histograms are booked and the run 
has been started" 
           << G4endl; 



























  if (Edepo.size()) { 
    std::sort(Edepo.begin(),Edepo.end()); 
    G4double TarE = Edepo[0].GetEnergy(); 
    G4double Time = Edepo[0].GetTime(); 
    G4double TarW = Edepo[0].GetEnergy()*Edepo[0].GetWeight(); 
    G4double DetE = 0.; 
    G4double DetW = 0.; 
    G4double ComW = 0.; 
    if (TarE< 0.) { 
      DetE = -TarE; 
      DetW = -TarW; 
      TarE = 0.; 
      TarW = 0.; 
    } 
    for (size_t i = 1; i < Edepo.size(); i++) { 
      if (std::fabs((Edepo[i].GetTime()- Time)/second) <= pulseWidth) { 
 if ( Edepo[i].GetEnergy() > 0. ) { 
   TarE += Edepo[i].GetEnergy(); 
   TarW += Edepo[i].GetEnergy()*Edepo[i].GetWeight(); 
 } else { 
   DetE -= Edepo[i].GetEnergy(); 
   DetW -= Edepo[i].GetEnergy()*Edepo[i].GetWeight(); 
 } 
      } else { 
 // tallying 
 if (TarE || DetE) ComW = (TarW+DetW)/(TarE+DetE); 
 if (TarE) TarW /= TarE; 
 if (DetE) DetW /= DetE; 
 // 
 if (TarE) histo->fillHisto(0,TarE,TarW); // target histogram 
 if (DetE) histo->fillHisto(1,DetE,DetW); // Detector histogram 
 if (TarE+DetE)  histo->fillHisto(2,DetE+TarE,ComW); // Total 
histogram 
 if (DetE >= detectorThresE && TarE >= targetThresE ) 
   histo->fillHisto(3,DetE,DetW); // coincidence histogram 
 if (TarE >= targetThresE && DetE < detectorThresE)  
   histo->fillHisto(4,TarE,TarW); // target anti-coincidence 
histogram 
 if (TarE < targetThresE && DetE >= detectorThresE)  




 TarE = Edepo[i].GetEnergy(); 
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 Time = Edepo[i].GetTime(); 
 TarW = Edepo[i].GetEnergy()*Edepo[i].GetWeight(); 
 DetE = 0.; 
 DetW = 0.; 
 if (TarE < 0) { 
   DetE = -TarE; 
   DetW = -TarW; 
   TarE = 0.; 
   TarW = 0.; 
 } 
      } 
    } 
    //tally the last hit 
    if (TarE || DetE) ComW = (TarW+DetW)/(TarE+DetE); 
    if (TarE) TarW /= TarE; 
    if (DetE) DetW /= DetE; 
    // 
    if (TarE) histo->fillHisto(0,TarE,TarW); // target histogram 
    if (DetE) histo->fillHisto(1,DetE,DetW); // Detector histogram 
    if (TarE+DetE)  histo->fillHisto(2,DetE+TarE,ComW); // Total 
histogram 
    if (DetE >= detectorThresE && TarE >= targetThresE ) 
      histo->fillHisto(3,DetE,DetW); // coincidence histogram 
    if (TarE >= targetThresE && DetE < detectorThresE)  
      histo->fillHisto(4,TarE,TarW); // target anti-coincidence 
histogram 
    if (TarE < targetThresE && DetE >= detectorThresE)  
      histo->fillHisto(5,DetE,DetW); // detector anti-coincidence 
histogram 
    // now add zero energy to separat events 
    AddEnergy(0.,0.,0.); 






void xenonAnalysisManager::AddEnergy(G4double edep, G4double weight, 
G4double time) 
{ 
  if(1 < verbose) { 
    G4cout << "xenonAnalysisManager::AddEnergy: e(keV)= " << edep/keV  
    << " weight = " << weight << " time (s) = " <<  time/second 
           << G4endl; 
  } 
  histo->fillTuple(2,"Energy", edep/MeV); 
  histo->fillTuple(2,"Weight",weight); 
  histo->fillTuple(2,"Time",time/second); 
  histo->addRow(2); 
  //  
  xenonEnergyDeposition A(edep,time,weight); 







void xenonAnalysisManager::AddParticle(G4String particleName, G4double 
energy, G4double weight, G4double time ) 
{ 
  if(1 < verbose) { 
    G4cout << "xenonAnalysisManager::AddParticle: " << particleName 
           << G4endl; 
  } 
  histo->fillTuple(0,"Name", particleName); 
  histo->fillTuple(0,"Energy",energy/MeV); 
  histo->fillTuple(0,"Weight",weight); 
  histo->fillTuple(0,"Time",time/second); 
  histo->addRow(0); 
  // now fill th emission spectrum 





void xenonAnalysisManager::AddIsotope(G4String particleName,G4double 
weight, G4double time ) 
{ 
  if(1 < verbose) { 
    G4cout << "xenonAnalysisManager::AddIsotope: " << particleName 
           << G4endl; 
  } 
  histo->fillTuple(1,"Name",particleName); 
  histo->fillTuple(1,"Weight",weight); 
  histo->fillTuple(1,"Time",time/second); 







































G4double z = 0; 
G4double a = 0; 
G4double fractionmass = 0.*perCent; 
 
 
G4Isotope* isoXe135 = new G4Isotope("Xe135", 54, 135, 135*g/mole); 
G4Element* elXe135 = new G4Element("Xe135", "Xe", 1); 
elXe135->AddIsotope(isoXe135, 100.*perCent); 
G4Material* matXe135 = new G4Material("Xe135", 0.00588*g/cm3, 1, 
kStateGas); 
matXe135->AddElement( elXe135, 100.*perCent); 
 
 
G4Element*elO=new G4Element("Oxygen", "O", z=8., a=16.00*g/mole); 
G4Element*elN=new G4Element("Nitrogen", "N", z=7., a=14.01*g/mole); 
G4Element*elC=new G4Element("Carbon", "C", z=6., a=12.00*g/mole); 
G4Element*elH=new G4Element("Hydrogen", "H", z=1., a=1.01*g/mole); 
G4Element*elSi=new G4Element("Silicon", "Si", z=14., a=28.0855*g/mole); 
G4Element*elNa=new G4Element("Sodium", "Na", z=11., a=22.9898*g/mole); 
G4Element*elI=new G4Element("Iodine", "I", z=53., a=126.9045*g/mole); 
G4Element*elTl=new G4Element("Thallium", "Tl", z=81., 
a=204.3833*g/mole); 

























G4Material*al=new G4Material("Al", 2.7*g/cm3, 1); 
al->AddElement(elAl, fractionmass=100.*perCent); 
 
// Build NaI crystal 
 
G4VSolid*inai=new G4Box("INaI", 1.905*cm, 5.08*cm, 8.89*cm); 




G4SubtractionSolid*anai=new G4SubtractionSolid("NaI1",inai, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(2.06375,0.,-1.905*cm)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*bnai=new G4SubtractionSolid("NaI2",anai, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(2.06375,0.,1.905*cm)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*cnai=new G4SubtractionSolid("NaI3",bnai, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(2.06375,0.,-5.715*cm)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*nai=new G4SubtractionSolid("NaI",cnai, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(2.06375,0.,5.715*cm)); 
 
// Solids of use are "nai" 
 
 
// Build light tight gap 
 
G4VSolid*aGap=new G4Box("Gap0", 0.15875*cm, 5.08*cm, 8.89*cm); 
// G4Vsolid*hole=new G4Tubs("hole", 0., 1.5875*cm, 5.08*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
G4SubtractionSolid*bGap=new G4SubtractionSolid("Gap1",aGap, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,-1.905*cm)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*cGap=new G4SubtractionSolid("Gap2",bGap, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,1.905*cm)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*dGap=new G4SubtractionSolid("Gap3",cGap, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,-5.715*cm)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*gap=new G4SubtractionSolid("Gap",dGap, hole, rm, 
G4ThreeVector(0.,0.,5.715*cm)); 
 
// Solids of use are "gap" 
 
 
// Build plastic scintillator 
 
G4VSolid*xenon=new G4Tubs("Xenon", 0., 0.63119*cm, 2.54*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
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G4VSolid*b404=new G4Tubs("B404", 0.63119*cm, 0.75692*cm, 2.652*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*b404cap=new G4Tubs("B404cap", 0., 0.63119*cm, 0.056*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*scintillator1=new G4UnionSolid("Scintillator1", b404, b404cap, 
0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 2.596*cm)); 
G4VSolid*scintillator=new G4UnionSolid("Scintillator", scintillator1, 
b404cap, 0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -2.596*cm)); 
G4VSolid*sCover=new G4Tubs("SCover", 0.75692*cm, 1.5494*cm, 2.652*cm, 
0., 2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*pCover=new G4Tubs("PCover", 0.9525*cm, 1.5494*cm, 4.488*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*hCover=new G4UnionSolid("HCover", sCover, pCover, 0, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 7.59*cm)); 
G4VSolid*covercap=new G4Tubs("CoverCap", 0., 0.9525*cm, 0.05*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*coversleeve=new G4Tubs("CoverSleeve", 0.85*cm, 1.5494*cm, 
0.05*cm, 0., 2*M_PI*rad); 
G4UnionSolid*cover1=new G4UnionSolid("Cover1", hCover, pCover, 0, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -7.59*cm)); 
G4UnionSolid*cover2=new G4UnionSolid("Cover2", cover1, covercap, 0, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 11.578*cm)); 
G4UnionSolid*cover3=new G4UnionSolid("Cover3", cover2, covercap, 0, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -11.578*cm)); 
G4UnionSolid*cover4=new G4UnionSolid("Cover4", cover3, coversleeve, 0, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 2.602*cm)); 
G4UnionSolid*cover=new G4UnionSolid("Cover", cover4, coversleeve, 0, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -2.602*cm)); 
G4VSolid*bpmt=new G4Tubs("BPMT", 0., 0.9525*cm, 4.438*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
 
// solids of use are "xenon, scintillator, cover, bpmt" 
 
 
// Build gpmt 
 
G4VSolid*glass=new G4Box("Glass", 0.47625*cm, 5.08*cm, 8.89*cm); 
G4VSolid*gpmt=new G4Tubs("gpmt", 0., 3.81*cm, 5.715*cm, 0., 2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*gpmtcase1=new G4Tubs("gPMTcase1", 3.81*cm, 3.91*cm, 5.815*cm, 
0., 2*M_PI*rad); 
G4VSolid*gpmtcase2=new G4Tubs("gPMTcase2", 0., 3.81*cm, 0.05*cm, 0., 
2*M_PI*rad); 
G4UnionSolid*gpmtcase=new G4UnionSolid("gPMTcase", gpmtcase1, gpmtcase2, 
0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 5.765*cm)); 
 
// Solids of use are "glass, gpmt, gpmtcase" 
 
 
// Build aluminum siding 
 
G4VSolid*innerblock=new G4Box("InnerBox", 4.9125*cm, 5.08*cm, 8.89*cm); 
G4VSolid*outerblock=new G4Box("OuterBox", 6.1915*cm, 5.58*cm, 9.39*cm); 
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G4SubtractionSolid*block=new G4SubtractionSolid("Block", outerblock, 
innerblock); 
G4UnionSolid*pmt=new G4UnionSolid("pmtConstruct", gpmt, gpmtcase); 
G4SubtractionSolid*assembly1=new G4SubtractionSolid("Assembly1", block, 
pmt, 0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 5.08)); 
G4SubtractionSolid*assembly=new G4SubtractionSolid("Assembly", 
assembly1, pmt, 0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -5.08)); 
 
// Solid of use is "assembly" 
 
 




G4LogicalVolume*nai_log=new G4LogicalVolume(nai, naitl, "NaI_log"); 
G4LogicalVolume*gap_log=new G4LogicalVolume(gap, silicone, "Gap_log"); 




G4LogicalVolume*cover_log=new G4LogicalVolume(cover, silicone, 
"Cover_log"); 
G4LogicalVolume*bpmt_log=new G4LogicalVolume(bpmt, al, "BPMT_log"); 
G4LogicalVolume*glass_log=new G4LogicalVolume(glass, sic, "Glass_log"); 
G4LogicalVolume*gpmt_log=new G4LogicalVolume(gpmt, al, "GPMT_log"); 
G4LogicalVolume*gpmtcase_log=new G4LogicalVolume(gpmtcase, al, 
"GPMTcase_log"); 












G4VPhysicalVolume*world_phy=new G4PVPlacement(0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 
0.), world_log, "World_phy", 0, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*nai1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(0, G4ThreeVector(-
2.06375*cm, 0., 0.), nai_log, "NaI1_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*nai2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(flipx, 
G4ThreeVector(2.06375*cm, 0., 0.), nai_log, "NaI2_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gap_phy=new G4PVPlacement(0, G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 
0.), gap_log, "Gap_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*glass1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(0, G4ThreeVector(-
4.445*cm, 0., 0.), glass_log, "Glass1_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
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G4VPhysicalVolume*glass2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(0, 
G4ThreeVector(4.445*cm, 0., 0.), glass_log, "Glass2_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*assembly_phy=new G4PVPlacement(0, G4ThreeVector(0., 
0., 0.), assembly_log, "Assembly_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*cover1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -5.715*cm), cover_log, "Cover1_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*cover2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -1.905*cm), cover_log, "Cover2_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*cover3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 1.905*cm), cover_log, "Cover3_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*cover4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 5.715*cm), cover_log, "Cover4_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*scintillator1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -5.715*cm), scintillator_log, "Scintillator1_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*scintillator2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -1.905*cm), scintillator_log, "Scintillator2_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*scintillator3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 1.905*cm), scintillator_log, "Scintillator3_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*scintillator4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 5.715*cm), scintillator_log, "Scintillator4_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -5.715*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon1", world_log, false, 
0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., -1.905*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon2_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 1.905*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon3_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*xenon4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, 
G4ThreeVector(0., 0., 5.715*cm), xenon_log, "Xenon4_phy", world_log, 
false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
-7.09*cm, -5.715*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT1_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
-7.09*cm, -1.905*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT2_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
-7.09*cm, 1.905*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT3_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
-7.09*cm, 5.715*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT4_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt5_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
7.09*cm, -5.715*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT5_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt6_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
7.09*cm, -1.905*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT6_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
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G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt7_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
7.09*cm, 1.905*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT7_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*bpmt8_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotBpmt, G4ThreeVector(0., 
7.09*cm, 5.715*cm), bpmt_log, "BPMT8_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmt1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtNeg, 
G4ThreeVector(-10.63625*cm, 0., -5.08*cm), gpmt_log, "GPMT1_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmt2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtNeg, 
G4ThreeVector(-10.63625*cm, 0., 5.08*cm), gpmt_log, "GPMT1_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmt3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtPos, 
G4ThreeVector(10.63625*cm, 0., -5.08*cm), gpmt_log, "GPMT1_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmt4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtPos, 
G4ThreeVector(10.63625*cm, 0., 5.08*cm), gpmt_log, "GPMT1_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmtcase1_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtNeg, 
G4ThreeVector(-10.73625*cm, 0., -5.08*cm), gpmtcase_log, 
"GPMTcase1_phy", world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmtcase2_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtNeg, 
G4ThreeVector(-10.73625*cm, 0., 5.08*cm), gpmtcase_log, "GPMTcase2_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmtcase3_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtPos, 
G4ThreeVector(10.73625*cm, 0., -5.08*cm), gpmtcase_log, "GPMTcase3_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
G4VPhysicalVolume*gpmtcase4_phy=new G4PVPlacement(rotGpmtPos, 
G4ThreeVector(10.73625*cm, 0., 5.08*cm), gpmtcase_log, "GPMTcase4_phy", 
world_log, false, 0); 
 
G4SDManager* SDman = G4SDManager::GetSDMpointer(); 
 
G4String detectortargetSDname = "xenon/DetectorTargetSD"; 
xenonDetectorSD* aDetectorSD = new xenonDetectorSD( detectorTargetSDname 
); 
SDman->AddNewDetector( aDetectorSD ); 
scintillator_log->SetSensitiveDetector( aDetectorSD ); 
nai_log->SetSensitiveDetector( aDetectorSD ); 
 
  targetRegion = new G4Region("Target"); 
  detectorRegion   = new G4Region("Detector"); 
  targetRegion->AddRootLogicalVolume(xenon_log); 

















// Specific constructor 
// 
xenonEnergyDeposition::xenonEnergyDeposition( G4double energy, 
        G4double time, 
                                    G4double weight ) 
  : Energy(energy), 
    Time(time), 





// Copy constructor 
// 
xenonEnergyDeposition::xenonEnergyDeposition( const 
xenonEnergyDeposition &right ) 
  : Energy(right.Energy), 
    Time(right.Time), 









// Equivalence operator 
// 
G4bool xenonEnergyDeposition::operator==( const xenonEnergyDeposition 
&right ) const 
{ 




// Order operators 
// 
G4bool xenonEnergyDeposition::operator<( const xenonEnergyDeposition 
&right ) const 
{ 
  return Time < right.Time; 
} 
 
G4bool xenonEnergyDeposition::operator<=( const xenonEnergyDeposition 
&right ) const 
{ 
























  : drawFlag("all") 
{ 














void xenonEventAction::BeginOfEventAction(const G4Event* ) 
{ 






void xenonEventAction::EndOfEventAction(const G4Event* evt) 
{ 
  G4int event_id       = evt->GetEventID(); 
  //analysis 
  xenonAnalysisManager::getInstance()->EndOfEvent(); 
  // visualisation 
  if (event_id < 100 && G4VVisManager::GetConcreteInstance()) { 
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    G4TrajectoryContainer * trajectoryContainer = evt-
>GetTrajectoryContainer(); 
    G4int n_trajectories = 0; 
    if (trajectoryContainer) n_trajectories = trajectoryContainer-
>entries(); 
    for (G4int i=0; i<n_trajectories; i++) { 
      G4Trajectory* trj = (G4Trajectory *) 
        ((*(evt->GetTrajectoryContainer()))[i]); 
      if (drawFlag == "all") { 
        trj->DrawTrajectory(0); 
      } else if (drawFlag == "charged" && trj->GetCharge() != 0.) { 
        trj->DrawTrajectory(0); 
      } 
    } 


















  DrawCmd = new G4UIcmdWithAString("/event/draw",this); 
  DrawCmd->SetGuidance("Draw the tracks in the event"); 
  DrawCmd->SetGuidance("  Choice : none, charged, all (default)"); 
  DrawCmd->SetParameterName("choice",true); 
  DrawCmd->SetDefaultValue("all"); 
  DrawCmd->SetCandidates("none charged all"); 















void xenonEventActionMessenger::SetNewValue(G4UIcommand * 
command,G4String newValue) 
{  
  if(command == DrawCmd) 
    {eventAction->SetDrawFlag(newValue);} 




















  verbose    = 0; 
  //  histName   = "histo.hbook"; 
  //  histType   = "hbook"; 
  histName   = "histo.aida"; 
  histType   = "xml"; 
  nHisto     = 0; 
  nTuple     = 0; 
  defaultAct = 1; 
  // 
  histo.clear(); 
  ntup.clear(); 
  active.clear(); 
  bins.clear(); 
  xmin.clear(); 
  xmax.clear(); 
  unit.clear(); 
  ids.clear(); 
  titles.clear(); 
  tupleName.clear(); 
  tupleId.clear(); 
  tupleList.clear(); 
  messenger  = 0; 
 










  for(G4int i=0; i<nHisto; i++) { 
    if(histo[i]) delete histo[i]; 
  } 










  G4cout << "### xenonHisto books " << nHisto << " histograms " << 
G4endl; 
  // Creating the analysis factory 
  //  std::auto_ptr< AIDA::IAnalysisFactory > af( 
AIDA_createAnalysisFactory() ); 
  AIDA::IAnalysisFactory* af = AIDA_createAnalysisFactory(); 
  // Creating the tree factory 
  //std::auto_ptr< AIDA::ITreeFactory > tf( af->createTreeFactory() ); 
  AIDA::ITreeFactory* tf = af->createTreeFactory();  
  // Creating a tree mapped to a new hbook file. 
 
  tree = tf->create(histName,histType,false,true,"uncompress"); 
  if(tree)  
    G4cout << "Tree store  : " << tree->storeName() << G4endl; 
  else 
    G4cout << "ERROR: Tree store " << histName  << " is not created!" << 
G4endl; 
 
  // Creating a histogram factory, whose histograms will be handled by 
the tree 
  //std::auto_ptr< AIDA::IxenonHistogramFactory > hf(af-
>createxenonHistogramFactory( *tree )); 
  AIDA::IHistogramFactory* hf = af->createHistogramFactory(*tree); 
  // Creating an 1-dimensional histograms in the root directory of the 
tree 
  for(G4int i=0; i<nHisto; i++) { 
    if(active[i]) { 
      histo[i] = hf->createHistogram1D(ids[i], titles[i], bins[i], 
xmin[i], xmax[i]); 
    } 
  } 
  // Creating a tuple factory, whose tuples will be handled by the tree   
  //std::auto_ptr< AIDA::ITupleFactory > tpf( af->createTupleFactory( 
*tree ) ); 
  AIDA::ITupleFactory* tpf =  af->createTupleFactory( *tree ); 
  for(G4int i=0; i<nTuple; i++) { 
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    if(tupleList[i] != "") { 
      G4cout << "Creating Ntuple: " << tupleName[i] << G4endl; 
      ntup[i] = tpf->create(tupleId[i], tupleName[i], tupleList[i]); 
    } 










  // Write histogram file 
  tree->commit(); 
  G4cout << "Closing the tree..." << G4endl; 
  tree->close(); 







void xenonHisto::add1D(const G4String& id, const G4String& name, G4int 
nb,  
                  G4double x1, G4double x2, G4double u) 
{ 
  if(verbose > 0) { 
    G4cout << "New histogram will be booked: #" << id << "  <" << name  
           << "  " << nb << "  " << x1 << "  " << x2 << "  " << u  
           << G4endl; 
  } 
  nHisto++; 
  x1 /= u; 
  x2 /= u; 
  active.push_back(defaultAct); 
  bins.push_back(nb); 
  xmin.push_back(x1); 
  xmax.push_back(x2); 
  unit.push_back(u); 
  ids.push_back(id); 
  titles.push_back(name); 










  if(i>=0 && i<nHisto) { 
    if(verbose > 0) { 
      G4cout << "Update histogram: #" << i   
             << "  " << nb << "  " << x1 << "  " << x2 << "  " << u  
             << G4endl; 
    } 
    bins[i] = nb; 
    xmin[i] = x1; 
    xmax[i] = x2; 
    unit[i] = u; 
  } else { 
    G4cout << "xenonHisto::setxenonHisto1D: WARNING! wrong histogram 
index " << i << G4endl; 






void xenonHisto::fillHisto(G4int i, G4double x, G4double w) 
{ 
  if(verbose > 1) { 
    G4cout << "fill histogram: #" << i << " at x= " << x  
           << "  weight= " << w 
           << G4endl;    
  } 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE   
  if(i>=0 && i<nHisto) { 
    histo[i]->fill((float)(x/unit[i]), (float)w); 
  } else { 
    G4cout << "xenonHisto::fill: WARNING! wrong histogram index " << i 
<< G4endl; 







void xenonHisto::scaleHisto(G4int i, G4double x) 
{ 
  if(verbose > 0) { 
    G4cout << "Scale histogram: #" << i << " by factor " << x << G4endl;    
  } 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE   
  if(i>=0 && i<nHisto) { 
    histo[i]->scale(x); 
  } else { 
    G4cout << "xenonHisto::scale: WARNING! wrong histogram index " << i 
<< G4endl; 








void xenonHisto::addTuple(const G4String& w1, const G4String& w2, const 
G4String& w3) 
{ 
  nTuple++; 
  tupleId.push_back(w1); 
  tupleName.push_back(w2) ; 
  tupleList.push_back(w3) ; 






void xenonHisto::fillTuple(G4int i, const G4String& parname, G4double x) 
{ 
  if(verbose > 1) { 
    G4cout << "fill tuple # " << i  
    <<" with  parameter <" << parname << "> = " << x << G4endl;  
  } 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE   







void xenonHisto::fillTuple(G4int i, const G4String& parname, G4String x) 
{ 
  if(verbose > 1) { 
    G4cout << "fill tuple # " << i  
    <<" with  parameter <" << parname << "> = " << x << G4endl;  
  } 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE   







void xenonHisto::addRow(G4int i) 
{ 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE 








void xenonHisto::setFileName(const G4String& nam)  
{ 






void xenonHisto::setFileType(const G4String& nam)  
{ 























  histoDir = new G4UIdirectory("/histo/"); 
  histoDir->SetGuidance("histograms control"); 
 
  factoryCmd = new G4UIcmdWithAString("/histo/fileName",this); 
  factoryCmd->SetGuidance("set name for the histograms file"); 
  factoryCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle);  
 
  fileCmd = new G4UIcmdWithAString("/histo/fileType",this); 
  fileCmd->SetGuidance("set type (hbook, XML) for the histograms file"); 
  fileCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle);  
 
  histoCmd = new G4UIcommand("/histo/setHisto",this); 
  histoCmd->SetGuidance("Set bining of the histo number ih :"); 
  histoCmd->SetGuidance("  nbBins; valMin; valMax; unit (of vmin and 
vmax)"); 
  histoCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle);  
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  // 
  G4UIparameter* ih = new G4UIparameter("ih",'i',false); 
  ih->SetGuidance("histo number : from 0 to MaxxenonHisto"); 
  ih->SetParameterRange("ih>=0"); 
  histoCmd->SetParameter(ih); 
  // 
  G4UIparameter* nbBins = new G4UIparameter("nbBins",'i',false); 
  nbBins->SetGuidance("number of bins"); 
  nbBins->SetParameterRange("nbBins>0"); 
  histoCmd->SetParameter(nbBins); 
  // 
  G4UIparameter* valMin = new G4UIparameter("valMin",'d',false); 
  valMin->SetGuidance("valMin, expressed in unit"); 
  histoCmd->SetParameter(valMin); 
  // 
  G4UIparameter* valMax = new G4UIparameter("valMax",'d',false); 
  valMax->SetGuidance("valMax, expressed in unit"); 
  histoCmd->SetParameter(valMax); 
  // 
  G4UIparameter* unit = new G4UIparameter("unit",'s',true); 
  unit->SetGuidance("if omitted, vmin and vmax are assumed 
dimensionless"); 
  unit->SetDefaultValue("none"); 









  delete fileCmd; 
  delete histoCmd; 
  delete factoryCmd; 






void xenonHistoMessenger::SetNewValue(G4UIcommand* command,G4String 
newValues) 
{ 
  if (command == factoryCmd) 
    histo->setFileName(newValues); 
 
  if (command == fileCmd) 
    histo->setFileType(newValues); 
     
  if (command == histoCmd) 
   { G4int ih,nbBins; G4double vmin,vmax; char unts[30]; 
     const char* t = newValues; 
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     std::istringstream is(t); 
     is >> ih >> nbBins >> vmin >> vmax >> unts; 
     G4String unit = unts; 
     G4double vUnit = 1. ; 
     if (unit != "none") vUnit = G4UIcommand::ValueOf(unit); 
     histo->setHisto1D(ih,nbBins,vmin,vmax,vUnit); 








































xenonPhysicsList::xenonPhysicsList() : G4VModularPhysicsList() 
{ 
  G4LossTableManager::Instance(); 
  defaultCutValue = 1.*mm; 
  cutForGamma     = defaultCutValue; 
  cutForElectron  = defaultCutValue; 
  cutForPositron  = defaultCutValue; 
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  DetectorCuts = 0; 
  TargetCuts   = 0; 
 
  pMessenger = new xenonPhysicsListMessenger(this); 
 
  SetVerboseLevel(2); 
  //default physics 
   // Particles 
  particleList = new xenonPhysListParticles("particles"); 
 
  // General xenonPhysics 
  generalPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListGeneral("general"); 
 
  // EM physics 
  emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("em-standard"); 
   
  // Had physics (no hadron as default) 








  delete pMessenger; 
  delete generalPhysicsList; 
  delete emPhysicsList; 
















  AddTransportation(); 
  //general 
   generalPhysicsList->ConstructProcess(); 
  // em 
   emPhysicsList->ConstructProcess(); 
  // had 







void xenonPhysicsList::SelectPhysicsList(const G4String& name) 
{ 
  if (verboseLevel>1) { 
    G4cout << "xenonPhysicsList::SelectPhysicsList: <" << name << ">" << 
G4endl; 
  } 
  // default  Had physics 
  if (name == "Hadron") { 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListHadron("hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "QGSP_BERT") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsQGSP_BERT("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "QGSP_BIC") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsQGSP_BIC("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "QGSP_HP") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsQGSP_HP("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "LHEP_BERT") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsLHEP_BERT("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "LHEP_BERT_HP") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsLHEP_BERT_HP("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "LHEP_BIC") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsLHEP_BIC("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "LHEP_BIC_HP") { 
    if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
    emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("std-h-em"); 
    if (hadPhysicsList) delete hadPhysicsList; 
    hadPhysicsList = new HadronPhysicsLHEP_BIC_HP("std-hadron"); 
  } else if (name == "LowEnergy_EM") { 
    if (!hadPhysicsList ||(hadPhysicsList->GetPhysicsName()=="hadron") ) 
{  
      if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
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      emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmLowEnergy("lowe-em"); 
    } else { 
      G4cout << "xenonPhysicsList: using EM comes with Std-hadron" 
<<G4endl; 
    }      
  } else if (name == "Standard_EM") { 
    if (!hadPhysicsList ||(hadPhysicsList->GetPhysicsName()=="hadron") ) 
{  
      if (emPhysicsList) delete emPhysicsList; 
      emPhysicsList = new xenonPhysListEmStandard("standard-em"); 
    } else { 
      G4cout << "xenonPhysicsList: using EM comes with Std-hadron" 
<<G4endl; 
    } 









  SetCutValue(cutForGamma, "gamma"); 
  SetCutValue(cutForElectron, "e-"); 
  SetCutValue(cutForPositron, "e+"); 
  G4cout << "world cuts are set" << G4endl; 
 
  if( !TargetCuts ) SetTargetCut(cutForElectron); 
  G4Region* region = (G4RegionStore::GetInstance())-
>GetRegion("Target"); 
  region->SetProductionCuts(TargetCuts); 
  G4cout << "Target cuts are set" << G4endl; 
 
  if( !DetectorCuts ) SetDetectorCut(cutForElectron); 
  region = (G4RegionStore::GetInstance())->GetRegion("Detector"); 
  region->SetProductionCuts(DetectorCuts); 
  G4cout << "Detector cuts are set" << G4endl; 
 






void xenonPhysicsList::SetCutForGamma(G4double cut) 
{ 







void xenonPhysicsList::SetCutForElectron(G4double cut) 
{ 






void xenonPhysicsList::SetCutForPositron(G4double cut) 
{ 






void xenonPhysicsList::SetTargetCut(G4double cut) 
{ 
  if( !TargetCuts ) TargetCuts = new G4ProductionCuts(); 
 
  TargetCuts->SetProductionCut(cut, idxG4GammaCut); 
  TargetCuts->SetProductionCut(cut, idxG4ElectronCut); 







void xenonPhysicsList::SetDetectorCut(G4double cut) 
{ 
  if( !DetectorCuts ) DetectorCuts = new G4ProductionCuts(); 
 
  DetectorCuts->SetProductionCut(cut, idxG4GammaCut); 
  DetectorCuts->SetProductionCut(cut, idxG4ElectronCut); 






















{    
  physDir = new G4UIdirectory("/xenon/phys/"); 
  physDir->SetGuidance("physics control."); 
 
  gammaCutCmd = new 
G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit("/xenon/phys/setGCut",this);   
  gammaCutCmd->SetGuidance("Set gamma cut."); 
  gammaCutCmd->SetParameterName("Gcut",false); 
  gammaCutCmd->SetUnitCategory("Length"); 
  gammaCutCmd->SetRange("Gcut>0.0"); 
  gammaCutCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle); 
 
  electCutCmd = new 
G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit("/xenon/phys/setECut",this);   
  electCutCmd->SetGuidance("Set electron cut."); 
  electCutCmd->SetParameterName("Ecut",false); 
  electCutCmd->SetUnitCategory("Length"); 
  electCutCmd->SetRange("Ecut>0.0"); 
  electCutCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle); 
   
  protoCutCmd = new 
G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit("/xenon/phys/setPCut",this);   
  protoCutCmd->SetGuidance("Set positron cut."); 
  protoCutCmd->SetParameterName("Pcut",false); 
  protoCutCmd->SetUnitCategory("Length"); 
  protoCutCmd->SetRange("Pcut>0.0"); 
  protoCutCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle);   
 
  allCutCmd = new G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit("/xenon/phys/setCuts",this); 
  allCutCmd->SetGuidance("Set cut for all."); 
  allCutCmd->SetParameterName("cut",false); 
  allCutCmd->SetUnitCategory("Length"); 
  allCutCmd->SetRange("cut>0.0"); 
  allCutCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle); 
 
  eCutCmd = new 
G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit("/xenon/phys/TargetCuts",this); 
  eCutCmd->SetGuidance("Set cuts for the target"); 
  eCutCmd->SetParameterName("Ecut",false); 
  eCutCmd->SetUnitCategory("Length"); 
  eCutCmd->SetRange("Ecut>0.0"); 
  eCutCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle); 
 
  mCutCmd = new 
G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit("/xenon/phys/DetectorCuts",this); 
  mCutCmd->SetGuidance("Set cuts for the Detector"); 
  mCutCmd->SetParameterName("Ecut",false); 
  mCutCmd->SetUnitCategory("Length"); 
  mCutCmd->SetRange("Ecut>0.0"); 
  mCutCmd->AvailableForStates(G4State_PreInit,G4State_Idle); 
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  pListCmd = new G4UIcmdWithAString("/xenon/phys/SelectPhysics",this); 
  pListCmd->SetGuidance("Select modula physics list."); 
  pListCmd->SetParameterName("PList",false); 








  delete physDir; 
  delete gammaCutCmd; 
  delete electCutCmd; 
  delete protoCutCmd; 
  delete allCutCmd; 
  delete pListCmd; 
  delete eCutCmd; 






void xenonPhysicsListMessenger::SetNewValue(G4UIcommand* command, 
                                          G4String newValue) 
{ 
  if( command == gammaCutCmd ) 
   { pPhysicsList->SetCutForGamma(gammaCutCmd-
>GetNewDoubleValue(newValue));} 
 
  if( command == electCutCmd ) 
   { pPhysicsList->SetCutForElectron(electCutCmd-
>GetNewDoubleValue(newValue));} 
 
  if( command == protoCutCmd ) 
   { pPhysicsList->SetCutForPositron(protoCutCmd-
>GetNewDoubleValue(newValue));} 
 
  if( command == allCutCmd ) 
    { 
      G4double cut = allCutCmd->GetNewDoubleValue(newValue); 
      pPhysicsList->SetCutForGamma(cut); 
      pPhysicsList->SetCutForElectron(cut); 
      pPhysicsList->SetCutForPositron(cut); 
    } 
 
   if( command == eCutCmd ) 
    { pPhysicsList->SetTargetCut(eCutCmd->GetNewDoubleValue(newValue));} 
 
   if( command == mCutCmd ) 
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    { pPhysicsList->SetDetectorCut(mCutCmd-
>GetNewDoubleValue(newValue));} 
 
  if( command == pListCmd ) 












#include "G4LowEnergyRayleigh.hh"  
#include "G4LowEnergyPhotoElectric.hh" 
#include "G4LowEnergyCompton.hh"   




#include "G4LowEnergyIonisation.hh"  
#include "G4LowEnergyBremsstrahlung.hh"  
 
// e+ 
#include "G4eIonisation.hh"  
















xenonPhysListEmLowEnergy::xenonPhysListEmLowEnergy(const G4String& name) 















  // Add standard EM Processes 
 
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ){ 
    G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator->value(); 
    G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle->GetProcessManager(); 
    G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
      
    if (particleName == "gamma") { 
      
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4LowEnergyRayleigh()); 
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4LowEnergyPhotoElectric); 
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4LowEnergyCompton); 
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4LowEnergyGammaConversion); 
       
    } else if (particleName == "e-") { 
   
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering, -1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4LowEnergyIonisation,        -1, 2,2); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4LowEnergyBremsstrahlung,    -1, 3,3); 
      
    } else if (particleName == "e+") { 
 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering, -1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eIonisation,        -1, 2,2); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eBremsstrahlung,    -1, 3,3); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eplusAnnihilation,   0,-1,4); 
       
    } else if( particleName == "mu+" ||  
               particleName == "mu-"    ) { 
 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering,-1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuIonisation,      -1, 2,2); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuBremsstrahlung,  -1, 3,3); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuPairProduction,  -1, 4,4);        
 
    } else if (particleName == "GenericIon") { 
 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering, -1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hLowEnergyIonisation,       -1,2,2); 
      //      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4ionIonisation,      -1, 2,2); 
      // it dose not work here 
    } else if ((!particle->IsShortLived()) && 
        (particle->GetPDGCharge() != 0.0) &&  
        (particle->GetParticleName() != "chargedgeantino")) { 
 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering,-1,1,1); 
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      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hLowEnergyIonisation,       -1,2,2); 
    } 


































xenonPhysListEmStandard::xenonPhysListEmStandard(const G4String& na) 
   : G4VPhysicsConstructor(na) 













  // Add standard EM Processes 
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  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ){ 
    G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator->value(); 
    G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle->GetProcessManager(); 
    G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
      
    if (particleName == "gamma") { 
      
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4PhotoElectricEffect); 
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4ComptonScattering); 
      pmanager->AddDiscreteProcess(new G4GammaConversion); 
       
    } else if (particleName == "e-") { 
   
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering, -1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eIonisation,        -1, 2,2); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eBremsstrahlung,    -1, 3,3); 
      
    } else if (particleName == "e+") { 
 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering, -1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eIonisation,        -1, 2,2); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eBremsstrahlung,    -1, 3,3); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4eplusAnnihilation,   0,-1,4); 
       
    } else if( particleName == "mu+" ||  
               particleName == "mu-"    ) { 
 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering,-1, 1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuIonisation,      -1, 2,2); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuBremsstrahlung,  -1, 3,3); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MuPairProduction,  -1, 4,4);        
 
    } else if (particleName == "GenericIon") { 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering,-1,1,1); 
      pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hIonisation,       -1,2,2); 
    } else if ((!particle->IsShortLived()) && 
        (particle->GetPDGCharge() != 0.0) &&  
        (particle->GetParticleName() != "chargedgeantino")) { 
      // don't need these if standard hadron is used: std-h-em) 
      if (name != "std-h-em") { 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4MultipleScattering,-1,1,1); 
 pmanager->AddProcess(new G4hIonisation,       -1,2,2); 
      } 
    } 























xenonPhysListGeneral::xenonPhysListGeneral(const G4String& name) 














  // Add Decay Process 
 
  G4Decay* fDecayProcess = new G4Decay(); 
 
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ){ 
    G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator->value(); 
    G4ProcessManager* pmanager = particle->GetProcessManager(); 
 
    if (fDecayProcess->IsApplicable(*particle)) {  
 
      pmanager ->AddProcess(fDecayProcess); 
 
      // set ordering for PostStepDoIt and AtRestDoIt 
      pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(fDecayProcess, idxPostStep); 
      pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(fDecayProcess, idxAtRest); 
 
    } 
  } 
  // Declare radioactive decay to the GenericIon in the IonTable. 
  // 




  G4RadioactiveDecay*  theRadioactiveDecay = new G4RadioactiveDecay(); 
  for (G4int i=0; i<theIonTable->Entries(); i++) 
    { 
      G4String particleName = theIonTable->GetParticle(i)-
>GetParticleName(); 
      if (particleName == "GenericIon") 
 { 
   G4ProcessManager* pmanager = theIonTable->GetParticle(i)-
>GetProcessManager(); 
   pmanager->SetVerboseLevel(0); 
   pmanager ->AddProcess(theRadioactiveDecay); 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theRadioactiveDecay, idxPostStep); 
   pmanager ->SetProcessOrdering(theRadioactiveDecay, idxAtRest); 
 } 



















































xenonPhysListHadron::xenonPhysListHadron(const G4String& name) 










    
  G4ProcessManager * pManager = 0; 
   
  // this will be the model class for high energies 
  G4TheoFSGenerator * theTheoModel = new G4TheoFSGenerator; 
  // all models for treatment of thermal nucleus  
  G4Evaporation * theEvaporation = new G4Evaporation; 
  G4FermiBreakUp * theFermiBreakUp = new G4FermiBreakUp; 
  G4StatMF * theMF = new G4StatMF; 
  // Evaporation logic 
  G4ExcitationHandler * theHandler = new G4ExcitationHandler; 
  theHandler->SetEvaporation(theEvaporation); 
  theHandler->SetFermiModel(theFermiBreakUp); 
  theHandler->SetMultiFragmentation(theMF); 
  theHandler->SetMaxAandZForFermiBreakUp(12, 6); 
  theHandler->SetMinEForMultiFrag(5*MeV);   
  // Pre equilibrium stage  
  G4PreCompoundModel * thePreEquilib = new 
G4PreCompoundModel(theHandler); 
 
  // a no-cascade generator-precompound interaface 
  G4GeneratorPrecompoundInterface * theCascade = new 
G4GeneratorPrecompoundInterface; 
  theCascade->SetDeExcitation(thePreEquilib);   
  
  // here come the high energy parts 
  // the string model; still not quite according to design - Explicite 
use of the forseen interfaces      
  G4VPartonStringModel * theStringModel; 
  theStringModel = new G4QGSModel<G4QGSParticipants>; 
  theTheoModel->SetTransport(theCascade); 
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  theTheoModel->SetHighEnergyGenerator(theStringModel); 
  theTheoModel->SetMinEnergy(10*GeV);  // 15 GeV may be the right limit 
  theTheoModel->SetMaxEnergy(100*TeV); 
   
  G4VLongitudinalStringDecay * theFragmentation = new 
G4QGSMFragmentation; 
  G4ExcitedStringDecay * theStringDecay = new 
G4ExcitedStringDecay(theFragmentation); 
  theStringModel->SetFragmentationModel(theStringDecay); 
   
  // Elastic Process 
   
  theElasticProcess.RegisterMe(new G4LElastic()); 
 
  // -------------------------------------------------------------------
-------- 
  // Hadron elastic process 
  // for all particles except neutrons 
 
  theParticleIterator->reset(); 
  while( (*theParticleIterator)() ) { 
    G4ParticleDefinition* particle = theParticleIterator->value(); 
    G4String particleName = particle->GetParticleName(); 
    if (particleName != "neutron") {   
      G4ProcessManager* pManager = particle->GetProcessManager(); 
      if (particle->GetPDGMass() > 110.*MeV && 
theElasticProcess.IsApplicable(*particle) 
   && !particle->IsShortLived()) {  
 pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(&theElasticProcess); 
 // 
 // G4cout << "### Elastic model are registered for "  
 //       << particle->GetParticleName() 
 //       << G4endl; 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  // Proton 
  pManager = G4Proton::Proton()->GetProcessManager(); 
    // add inelastic process 
  // Binary Cascade 
  G4BinaryCascade * theBC = new G4BinaryCascade; 
  theBC->SetMaxEnergy(10.5*GeV); 
  theProtonInelastic.RegisterMe(theBC); 
  // Higher energy 
  theProtonInelastic.RegisterMe(theTheoModel); 
  // now the cross-sections. 
  G4ProtonInelasticCrossSection * theProtonData = new 
G4ProtonInelasticCrossSection; 
  theProtonInelastic.AddDataSet(theProtonData); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(&theProtonInelastic); 
  // 
  // 
  // Neutron 
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  pManager = G4Neutron::Neutron()->GetProcessManager(); 
  // add process 
  // elastic scattering 
  theNeutronElasticProcess =  
    new G4HadronElasticProcess(); 
  G4LElastic* theElasticModel1 = new G4LElastic; 
  G4NeutronHPElastic * theElasticNeutron = new G4NeutronHPElastic; 
  theNeutronElasticProcess->RegisterMe(theElasticModel1); 
  theElasticModel1->SetMinEnergy(19.*MeV); 
  theNeutronElasticProcess->RegisterMe(theElasticNeutron); 
  theElasticNeutron->SetMaxEnergy(20.*MeV); 
   
  G4NeutronHPElasticData * theNeutronData = new G4NeutronHPElasticData; 
  theNeutronElasticProcess->AddDataSet(theNeutronData); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(theNeutronElasticProcess); 
  // inelastic  
  G4NeutronHPInelastic * theHPNeutronInelasticModel = 
    new G4NeutronHPInelastic; 
  theHPNeutronInelasticModel->SetMaxEnergy(20.*MeV); 
  theNeutronInelastic.RegisterMe(theHPNeutronInelasticModel); 
  G4NeutronHPInelasticData * theNeutronData1 = new 
G4NeutronHPInelasticData; 
  theNeutronInelastic.AddDataSet(theNeutronData1); 
  // binary 
  G4BinaryCascade * neutronBC = new G4BinaryCascade; 
  neutronBC->SetMinEnergy(19.*MeV); 
  neutronBC->SetMaxEnergy(10.5*GeV); 
  theNeutronInelastic.RegisterMe(neutronBC); 
  // higher energy 
  theNeutronInelastic.RegisterMe(theTheoModel);   
  // now the cross-sections. 
  G4NeutronInelasticCrossSection * theNeutronData2 = new 
G4NeutronInelasticCrossSection; 
  theNeutronInelastic.AddDataSet(theNeutronData2); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(&theNeutronInelastic); 
  // fission 
  theFissionProcess = 
    new G4HadronFissionProcess; 
  G4LFission* theFissionModel = new G4LFission; 
  theFissionProcess->RegisterMe(theFissionModel); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(theFissionProcess); 
  //capture   
  theCaptureProcess = 
    new G4HadronCaptureProcess; 
  G4LCapture* theCaptureModel = new G4LCapture; 
  theCaptureProcess->RegisterMe(theCaptureModel); 
  theCaptureModel->SetMinEnergy(19.*MeV); 
  G4NeutronHPCapture * theHPNeutronCaptureModel = new 
G4NeutronHPCapture; 
  theCaptureProcess->RegisterMe(theHPNeutronCaptureModel); 
  G4NeutronHPCaptureData * theNeutronData3 = new G4NeutronHPCaptureData; 
  theCaptureProcess->AddDataSet(theNeutronData3); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(theCaptureProcess); 
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  // now light ions 
  // light Ion BC 
  G4BinaryLightIonReaction * theIonBC= new G4BinaryLightIonReaction; 
  theIonBC->SetMinEnergy(1*MeV); 
  theIonBC->SetMaxEnergy(20*GeV); 
  G4TripathiCrossSection * TripathiCrossSection= new 
G4TripathiCrossSection; 
  G4IonsShenCrossSection * aShen = new G4IonsShenCrossSection; 
     
  // deuteron 
  pManager = G4Deuteron::Deuteron()->GetProcessManager(); 
  theDeuteronInelasticProcess =  
    new G4DeuteronInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
  //  G4LEDeuteronInelastic* theDeuteronInelasticModel =  
  //   new G4LEDeuteronInelastic; 
  // theDeuteronInelasticModel->SetMaxEnergy(100*MeV); 
  theDeuteronInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(TripathiCrossSection); 
  theDeuteronInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(aShen); 
  //  theDeuteronInelasticProcess-
>RegisterMe(theDeuteronInelasticModel); 
  theDeuteronInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theIonBC); 
  theDeuteronInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theTheoModel); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(theDeuteronInelasticProcess); 
  // triton 
  pManager = G4Triton::Triton()->GetProcessManager(); 
  theTritonInelasticProcess =  
    new G4TritonInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
  //  G4LETritonInelastic* theTritonInelasticModel =  
  //  new G4LETritonInelastic; 
  //theTritonInelasticModel->SetMaxEnergy(100*MeV); 
  theTritonInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(TripathiCrossSection); 
  theTritonInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(aShen); 
  //  theTritonInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theTritonInelasticModel); 
  theTritonInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theIonBC); 
  theTritonInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theTheoModel); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(theTritonInelasticProcess); 
  // alpha 
  pManager = G4Alpha::Alpha()->GetProcessManager(); 
  theAlphaInelasticProcess =  
    new G4AlphaInelasticProcess("inelastic"); 
  // G4LEAlphaInelastic* theAlphaInelasticModel =  
  //  new G4LEAlphaInelastic; 
  //theAlphaInelasticModel->SetMaxEnergy(100*MeV); 
  theAlphaInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(TripathiCrossSection); 
  theAlphaInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(aShen); 
  //  theAlphaInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theAlphaInelasticModel); 
  theAlphaInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theIonBC); 
  theAlphaInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theTheoModel); 
  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(theAlphaInelasticProcess); 
  // GenericIon 
  pManager = G4GenericIon::GenericIon()->GetProcessManager(); 
  // need to add the elastic explicitly 
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  pManager->AddDiscreteProcess(&theElasticProcess); 
  theIonInelasticProcess =  
    new G4IonInelasticProcess(); 
  theIonInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(TripathiCrossSection); 
  theIonInelasticProcess->AddDataSet(aShen); 
  //  G4BinaryLightIonReaction * theGenIonBC= new 
G4BinaryLightIonReaction; 
  // theGenIonBC->SetMinEnergy(0*MeV); 
  //theGenIonBC->SetMaxEnergy(20*GeV); 
  theIonInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theIonBC); 
  theIonInelasticProcess->RegisterMe(theTheoModel); 







































xenonPhysListParticles::xenonPhysListParticles(const G4String& name) 

















  G4Geantino::GeantinoDefinition(); 
  G4ChargedGeantino::ChargedGeantinoDefinition(); 
   
// gamma 
  G4Gamma::GammaDefinition(); 
   
// optical photon 
  G4OpticalPhoton::OpticalPhotonDefinition(); 
 
// leptons 
  G4Electron::ElectronDefinition(); 
  G4Positron::PositronDefinition(); 
  G4MuonPlus::MuonPlusDefinition(); 
  G4MuonMinus::MuonMinusDefinition(); 
 
  G4NeutrinoE::NeutrinoEDefinition(); 
  G4AntiNeutrinoE::AntiNeutrinoEDefinition(); 
  G4NeutrinoMu::NeutrinoMuDefinition(); 
  G4AntiNeutrinoMu::AntiNeutrinoMuDefinition();   
 
// mesons 
  G4MesonConstructor mConstructor; 
  mConstructor.ConstructParticle(); 
 
// barions 
  G4BaryonConstructor bConstructor; 
  bConstructor.ConstructParticle(); 
 
// ions 
  G4IonConstructor iConstructor; 
  iConstructor.ConstructParticle(); 
   
//  Construct  resonaces and quarks 
  G4ShortLivedConstructor pShortLivedConstructor; 




























  delete particleGun; 
} 
 
void xenonPrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent) 
{ 

































void xenonRunAction::BeginOfRunAction(const G4Run* aRun) 
{ 
  // Creation of the analysis manager 
  xenonAnalysisManager* analysis = xenonAnalysisManager::getInstance(); 
  analysis->BeginOfRun(); 
  
  G4int RunN = aRun->GetRunID(); 
  if ( RunN % 1000 == 0 )  
    G4cout << "### Run : " << RunN << G4endl; 
 
  if (G4VVisManager::GetConcreteInstance()) 
    { 
      G4UImanager* UI = G4UImanager::GetUIpointer();  
      UI->ApplyCommand("/vis/clear/view"); 
      UI->ApplyCommand("/vis/draw/current"); 






void xenonRunAction::EndOfRunAction(const G4Run* ) 
{ 
  // Get the analysis manager 
  xenonAnalysisManager* analysis = xenonAnalysisManager::getInstance(); 
  analysis->EndOfRun(); 
  
  if (G4VVisManager::GetConcreteInstance()) 
































void xenonSteppingAction::UserSteppingAction(const G4Step* fStep)  
{ 
#ifdef G4ANALYSIS_USE 
  G4Track* fTrack = fStep->GetTrack(); 
  G4int StepNo = fTrack->GetCurrentStepNumber(); 
  if(StepNo >= 10000) fTrack->SetTrackStatus(fStopAndKill); 
  if (StepNo == 1) { 
    if ( (fTrack->GetDefinition()->GetParticleType() == "nucleus") &&  
  !( fTrack->GetDefinition()->GetPDGStable()) &&  
  fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetPhysicalVolume()->GetName() == 
"Xenon3_phy" ) { 
      G4String particleName = fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetParticleName(); 
      //G4double particleName = G4double(fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetPDGEncoding()); 
      G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetGlobalTime() ; 
 // - fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetLocalTime(); // do we have to 
take out the local time? 
      G4double weight =  fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetWeight() ; 
      // get the analysis manager 
      xenonAnalysisManager* analysis = 
xenonAnalysisManager::getInstance(); 
      //      G4cout << particleName << " " << weight << " " << time/s 
<< G4endl; 
      analysis->AddIsotope(particleName, weight, time); 
    } 
    if (fTrack->GetTrackID() != 1 ){ 
      if (fTrack->GetCreatorProcess()->GetProcessName() == 
"RadioactiveDecay") { 
 // emitted particles 
 if (fTrack->GetDefinition()->GetParticleType() != "nucleus") { 
   G4String particleName = fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetParticleName(); 
   //G4double particleName = G4double (fTrack->GetDefinition()-
>GetPDGEncoding()); 
   G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetGlobalTime() ;  
   //- fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetLocalTime(); 
   G4double weight = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetWeight() ;    
   G4double energy = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetKineticEnergy(); 
   // 
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   xenonAnalysisManager::getInstance()->AddParticle(particleName, 
energy, weight, time); 
 } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  // energy deposition: collect energy deposited by decay products only 
  if (fTrack->GetTrackID() != 1 ) { 
    if (fTrack->GetCreatorProcess()->GetProcessName() == 
"RadioactiveDecay") {  
      if (fStep->GetTotalEnergyDeposit() ) { 
 G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetGlobalTime() ; 
 // - fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetLocalTime();  
 //    G4double time = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetLocalTime(); // 
time since the track was created 
 G4double edep = fStep->GetTotalEnergyDeposit(); 
 G4double weight = fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetWeight() ;  
 if (fStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetPhysicalVolume()->GetName() == 
"Detector") edep = -edep; 
 xenonAnalysisManager::getInstance()->AddEnergy(edep,weight,time); 
      } 
    } 
  } 













// ClassName:   xenonAnalysisManager 
// 
// Description: Singleton class to hold analysis parameters and build 
histograms. 
//              User cannot access to the constructor. 
//              The pointer of the only existing object can be got via 
//              xenonAnalysisManager::GetInstance() static method. 
//              The first invokation of this static method makes 























  // With description 
 




  xenonAnalysisManager(); 
 
public: // Without description 
 
  ~xenonAnalysisManager(); 
 
  void bookHisto(); 
 
  void BeginOfRun(); 
  void EndOfRun(); 
 
  void BeginOfEvent(); 
  void EndOfEvent(); 
 
  //  void AddParticle(G4double particleName, G4double energy, G4double 
weight, G4double time ); 
  // void AddIsotope(G4double particleName, G4double weight, G4double 
time ); 
  void AddParticle(G4String particleName, G4double energy, G4double 
weight, G4double time ); 
  void AddIsotope(G4String particleName, G4double weight, G4double time 
); 
  void AddEnergy(G4double edep, G4double weight, G4double time); 
 
  void SetVerbose(G4int val) {verbose = val;}; 
  G4int GetVerbose() const {return verbose;}; 
  //  void SetHistoNumber(G4int val) {nHisto = val;}; 
  // void SetNtuple(G4bool val) {nTuple = val;}; 
 
  void SetFirstEventToDebug(G4int val) {nEvt1 = val;}; 
  G4int FirstEventToDebug() const {return nEvt1;}; 
  void SetLastEventToDebug(G4int val) {nEvt2 = val;}; 
  G4int LastEventToDebug() const {return nEvt2;}; 
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  void SetMaxEnergyforHisto(G4double val) {histEMax = val;}; 
  G4double  GetMaxEnergyforHisto() const {return histEMax;}; 
  void SetMinEnergyforHisto(G4double val) {histEMin = val;}; 
  G4double  GetMinEnergyforHisto() const {return histEMin;}; 
  void SetNumBinforHisto(G4int val) {histNBin = val;}; 
  G4int  GeNumBinforHisto() const {return histNBin;}; 
 
  void SetThresholdEnergyforTarget(G4double val) {targetThresE = val;}; 
  G4double GetThresholdEnergyforTarget () const {return targetThresE;}; 
  void SetThresholdEnergyforDetector(G4double val) {detectorThresE = 
val;}; 
  G4double GetThresholdEnergyforDetector () const {return 
detectorThresE;}; 
  void SetPulseWidth(G4double val) {pulseWidth = val;}; 




  // MEMBERS 
  static xenonAnalysisManager* fManager; 
 
  G4int verbose; 
  G4int nEvt1; 
  G4int nEvt2;  
 
  G4double histEMax; 
  G4double histEMin; 
  G4int histNBin; 
  /* 
  G4bool histTarget; 
  G4bool histDetector; 
  G4bool histCoin; 
  G4bool histAntiCD; 
  G4bool histAntiCT; 
  G4bool histEmission; 
  G4bool ntupleEmission; 
  G4bool ntupleIsotope; 
  */ 
  G4double targetThresE; 
  G4double detectorThresE; 
  G4double pulseWidth; 
 
  // energy depositions for an event 
  std::vector <xenonEnergyDeposition> Edepo; 
  // 
  xenonHisto*  histo; 

















class xenonDetectorConstruction : public G4VUserDetectorConstruction 
{ 
  public: 
 
    xenonDetectorConstruction(); 
    ~xenonDetectorConstruction(); 
 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* Construct(); 
 
  private: 
         
    // Logical volumes 
    // 
    G4LogicalVolume* world_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* nai_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* gap_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* xenon_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* scintillator_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* cover_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* bpmt_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* glass_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* gpmt_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* gpmtcase_log; 
    G4LogicalVolume* assembly_log; 
 
    // Physical volumes 
    // 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* world_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* nai1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* nai2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gap_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* glass1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* glass2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* assembly_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* cover1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* cover2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* cover3_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* cover4_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* scintillator1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* scintillator2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* scintillator3_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* scintillator4_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* xenon1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* xenon2_phy; 
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    G4VPhysicalVolume* xenon3_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* xenon4_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt3_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt4_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt5_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt6_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt7_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* bpmt8_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmt1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmt2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmt3_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmt4_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmtcase1_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmtcase2_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmtcase3_phy; 
    G4VPhysicalVolume* gpmtcase4_phy; 
 
     G4Region*   targetRegion; 














  public:   // with description 
 
    xenonEnergyDeposition(); 
    xenonEnergyDeposition( const xenonEnergyDeposition &right ); 
    xenonEnergyDeposition( G4double, G4double, G4double ); 
    virtual ~xenonEnergyDeposition(); 
         // Constructor and virtual destructor 
 
    G4bool operator==(const xenonEnergyDeposition &right) const ; 
    G4bool operator< (const xenonEnergyDeposition &right) const ; 
    G4bool operator<=(const xenonEnergyDeposition &right) const ; 
  // Operators   
 
  G4double GetEnergy() {return Energy;}; 
  G4double GetTime() {return Time;}; 
  G4double GetWeight() {return Weight;}; 
  // Accessors 
 
  private: 
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    G4double Energy;   
    G4double Time;     





















class xenonEventAction : public G4UserEventAction 
{ 
  public: 
    xenonEventAction(); 
   ~xenonEventAction(); 
 
  public: 
    void BeginOfEventAction(const G4Event* anEvent); 
    void EndOfEventAction(const G4Event* anEvent); 
     
    void SetDrawFlag(G4String val)  {drawFlag = val;}; 
     
  private: 
    G4String drawFlag;                         // control the drawing of 
event 

























class xenonEventActionMessenger: public G4UImessenger 
{ 
  public: 
    xenonEventActionMessenger(xenonEventAction*); 
   ~xenonEventActionMessenger(); 
     
    void SetNewValue(G4UIcommand*, G4String); 
     
  private: 
    xenonEventAction*   eventAction;    













// ClassName:   xenonHisto 
// 













namespace AIDA { 
 class ITree; 
 class ITuple; 








  xenonHisto(); 
 
  ~xenonHisto(); 
 
  void book(); 
  // Book predefined histogramms  
 
  void save(); 
  // Save histogramms to file 
 
  void add1D(const G4String&, const G4String&, G4int nb=100, G4double 
x1=0.,  
                                               G4double x2=1., G4double 
u=1.); 
  // In this method histogramms are predefined 
 
  void setHisto1D(G4int, G4int, G4double, G4double, G4double); 
  // It change bins and boundaries 
 
  void fillHisto(G4int, G4double, G4double); 
  // xenonHistogramms are filled 
 
  void scaleHisto(G4int, G4double); 
 
  void addTuple(const G4String&, const G4String&, const G4String&); 
  // In this method nTuple is booked 
 
  void fillTuple(G4int, const G4String&, G4double); 
  // Fill nTuple parameter with a double 
 
  void fillTuple(G4int, const G4String&, G4String); 
  // Fill nTuple parameter with a string 
 
  void addRow(G4int); 
  // Save tuple event  
 
  void setFileName(const G4String&); 
 




  G4String histName; 
  G4String histType; 
 
  G4int    nHisto; 
  G4int    nTuple; 
  G4int    verbose; 
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  G4int    defaultAct; 
 
  std::vector<AIDA::IHistogram1D*> histo; 
  std::vector<AIDA::ITuple*>   ntup; 
  AIDA::ITree*    tree; 
  xenonHistoMessenger* messenger; 
 
  std::vector<G4int>     active; 
  std::vector<G4int>     bins; 
  std::vector<G4double>  xmin; 
  std::vector<G4double>  xmax; 
  std::vector<G4double>  unit; 
  std::vector<G4String>  ids; 
  std::vector<G4String>  titles; 
  std::vector<G4String>  tupleName; 
  std::vector<G4String>  tupleId; 

























class xenonHistoMessenger: public G4UImessenger 
{ 
  public: 
 
   xenonHistoMessenger(xenonHisto* ); 
  ~xenonHistoMessenger(); 
 
   void SetNewValue(G4UIcommand* ,G4String ); 
 
  private: 
 
   xenonHisto*                  histo; 
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   G4UIdirectory*          histoDir;    
   G4UIcmdWithAString*     factoryCmd; 
   G4UIcmdWithAString*     fileCmd; 



























class xenonPhysicsList: public G4VModularPhysicsList 
{ 
public: 
  xenonPhysicsList(); 
  ~xenonPhysicsList(); 
 
  void ConstructParticle(); 
 
  void SetCuts(); 
  void SetCutForGamma(G4double); 
  void SetCutForElectron(G4double); 
  void SetCutForPositron(G4double); 
 
  void SelectPhysicsList(const G4String& name); 
  void ConstructProcess(); 
 
  void SetTargetCut(G4double val); 




  // hide assignment operator 
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  xenonPhysicsList & operator=(const xenonPhysicsList &right); 
  xenonPhysicsList(const xenonPhysicsList&); 
 
  G4double cutForGamma; 
  G4double cutForElectron; 
  G4double cutForPositron; 
 
  G4VPhysicsConstructor*  emPhysicsList; 
  G4VPhysicsConstructor*  generalPhysicsList; 
  G4VPhysicsConstructor*  particleList; 
  //  std::vector<G4VPhysicsConstructor*>  hadronPhys; 
  G4VPhysicsConstructor*  hadPhysicsList; 
 
  xenonPhysicsListMessenger* pMessenger; 
  G4ProductionCuts* DetectorCuts; 





























class xenonPhysicsListMessenger: public G4UImessenger 
{ 
public: 
   
  xenonPhysicsListMessenger(xenonPhysicsList* ); 
  ~xenonPhysicsListMessenger(); 
     
  void SetNewValue(G4UIcommand*, G4String); 
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private: 
   
  xenonPhysicsList* pPhysicsList; 
 
  G4UIdirectory*             physDir;   
  G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit* gammaCutCmd; 
  G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit* electCutCmd; 
  G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit* protoCutCmd;     
  G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit* allCutCmd;     
  G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit* mCutCmd; 
  G4UIcmdWithADoubleAndUnit* eCutCmd; 
  G4UIcmdWithAString*        pListCmd; 






















class xenonPhysListEmLowEnergy : public G4VPhysicsConstructor 
{ 
public:  
  xenonPhysListEmLowEnergy(const G4String& name = "lowenergy"); 
  virtual ~xenonPhysListEmLowEnergy(); 
 
public:  
  // This method is dummy for physics 
  virtual void ConstructParticle() {}; 
  
  // This method will be invoked in the Construct() method. 
  // each physics process will be instantiated and 
  // registered to the process manager of each particle type  























class xenonPhysListEmStandard : public G4VPhysicsConstructor 
{ 
public:  
  xenonPhysListEmStandard(const G4String& name = "standard"); 
  virtual ~xenonPhysListEmStandard(); 
 
public:  
  // This method is dummy for physics 
  virtual void ConstructParticle() {}; 
  
  // This method will be invoked in the Construct() method. 
  // each physics process will be instantiated and 
  // registered to the process manager of each particle type  
  virtual void ConstructProcess(); 
 
private: 
  // name of used to differetiate usage with std-hadron phys 
























class xenonPhysListGeneral : public G4VPhysicsConstructor 
{ 
public:  
  xenonPhysListGeneral(const G4String& name = "general"); 
  virtual ~xenonPhysListGeneral(); 
 
public:  
  // This method is dummy for physics 
  virtual void ConstructParticle() {}; 
  
  // This method will be invoked in the Construct() method. 
  // each physics process will be instantiated and 
  // registered to the process manager of each particle type  






























class xenonPhysListHadron : public G4VPhysicsConstructor  
{ 
  public: 
    xenonPhysListHadron(const G4String& name = "hadron"); 
    virtual ~xenonPhysListHadron(); 
 
  public: 
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  // Construct particle and physics 
    void ConstructParticle() {}; 
  // 
    void ConstructProcess();  
 
  private: 
 
  G4HadronElasticProcess  theElasticProcess; 
  G4ProtonInelasticProcess theProtonInelastic; 
  G4NeutronInelasticProcess  theNeutronInelastic; 
  G4HadronElasticProcess* theNeutronElasticProcess; 
  G4HadronFissionProcess* theFissionProcess; 
  G4HadronCaptureProcess* theCaptureProcess; 
  G4DeuteronInelasticProcess* theDeuteronInelasticProcess; 
  G4TritonInelasticProcess* theTritonInelasticProcess; 
  G4AlphaInelasticProcess* theAlphaInelasticProcess; 



















class xenonPhysListParticles : public G4VPhysicsConstructor 
{ 
public:  
  xenonPhysListParticles(const G4String& name = "particles"); 
  virtual ~xenonPhysListParticles(); 
 
public:  
  // This method will be invoked in the Construct() method.  
  // each particle type will be instantiated 
  virtual void ConstructParticle(); 
  
  // This method is dummy. 

























class xenonPrimaryGeneratorAction : public G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction 
{ 
public: 
  xenonPrimaryGeneratorAction(); 
  ~xenonPrimaryGeneratorAction(); 
 
public: 
  void GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent); 
 
private: 
  G4GeneralParticleSource* particleGun; 





















class xenonRunAction : public G4UserRunAction 
{ 
  public: 
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    xenonRunAction(); 
   ~xenonRunAction(); 
 
  public: 
    void BeginOfRunAction(const G4Run*); 
    void EndOfRunAction(const G4Run*); 


















class xenonSteppingAction : public G4UserSteppingAction 
{ 
  public: 
    xenonSteppingAction(); 
    virtual ~xenonSteppingAction(); 
 











#/geometry/material/add NaI Na-I 3.67 
#/xenon/det/setDetectorThickness 30 mm 
#/xenon/det/setTargetLength 3 cm 
#/xenon/det/setTargetMate Lead 
# material definitions has to be done before /run/initilalize 
/run/initialize 
/run/setCutForRegion Target .001 cm 
/run/setCutForRegion Detector .001 cm 
/grdm/analogueMC 1 
/grdm/verbose 2 






# first simulate 1GeV proton beam on the NaI target 
#/histo/fileName xenon-proton.aida 
#/gps/particle proton 




# now try to decay 10 xe-133 isotopes  
#/gps/particle ion 
/gps/ion 54 133 
/gps/position 0 0 1.905 
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This document describes the current design and usage of the Spectral 
Deconvolution Tool (SDAT) graphical User interface (GUI) v1 under 
development by The University of Texas at Austin for the Space and Missile 




This document describes the architectural design of the software and task-oriented 
instructions on how to install, execute, and use its features.  This document does 




This document is intended for the first-time or occasional user of the SDAT GUI 
software.  More experienced users may find certain sections useful as references. 
 
RELATED INFORMATION 
The following documents complement or support this document: 
• K. M. Foltz Biegalski, D. A. Haas, S. R. Biegalski, Final Report, Year 1:  
Development of the Spectral Deconvolution Analysis Tool (SDAT) to 
Improve Counting Statistics and Detection Limits for Nuclear Explosion 
Radionuclide Measurements 
• S. R. Biegalski, K. M. Foltz Biegalski, “Development of the Spectral 
Deconvolution Analysis Tool (SDAT) to Improve Counting Statistics and 
Detection Limits for Nuclear Explosion Radionuclide Measurements” 
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submitted to SMDC in 2005 in response to solicitation number DE-SC52-
05NA26703. 
• K. M. Foltz Biegalski, S. R. Biegalski, D. A. Haas. “Performance 
Evaluation of Spectral Deconvolution Analysis Tool (SDAT) Software 
Used for Nuclear Explosion Radionuclide Measurements,” Journal of 
Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry (in press). 
• D. A. Haas, S. R. Biegalski, K. M. Foltz Biegalski.  “Modeling β-γ 
Coincidence Spectra of 131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe Signals,” Journal of 
Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry (in press). 
See “References” on page 242 for a list of documents cited in the SDAT GUI v1 
Software Documentation. 
 
USING THIS DOCUMENT 
Most chapters in this document progress from a high-level overview of the 
software to instructions on getting started and using the software.  If you are a 
new user of SDAT GUI, it is recommended to fully review this document.  If you 
are an experienced user, you can randomly access information using the Table of 
Contents, Table of Figures, and Table of Tables. 
 
The sections below describe the contents of the document and the conventions 




This document is organized as follows: 
 
• Chapter 1:  Overview 
This chapter includes background information and basic functionality 
descriptions of the SDAT GUI. 
 
• Chapter 2:  Installing the Software 
This chapter describes what items are necessary for SDAT GUI to operate 
properly and how to install the program on your computer. 
 
• Chapter 3:  Basic Procedures 
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This chapter describes how to gain access to the software, how to perform 
basic procedures, and how to end a session. 
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• Chapter 4:  Detailed Procedures 
This chapter describes how to analyze a sample, how to rescale β-γ 




This section lists the sources cited in this document. 
 
• Glossary 





This document uses graphical, typographical, and naming conventions as 
described in the following tables. 
 
TABLE I:  TYPOGRAPHICAL CONVENTIONS 
Element Font Example 
headings, figure titles, and table 
titles 
bold Chapter 1:  Overview 
menu options 
window names 
titles of documents 
italics File•Exit  
Current Directory tab 
SDAT Software Documentation 
button names “text in quotes” “…” button 
Text that should be typed in 
exactly as shown 
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TABLE II:  KEYBOARD, COMMAND, AND MENU CONVENTIONS 
Instruction Explanation Example 
click Press and release the left 
mouse button to activate a 
button on the screen. 
Double-click on the Matlab© 
shortcut icon. 
double-click Click the left mouse button 
twice without moving the 
pointer. 
Double-click on the Matlab© 
shortcut icon. 
key-key Indicated simultaneous key 
strokes.  Hold down the first 
key and press the second 
key. 
Ctrl-S 
menu→submenu Choose submenu from menu. File•Exit 
pull-down menu A list menu accessed by a 
top menu or text box down 
arrow that is not 
accompanied by a text box 
up arrow. 





TABLE III:  DATA FLOW SYMBOLS 
Description Symbol 
External data source  
Process  
Database  
Data flow  
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• Background and History 
• Functionality 
• Status of Development 
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Environmental xenon sampling and measurement units are used in nuclear 
weapons test monitoring networks because radioxenon isotopes may be all that is 
released from tests performed deep underground or underwater.  Some 
environmental xenon sampling and measurement units, like the Automated 
Radioxenon Sampler-Analyzer (ARSA) developed by Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory (PNNL) and the Swedish Automated Noble Gas Unit (SAUNA) 
developed by the Swedish National Defense Research Establishment (FOI), use 
β-γ coincidence detectors that are energy dispersive on both the β and γ energy 
axes.  Signals from four radioxenon isotopes (131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, 135Xe) comprise 
a sample spectrum. Under poor operating conditions, a few radon daughters (214Pb, 
214Bi) may interfere with the sample spectrum.  Applying conventional region-of-
interest (ROI) spectrum analysis algorithms to such 3-D spectra results in 
relatively high minimum detectable concentrations (MDCs) due to the subtractive 
process of determining net counts in the ROI. 
 
To overcome this problem, a project team from the University of Texas in Austin 
is developing software to deconvolve the 3-D sample spectra into the most 
probable combination of signals using the non-negative least-squares method.  
This method can use the entire signal from each radionuclide and consequently 
may improve the signal to noise ratio.  It has been postulated that the use of such 
an algorithm will result in a better ability to resolve spectral interferences and thus 
improve counting statistics and detection limits for nuclear explosion radionuclide 
measurements.  This software package, entitled the Spectral Deconvolution 
Assessment Tool (SDAT) graphical user interface (GUI), expands upon a 
previously developed algorithm, the Multiple Isotope Component Analysis 
(MICA) tool.   
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BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 
The MICA software concept was initially developed by K. M. Foltz Biegalski and 
S.R. Biegalski in 2002.  At this time, Dr. Foltz Biegalski was employed by 
General Dynamics and Dr. Biegalski was under contract with General Dynamics 
as a consultant from the University of Texas at Austin (UT).  At this time, 
General Dynamics had a contract with SMDC to support such development 
efforts.  The initial concept and deconvolution algorithm was presented at the 
Methods and Applications of Radioanalytical Conference in Kona Hawaii in April 
of 2003.  This paper was eventually published in the Journal of Radioanalytical 
and Nuclear Chemistry in 2005 [Foltz Biegalski & Biegalski, 2005]. 
 
Efforts to incorporate the algorithms and concepts of MICA into a software 
application began in earnest in June 2005 under the present contract between UT 
and SMDC.  The evolution and improvement of the original deconvolution 
concepts are now packaged in the SDAT GUI.  A graduate student at UT, Mr. 
Derek Haas, contributed to the development of the SDAT GUI via providing 




The SDAT software reads library files of the isotopes of interest as well as a 
sample file to be analyzed.  SDAT then calculates a coefficient matrix that holds 
the factors needed for multiplying the activities associated with each of the library 
files.   This is done according to the equation below: 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ] 16502516665025Re xxx SampletsCoefficiensponse =  
where the library files are column vectors in the response matrix.  See [Foltz 
Biegalski & Biegalski, 2005] and [Foltz Biegalski & Biegalski, 2006] for more 
details on this calculation. 
 
SDAT also calculates the uncertainty values of the multiplier coefficients.  See 
the Final Report, Year 1:  Development of the Spectral Deconvolution Analysis 
Tool (SDAT) to Improve Counting Statistics and Detection Limits for Nuclear 
Explosion Radionuclide Measurements for a discussion on the uncertainty 
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calculation. The output is displayed in graphs and tables by the GUI and can be 
saved as text files on the user’s computer. 
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FIGURE 1.  RELATIONSHIP OF SOFTWARE UNITS AND DIRECTION OF INFORMATION 
FLOW 
 
STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT 
This is the first version of the SDAT GUI software.  It is based upon the Matlab 
modules described in Spectral Deconvolution Assessment Tool (SDAT) Software 
Documentation, May 2006.  If you come across any problems with the software, 
please contact Dr. Kendra M. Foltz Biegalski at kmfb98@hotmail.com. 
 
Weighting matrix, 
ratios, and σ 
Library files and 
sample spectra 
 
Inputs library files and 






















CHAPTER 2:  INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE 
This chapter describes what items are necessary for the SDAT GUI to operate 




• Operating Environment 
• Installation 











This chapter describes the necessary operating environment for the SDAT GUI to 
work properly.  Installation instructions are also included.  It is assumed that the 
software user has a basic knowledge of the use of a PC, including text editing and 
file management skills. 
 
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 
The following sections describe the hardware and commercial-off-the-shelf 




The SDAT GUI is designed to run on a personal computer (PC).  The 
software was designed for and tested on a Microsoft® (MS®) Windows 98SE-
XP operating system.  It is unknown if the SDAT GUI will run properly with 
MS® Windows NT4 or MS® Windows 95.  Very little disk space is required 





The SDAT GUI is written in Matlab© executables, but does not need to be 
operated within the Matlab© environment.  However, the executable must be 




compiled on your computer with the Matlab© Compiler.  This is available as 
part of Matlab© R2006b, or you can download the compiler separately from 
http://ficp.engr.utexas.edu/mcrinst/MCRInstaller.exe. 
UT DOCUMENTATION 
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You will first need to install the Matlab© compiler on your computer.  To install 
the Matlab© compiler, click on the following link, 
http://ficp.engr.utexas.edu/mcrinst/MCRInstaller.exe, and open the installer. 
 
Once you have installed the Matlab© compiler, unzip the SDAT GUI by right-
clicking on the file and choosing Extract All...  Click the “Next” button and the 
Extraction Wizard will prompt you to specify where to save the software.  Once 
you are finished specifying the desired location using the “Browse” button, click 
the “Next” button and the SDAT GUI will be installed.  Click the “Finish” button 
to close the Extraction Wizard. 
  
To create a shortcut to the SDAT GUI for your desktop, go to the dist folder 
and find the sdat_gui.exe file.  Right-click on the icon and select Create 
Shortcut.  This will create a new file that can be dragged to the desktop and 
renamed SDAT for easy access to the software.
UT DOCUMENTATION 









CHAPTER 3:  BASIC PROCEDURES 
This chapter describes how to gain access to the software, how to perform basic 





• Obtaining Help 
• Exiting the Application
UT DOCUMENTATION 
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This chapter describes how to gain access to the SDAT GUI, how to perform 
basic procedures, get help, and how to end a session.  More detailed procedures 
are described in the following chapter.  It is assumed that the software user has a 




To open the SDAT GUI, simply double-click on the SDAT shortcut icon you 
placed on your desktop earlier, or double-click the sdat_gui.exe icon in the 
dist folder.  (Figure 2) 
UT DOCUMENTATION 
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FIGURE 2.  SDAT_GUI.EXE FILE AND  SDAT SHORTCUT ICON   
 
When the SDAT GUI is executed, the program displays the opening window.  
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There are several ways of obtaining help while working with the SDAT software: 
1. Go to the Help menu. 
2. Refer to the SDAT GUI v1 Software Documentation for questions on 
configuration and operation. 
3. Contact Dr. Kendra M Foltz Biegalski at kmfb98@hotmail.com. 
UT DOCUMENTATION 
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EXITING THE APPLICATION 
To exit the program, go to File • Exit in the SDAT GUI top menu or click on the 
red “X” button in the topmost right-hand corner. 
 




CHAPTER 4:  DETAILED OPERATIONS 
This chapter describes how to analyze a sample, how to view multiple samples 
(e.g., for observing data trends), and how to rescale β-γ coincidence spectra.  This 
chapter includes the following sections: 
 
• Overview 
• Analyzing a Sample 
• Rescaling β-γ Coincidence Spectra 
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This chapter describes how to analyze a sample, how to view multiple samples 
(e.g., for observing data trends), and how to rescale β-γ coincidence spectra.  It is 
assumed at this point that you have the SDAT GUI properly installed on your 
computer. 
 
ANALYZING A SAMPLE 
For the SDAT software to run properly, the appropriate library files and sample 
files must be located on the user’s computer.  These should be tab-delimited or 
space-delimited text files, each containing a 255x255 matrix for β-γ coincidence 
data. 
 
A library file is needed for each isotope of interest in the sample spectrum.  In the 
case of β-γ coincidence radioxenon spectra, there must be library files for 131mXe, 
133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe.  These can be obtained by counting calibration samples or 




To analyze a sample, go to the File•Open•Single submenu. The Open Single pop-
up box will appear (Figure 4). 
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FIGURE 4.  SDAT GUI OPEN SINGLE WINDOW   
 
This window allows the user to specify the sample file, the library files for each 
radioxenon, and a sensitivity number.  Simply click on the “Browse” buttons to 




The sensitivity number is used to create the weighting matrix.  The purpose of the 
weighting matrix is to give more weight to the regions of the sample in which we 
expect radioxenon signals to occur.  The weighting matrix is determined by first 
summing all the library files.  Then the program goes through the summed matrix 
one entry at a time asking if the counts in each β,γ coincidence channel is greater 
than the sensitivity number.  If it is, then the value of the weighting matrix in that 
β,γ coincidence channel is set to one.  If not, it is set to zero.  The sensitivity 




Once the sample file, library files, and sensitivity number are chosen, then 
clicking on the “OK” button of the Open Single window initiates the sample 
analysis.  Once completed, the analysis results are then displayed in the main 





The sample is displayed as a 2-D plot in the top left corner.   Below the sample 
plot are three tables.  
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Axis Parameters Table 
 
The top left table is the Axis Parameters table which allows users to modify the 
minimum and maximum x and y intercepts of all the plots in the SDAT window.  




This table is situated to the right of the Axis Parameters table and contains a 
summary of the parameters specified in the Open Single window, i.e., the 
sensitivity number, the sample file name, and the library file names for each 




FIGURE 5.  SDAT GUI SAMPLE ANALYSIS RESULTS DISPLAY 




This table is located in the bottom left corner of the SDAT window.  It contains 
the concentration coefficients and errors of each radioxenon of interest calculated 
with and without the use of data weighting via the weighting matrix described 
earlier.  The resulting multiplier coefficients can be used to determine the activity 
of each radioxenon using the following equation: 
 
V
AMC iii =  
where 
 Ci = Sample activity concentration of radioxenon isotope i 
Mi = Multiplier coefficient of radioxenon isotope i as determined by 
SDAT 
Ai = Activity represented by library file of radioxenon isotope i, and 
V = Air volume sampled. 
 
The activity concentration uncertainties of each radioxenon can be determined 
using the following equation: 
 



















 is the uncertainty of variable x.  All other variables have been defined 
above. 
 
Weighted/Unweighted Result Plots 
 
The Weighted Result and Unweighted Result Plots are located at the top middle 
and top right corner of the SDAT window.  The plots are calculated as follows: 
 
[ ]( ) [ ]ξ⋅∑i ii libC , 
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where Ci are the concentration coefficients for radioxenon isotope i, [lib]i are the 
library files for radioxenon isotope i, and [ξ ] is the weighting matrix for the 
Weighted Result Plot and the identity matrix for the Unweighted Result Plot.  
These plots may be compared with one another and the original Sample Plot to 
see how well the SDAT calculated results model the sample data. 
 
Weighted/Unweighted Residual Plots 
 
The Weighted Residual and Unweighted Residual Plots are located directly below 
the Weighted Result and Unweighted Result Plots.  The plots are calculated as 
follows: 
 
[ ] [ ]( ) [ ]( )ξ⋅− ∑i ii libCSample , 
 
where [Sample] is the original sample data and all other symbols have been 
previously defined.  These plots show the differences between the original sample 
data and the calculated models of the sample as shown in the Weighted Result and 
Unweighted Result Plots.  
 
REANALYZING A SAMPLE 
 
If a mistake was made during the analysis of a sample, it can be corrected by 
repeating the steps described previously to analyze a sample, or you can go to the 
Calculate•Recalculate submenu.  All parameters except the sample file may be 
changed in the resulting pop-up box.  The resulting screen displays are the same 
as for analyzing a sample. 
 
SAVING ANALYSIS RESULTS 
 
To save the results of the analysis, go to File•Save.  The following pop-up box 
will appear and prompt you to indicate in which folder you would like your 
results saved. (Figure 6) 
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FIGURE 6.  SAVING SAMPLE RESULTS:  THE BROWSE FOR FOLDER POP-UP 
 
Once you select the correct folder, click the “OK” button.  The Browse for Folder 
pop-up will disappear and the sample results will be seen. 
 
When a sample is saved, SDAT creates the following three folders on your 
computer. 
 
1. rescale – This folder will contain analysis results from rescaling a 
sample.  See the Rescaling β-γ Coincidence Data section below for 
instructions on how to rescale a sample. 
2. screen – This folder contains a screen shot of the sample analysis 
results. 
3. single – This folder contains nine text files that can be viewed with any 
text editor.  Each will be described in turn. 
a. concs.txt – This text file contains the concentration ratios for 
131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe for unweighted and weighted cases, 
respectively. 
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b. errs.txt – This text file contains the concentration ratio errors 
for 131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe for unweighted and weighted 
cases, respectively. 
c. residual.txt – This text file contains the non-weighted 
residual matrix. 
d. residualnw.txt – This text file contains the weighted residual 
matrix. 
e. result.txt – This text file contains the non-weighted result 
matrix. 
f. resultnw.txt - This text file contains the weighted result 
matrix. 
g. sample.txt - This text file contains the sample matrix. 
h. timestamp.txt – This text file contains the year, month, day, 
hour, minute, and second of the sample analysis. 
i. weighting.txt - This text file contains the weighting matrix. 
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RESCALING β-γ COINCIDENCE SPECTRA 
Over time, the energy vs. channel calibration of both beta and gamma detectors 
can change.  If the changes are significant, the SDAT program will return large 
errors because the sample signal will no longer match those in the library files.  In 
such cases, the sample spectra should be rescaled to match the energy calibration 
properties of the original library files.  Alternatively, the library files can be 
rescaled to match the sample calibration properties and saved.  This program can 




The SDAT rescaling program assumes that the β detector energy calibration is 
described by a 2nd order polynomial of the form 
( ) dbcaccE ++= ββββ 2  
where 
Eβ = β energy, 
a=2nd order coefficient, 
b=1st order coefficient, 
cβ = β detector channel, and 
d= 0th order coefficient. 
 
The SDAT rescaling program assumes that the γ detector energy calibration is 
described by a line of the form 
( ) nmccE += γγγ  
where 
Eγ = γ energy, 
m=1st order coefficient, 
cγ  = γ detector channel, and 
n= 0th order coefficient. 
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EXECUTION 
 
To access this functionality, go to the Calculate•Rescale submenu.  The current 
values of parameters a, b, d, m, and n are shown in the Input Coefficients pop-up 
window.  (Figure 7)  The user must input the rescale values of a, b, d, m, and n.   
 
  
FIGURE 7.  INPUT COEFFICIENTS POP-UP FROM THE CALCULATE→RESCALE 
SUBMENU 
 
Once the new parameter values have been input, click the “OK” button.   
 
RESULTS AND GRAPHS FROM RESCALING A SAMPLE 
 
Several actions will be performed upon execution of the rescaling a sample.  
These are listed below and illustrated in Figure 8. 
1. The Sample Plot will be redrawn according to the new parameters.   
2. A new Parameters Table shows the new values of a, b, d, m, and n.  
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3. A before and after composite plot of the counts in the Gamma Channels is 
displayed. 
4. A before and after composite plot of the counts in the Beta Channels is 
displayed. 
5. A before and after Composite plot of the counts in the gamma and beta 
channels is displayed. 
 
 
FIGURE 8.  DISPLAY AFTER RESCALING A SAMPLE (CALCULATE→RESCALE) 
 
SAVING RESCALING RESULTS 
 
To save the results of the analysis, go to File•Save.  The pop-up box shown 
previously in Figure 6 will appear and prompt you to indicate in which folder you 
would like your results saved.  Once you select the correct folder, click the “OK” 
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button.  The Browse for Folder pop-up will disappear and the rescaled results will 
again be seen. 
When a sample is rescaled, SDAT creates the following three folders on your 
computer. 
 
1. rescale – This folder contains three text files that can be viewed with 
any text editor.  Each will be described in turn. 
a. rescaled.txt – This text file contains the rescaled sample 
matrix. 
b. sample.txt – This text file contains the original sample matrix. 
c. timestamp.txt - This text file contains the year, month, day, 
hour, minute, and second of the sample rescale. 
2. screen – This folder contains a screen shot of the sample rescale results. 
3. single – This folder contains nine text files that can be viewed with any 
text editor.  Each will be described in turn. 
j. concs.txt – This text file contains the concentration ratios for 
131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe for unweighted and weighted cases, 
respectively. 
k. errs.txt – This text file contains the concentration ratio errors 
for 131mXe, 133Xe, 133mXe, and 135Xe for unweighted and weighted 
cases, respectively. 
l. residual.txt – This text file contains the non-weighted 
residual matrix. 
m. residualnw.txt – This text file contains the weighted residual 
matrix. 
n. result.txt – This text file contains the non-weighted result 
matrix. 
o. resultnw.txt - This text file contains the weighted result 
matrix. 
p. sample.txt - This text file contains the sample matrix. 
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q. timestamp.txt – This text file contains the year, month, day, 
hour, minute, and second of the sample analysis. 
r. weighting.txt - This text file contains the weighting matrix. 
 
VIEWING MULTIPLE SAMPLES (TREND ANALYSIS) 
A new functionality of the SDAT GUI is the ability to view as many as nine files 
at a time.  It is hoped that, through this ability, the user can perform visual trend 
analysis on samples or to view library files, weighting matrices, etc.  To execute 
this function go the File•Open•Multiple submenu.  The resulting Open Multiple 
pop-up box will be displayed.  (Figure 9) 
 
FIGURE 9.  OPEN MULTIPLE POP-UP BOX 
 
Use the “Browse” buttons to find the files you would like to display.  The files 
will be displayed in a left to right, top down manner as shown in Figure 10. 
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FIGURE 10.  DISPLAY OF MULTIPLE SAMPLES 
 
The files are scaled such that the important features of the samples are in focus.  
To bring all the samples into the same x,y axes formats, click the “Apply” button 
at the bottom of the Axis Parameters table at the bottom, center of the window. 
 
SAVING MULTIPLE SAMPLES SCREEN 
 
To save the results of the analysis, go to File•Save.  The pop-up box shown 
previously in Figure 6 will appear and prompt you to indicate in which folder you 
would like your results saved.  Once you select the correct folder, click the “OK” 
button.  The Browse for Folder pop-up will disappear and the rescaled results will 
again be seen.  SDAT saves the screen shot as a .jpg file in the screen folder. 
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GLOSSARY 
COTS – Commercial, Off The Shelf 
 
DOS – Disk Operating System 
 
GUI – Graphical User Interface 
  
 MCNP - Monte Carlo N-Particle code 
 
PC – Personal Computer 
 
SDAT – Spectral Deconvolution Analysis Tool 
 
SMDC – Space and Missile Defence Command 
 
UT – University of Texas at Austin 
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